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“

In countries where the state and church are combined,
children in schools are taught through a religious
curriculum which uses religion to influence them in terms
of their responsibilities towards the state as well as
those of the state to them. [This set-up ensures that] the
children grow without ever learning the basics of human
freedoms and rights [therefore] when these are infringed,
they have no way to fight to have them back.

”

My people perish for lack of knowledge…
Hosea 46
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This is what happened at birth:
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This is what is happening now:
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And this is what we call education:

The truth shall make you free.
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John 832
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Disclaimer Statements by the Author:
•

This book is not a treatise, it is a perspective view; a photograph in time.

•

My views have been informed and shaped by my reading and interpretation of
the works of others who I have tried my best to acknowledge. As far as I know,
none of the individual authors or speakers quoted in these writings endorses or
shares my overall perspective.

•

The illustrations in this book were commissioned to encapsulate the ideas
explicitly presented in this piece of writing. Any alternative interpretation
is unintended; any resemblance to persons living or deceased is purely
coincidental.
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From the Author
Within the space of three years I have gone through two
significant life experiences that shook me to the core and
forced me to re-evaluate my worldview. The insights that I
share in this book are the sum of my thought processes and
reasoning as I have made critical decisions and watched
the outcome of my choices.
This book focuses not on what happened, but on what I
learnt from what happened. And what is it that I learnt?
I learnt that God’s hand is in everything, and that His
indeed is a loving hand. He is the true God; He is bigger
than all my problems, and He is worthy of all the praise
and adoration I can give. That is how this work gets to be
dedicated, to the glory of God.
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The Good News
I wanted us to start with the good news: “I am born again!”
I could say that all day long. Just uttering that statement
makes me smile so I will repeat it: “I am born again!”
I have been a Christian all my life, but I didn’t know
God. I led a somewhat rudderless life, disconnected
from God. Despite being a church member in good and
regular standing, I never consistently felt that I was on
the path that leads to heaven. Only recently, twenty odd
years following my baptism, did I get to a point where
I can confidently say that I am now on the right track. I
cannot say that I know God, but I am on the right track,
and knowing that is a wonderful, wonderful feeling.
Growing up as a member of an orthodox leaning Christian
fellowship, I always felt unsettled when brave Pentecostal
Christians would approach me on the street and ask “Sister,
are you born again?” (Sigh.)
I would always answer “yes” hastily, but the question
posed would trigger a bout of questions in my mind: “Am
I really born again? What does born again mean? If Jesus
were to come today, can I say that I am ready…?”
I would quickly dismiss these questions. It never occurred
to me to engage with the enquirer beyond my quick “yes”
answer, because I was a member of the church. I knew
all there was to know about Christ and Christianity. Our
church had the truth; so to even listen to the “Philistines”,
(as non-members were called)* was, to say the least, a
waste of time. I sometimes wonder… if maybe I had
engaged with just one of those people sent by God to
unsettle me from my untenable settled position, perhaps
*In The Bible, the Philistines were a people that did not believe in God. They were
many times at war with the Israelites (God’s people).
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I would have come to a knowledge of the truth sooner?
I suppose the answer to that question is neither here nor
there. What matters is that I finally got to acknowledge
the truth; and I am so glad I did.
Why is this “Good News”? My being “born again” is good
news because I now know for sure that he who has God,
and everything else, is no better off than he who has God
alone. Meaning, God is all you need. It is good news
because now I am free: ‘free from the blight of sorrow,
and free from my doubts and fears.’ The Bible says “If the
Son therefore shall set you free, ye shall be free indeed.”
(John 836). As a born again Christian, I am at a point where
I can say that I am “free indeed.”
How did it happen? It was a process of shifting from a settled
autopilot mode, to a questioning mode. I found myself
faced with a life situation that made my helplessness
apparent. I needed God. He was my only hope so I sought
Him in earnest.
I invested in bluetooth headphones and listened to
sermons at every opportunity. The simple reasoning was
that before I could understand God’s word, I needed to
hear it (Romans 1014). I would watch back-to-back hourlong sermons on YouTube, sometimes as many as five per
day. I wanted to saturate myself with the word of God. As
I assimilated the truths that I was learning, I found that I
was having to re-examine my entire worldview.
One Saturday morning, as I pushed my children’s buggy
along trying to keep track of both the questions in my mind
and the ones being uttered by my 3-year-old, I thought:
“I have all these questions... I am no different from my
daughter... One could easily confuse me for a 3-year-old...
it’s like... it’s like I’ve…” then I got it “It’s like I’ve been
born again!”
4
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The realisation was unmistakable, and so I share with
you my good news: “I am born again.” It’s rather like the
concept of love. It is hard to describe, but when you see
it (when it finds you, rather), you cannot mistake it. The
process of my rebirth has been helped by the fact that
I have little ones who are always asking me existential
questions as they try to make sense of life. As I work to
service their endless questioning, I service myself as well.
Each person will experience salvation differently, I would
advise against using the specifics of my experience as a
template.
What does it feel like to be born again? Well, I feel liberated.
I feel like someone has taken a massive weight off my
shoulders. It’s as if I had these shackles on me, and now
they are gone. It feels good. I want to shout it from the
rooftops: “I’m born again, Praise The LORD, I am born
again!”
How exactly is being born again working out in my life? So
far my life is much the same materially, but I have an inner
peace as I work on freeing myself from fear. It’s amazing
just how much fear we harbour in our hearts. As I lose my
fears, I feel more liberated, and I grow from strength to
strength. I cannot say that I am more righteous than the
next person, but rather, like a toddler, I make many, many,
🙄 many mistakes (give me a break, I am a baby Christian
here). But I know that as I keep picking myself up and
taking it to the Lord in prayer, I will keep growing, for
“The path of the just is as a shining light, that shines more
and more unto the perfect day” (Proverbs 418). I envision
“the perfect day” as one that is characterised by freedom,
contentment, and perfect peace.
A little over a decade ago, someone posed a rather strange
question to me: “Which do you think is more dangerous,
an adult snake or a baby snake?” (A most unusual
5
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question, I must admit. If someone has ever posed this
question to you, chances are we were accosted by the
same questioner!) I think my answer must have been “An
adult snake.” My questioner delightedly shared his (likely
newfound) knowledge about how baby snakes are actually
more dangerous than adult snakes. He said that when an
adult-snake bites an animal it measures how much venom
to use for the purpose at hand. So, if all it wants to do is
incapacitate the animal enough to allow itself to get away,
it releases just enough venom for the job. A baby-snake
however, has not yet learnt to ‘calculate and measure,’ so
when it bites you, it gives you all it’s got! I share this story
because this baby-Christian (me), will give you “all it’s
got!” Just don’t be calling me a snake, please.
As I look back over my life and try to see where I missed
the signs and where I likely took the wrong turn that
prevented me from getting to where I am sooner... I shake
my head and marvel at the grace of God, for indeed,
salvation is a gift. King Solomon put it this way:
“There be three things which are too wonderful for me,
yea, four which I know not: The way of an eagle in the
air; the way of a serpent upon a rock; the way of a ship in
the midst of the sea; and the way of a man with a maid.”
(Proverbs 3018-19)
I cannot trace the path that I have trod, but I know that I
am where I need to be, and that, only by God’s grace. I
wish for everyone to have a freedom such as I now have,
and so my prayer is that you allow God to work in you to
lead your steps to His Kingdom.
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Introduction
The protest to then Prime Minister David Cameron’s We
are a Christian Nation pronouncement back in 2011 was
significant enough to make the news. The remnant of our
unadulterated laws, combined with our national culture
of benevolence, etc., would have me today classify our
nation as largely deserving of the label. Our society is,
however, not only moving towards eliminating God
from our public lives, we already have espoused another
religion; one that is incompatible with Christianity. The
resulting state of affairs is a patch-up of conflicting ideals
and our society is beleaguered by constant problems as
we try to make the doomed coalition work.
Many people have said it is possible to do away with God
and a God-like mandate. It is not. What is happening is,
as we have pushed God out of our society’s public and
private lives, a new religion has been moving in and
filling the vacuum. Had we known of the true nature of
this religion we would never have allowed the camel’s
head to get under the tent. The cloaked religion needs to
be exposed because we cannot solve a problem that we
cannot describe honestly.
Not in Service attempts to point out where the problem
lies. The solution is only one (we need to freely choose
to get back with God). Why? The book explains that too.
The final choice will be whether we want a government
administered through intolerance, cruelty, and force; or
one characterised by love, respect, and freewill (it indeed
is possible to have such a one).
There is no middle-ground. We cannot continue to
waver between two opinions: We must make a choice.
Awareness and a change in thinking need to take place at
an individual level before it can happen at a societal level.
7
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You would think the decision is difficult to make, but it
isn’t. Once one gets to see and know the unadulterated
truth, the choice is obvious.
This is wonderful news I share with you. My hope and
prayer is that you will get to read this book to the end. I
hope also that you will get to appreciate ‘the wonder of it
all’; it’s in your best interests.
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Book Aspirations
A.H. Benjamin tells the fantastic tale of a short-sighted
giraffe who refused to wear glasses. “A giraffe in glasses
would look silly,” was her mantra as one calamity after
another befell her due to her short-sightedness. Try as
they would, her animal friends failed to convince her to
wear them. By the time Giraffe got converted, she was
wearing a crash helmet (to protect her head), a bell on her
tail (to warn other animals of her approach), a rubber ring
(to keep herself afloat in the event that she was to again
fall into the river), and a couple other things besides... a
ladder... I think you get the picture.
The thing that finally got Giraffe willing to wear the
glasses was not exhortation, nor that her animal friends
slipped the glasses on her while she was sleeping (they
did do that); what got her willing to wear the glasses, was
that she got to see just how ridiculous she looked laden
with all that gear. The moment she saw herself, she gave
it all up.*
Many of us have been deceived into thinking that
following God is “silly.” We go about laden with gear that
is supposed to be “a better deal” when the reality is the
exact opposite. “Come unto me all ye that labour, and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest” (Matthew 1128-30) is
the call. Will you heed it?
Genesis 131 reads “Then God saw everything that He
had made, and behold, it was very good.” One preacher
explained that the Hebrew word used there for ‘very good’
is literally translated to ‘better than perfect.’ How about
that? Better than perfect!
*Please note that A.H. Benjamin simply tells the story; my interpretation of the story
is in no way implied in his/her writing. The Short-Sighted Giraffe [ISBN 978-178171-355-6]
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How, then, does the devil convince us that there is a way
better than God’s way? Simply put, he lies to us. Human
beings cannot better perfect, let alone better something
that is “better than perfect.” It’s just impossible. What
one can do, is go about wearing a ridiculous getup that is
supposedly superior to “better than perfect.”
Not in Service is not a treatise about who God is and how
He works (although I do give that subject coverage). Not
in Service is a perspective view. I write about what I see;
in the hope that those that don’t see may see, and those
that think they see, may too, see (John 939). If after reading
this book you feel unsettled — angry, even, my aspirations
will have been realised.
Do I have any specific actions that I want you to take
following your reading? Yes and no. Not in Service is
about giving you perspective. What you do in the light of
that perspective is something that only you can decide. I
will point you in the right direction of course (which is to
go where Jesus says to go). The choice is yours to make.
My sincere hope is that you will make the right choice.

10
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Questions This Book Aims to Answer
What is a human being’s sole possession?
What are the basic needs of a human being?
How many senses does a human being have?
What is it that makes us all equal?
How does the wages of sin get to be death?
What makes lying so bad?
Why is the grading of crimes “pointless and
unnecessary”?
Why are horrors such as those committed at Auschwitz
and Abu Ghraib never far from us?
Why is the seeking and granting of forgiveness a must?
What do we lose when we eject God from our lives?
Why is it impossible to govern a country without
recourse to religion?
What is the new “opium of the people”?
How do I successfully navigate through life?
What is the one fear that one should not have when
considering the course of following God?
Why did Jesus have to come to earth and die such a
shameful death?
Why should saying “Thank you” never be a formality?
What is the appropriate way to respond to the greeting
“How do you do?”
What would you say are the key points you wanted to
drive home in undertaking this writing task?
How do I get to the root cause of a problem?
What are your suggestions for the way forward?
What would you say is the conclusion of the matter?

My short answers to these questions can be found in
Section 6.7 (pgs 186-191) of this book. The pages inbetween are about how we get to those answers, and that
is the interesting part.
11
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Let’s Start with The Truth, Shall We?
Truth is a definite article, an absolute. Whatever your
method and/or starting point, if you are a diligent, earnest
truth-seeker, both your endeavours and mine will lead us
to the same end-point. I here start with the truth because
it is the truth that sets us free, and because really, I can do
no other.
Here’s a truth: You own nothing... except your will.
The human being’s sole possession is his will; and that, is
what makes us all equal.
•

Many crimes and offences come down to the violation
of an individual’s will.

Another: Everything Designed has a Designer
And Another: Life is a gift.
Yet another: All you need is Love.
That’s about it.
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Truth #1
You Own Nothing... except your will
I cannot quite remember whose writings drove this point
home; chances are it was Epictetus in his Manual for
Living. Ever since I first heard this truth, it seems to appear
everywhere! I am sure I am not the only one to whom
this phenomenon has occurred. Think: Your sister gets
pregnant, and suddenly, pregnant women seem to appear
everywhere you go! This frequency illusion is called
the Baader-Meinhof phenomenon; it is a combination of
selective attention and confirmation bias.
With posessions, it is likely that someone or something
will at some point want to relieve you of your ownership
by some means or other. If when that happens you are (or
would be) unable to hang on to whatever it is you thought
you owned, the truth is you never owned it in the first
place.
Think: spouse, child, house, car, or any belonging. You
can lose your spouse to death, to another lover, or she
may just decide that she no longer wills to put up with
you. A house on mortgage belongs to the bank; once ‘fully
paid for,’ it belongs to the government (try skipping tax
payments to see what I mean). You own nothing,… except
your will.
What you get to do, regardless of wealth, income, gender,
race, education level, etc. is to choose. At each decisionmaking point the choice always boils down to two options:
Am I willing (to stand for the truth), or am I not willing?
If it sounds simple, that’s because it indeed is, that simple.
14
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On Will Violation
You will be forgiven for thinking that actions like
passing on someone’s phone number (against their will),
overstaying one’s welcome, lying, petty theft, robbery,
kidnapping, and rape are offences of different rank. The
truth however, is a different matter: Common to these
offences is the fact that someone’s will is being violated.
The above-cited are crimes of equal magnitude because
it is the will violation that makes the crime. Passing on
someone’s phone number, overstaying one’s welcome,
lying, ‘petty’ theft, robbery, kidnapping, rape (and murder,
even) are simply different manifestations of the same
offence, which is, a failure to respect the offended party’s
will.
The listed crimes all have will violation as the common
denominator (and respect as the antidote). God sends the
prophet Nathan to King David in 2Samuel Chapter 12
with a story about how a rich man who had many sheep
and other animals lived in the same neighbourhood as a
poor man who had only one little lamb that he loved and
cared for and treated as a member of his family. When a
visitor came to the rich man’s house, rather than kill one
of his own animals to serve his guest, he had the poor
man’s lamb taken from him and killed it instead. The king
was beyond infuriated by the cruelty of the action and
pronounced a very harsh sentence on the rich man, only
to be told, “You are the man.”
Who of us can say that they have never (even
unintentionally) violated the will of another? I am the man,
and so are you. That poor soul whose will you violated? It
was all he (or she) had. A sobering thought, isn’t it?
Consider this scenario: You are walking along the road
one sunny morning in early spring. The weather is a bit
15
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cold, but it is not windy. As you walk, you notice some
people who are sunning themselves as they wait for
some appointment or other (they may even be sunning
themselves because they have “nothing better to do”).
As you pass by, your shadow momentarily blocks their
sunlight, and it is “unavoidable”... there you have it.
If any one of the people over whom your shadow passed
resents that it did, you have just been party to a will
violation.* “It was just but for a moment”, you say? I will
avoid the graphic example that immediately sprang to my
mind in answer to that argument, and use the five-secondrule instead: Under normal circumstances, if a foodstuff
drops to the floor, it is deemed to no longer be fit to eat, you
have to bin it. The five-second rule is applied if the food
is a delicacy. The rule is that if you can retrieve the food
item from the floor within five seconds of its dropping,
you can consume it with no fear of adverse effect!
We all are guilty of violating another’s will. You, are the
man; I am the man.
For the reader still to be convinced of their criminal status
(Re: the subject of violating another’s will), the Case
Study in Appendix 2 will provide further insight, but that
only following a reading of Section 2.1.2. The explanation
in the footnote below clarifies my perspective.
*Please note that it is not the specific act that makes the will violation it is the
mindset of the ‘victim.’ Two people having the same act done to them will perceive it
differently. If the victim is unwilling, you have violated their will, if they are willing,
you have not (the textbox on page 95 speaks more on this).
*In this world we live in, actions like blocking someone’s sun are certainly not
avoidable. However, when we all love and cooperate with each other, and operate
in ways that benefit society noone will resent that another human being going
about their daily business happened to momentarily block their sun. For as long as
tolerance (as opposed to love) is the word of the day, the end result can only be death
(Romans 323).
*By the way, when we get to heaven, no such ‘problems’ will exist. There
simply will be no shadows in heaven because there will be light everywhere
(Revelation 2123, 225).
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The all you own is your will truth is what makes will
violation the heinous crime it is. Piggy backing on this
truth is the truth that we are all equal. If all you own is
your will, and all I own is my will, then we are equal, are
we not? How’s that for perspective?
The tendency when we do good (or think we did good) is
to show-off our handiwork like children: “Come and see
what I did!” Then there is the corollary: “I don’t want you
to see what I did” when the undesirable/adverse effects of
our consent-violating action become apparent.
Certain will violation stems from the erroneous idea that
we are able to predict the future. We perform specific
actions in the hope that a particular desired outcome will
result from our actions. When things happen according
to plan, we often (wrongly) take the credit by receiving
the thanks and congratulations that come our way. When
things don’t go according to plan, rather than apologise
and learn from the mistake, there is the tendency to want to
hide our misstep through some form of denial. Sometimes
we even go so far as to flatly deny having had any hand in
the offence that we caused.
Will violations happen when we invade each other’s
time, space, substance, privacy, etc. Next time you are
hurt/offended by the action or inaction of another, look
for the will violation. Chances are that the relationship
disharmony will be found to be stemming from such
cause. We may view the employment of excuses as ways
of saving face, yet what they show is insensitivity to one
another’s pain (otherwise known as cruelty).
The individual’s right to choose is an inalienable one. The
great controversy between Christ and Satan; between
good and evil, comes down to the individual’s choice.
God Himself will not violate a man’s will, and yet a
“wretched, miserable, poor, blind and naked” human being
17
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(Revelation 317) dares think themselves so important as to
deign to violate another’s will. Pitiful indeed.
I think that the reason why God does not rank sins is that
the underlying sin is one and the same. I liked the way
one preacher put it. He said words to this effect: “In the
sight of God, no one sin is more heinous than another,
you know why? Because the wages of all sin, is death!”
(Romans 623)
By presenting Jesus with the question: How often shall I
forgive my brother before enough is enough? (Matthew
1821-35 paraphrased) Peter demonstrated that he did not
understand that the sin is one. God would have us forgive
all offences committed against us because the continued
offence against us is nothing personal, it simply is evidence
that the offender doesn’t get it yet (doesn’t understand that
will violation is the crime). On the other hand, when we
get tired of forgiving someone, we demonstrate that we do
not yet understand that we cannot do anything but forgive.
More on that concept in Section 4.4 Forgiveness and the
Correction of Imbalance - pgs 89 to 97.
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On Cruelty and Respect
You may not have noticed, but the golden rule (Do unto
others as you would have them do unto you - Matthew
712), speaks to mutual respect: You are equal, respect
one another. Respect is defined as ‘Due regard for the
feelings or rights of others,’ while cruelty is defined as
‘Disregarding or taking pleasure in the pain or suffering of
others.’ These definitions would lead me to conclude that
cruelty is the opposite of respect.
Personally speaking, the above definition of cruelty
shocked me. It had never occurred to me that at any
point in my life, the label “cruel” could have been justly
applied to me. I had always been of the impression that
cruelty is when one has malicious intent, but my reading
of ‘disregarding the pain or suffering of others’ means that
one can not only be cruel by being indifferent; one can
also be cruel by being ignorant!
Consider the following story: I live in a small village and it
takes about twenty-five minutes to walk into town. When
the weather is beautiful, my children and I tend to walk
into town. Walking takes some stress off the household
because we do not have to leave the house for a particular
time (to catch the bus); we leave whenever we are ready.
And I would think that my purse appreciates the pennies
saved when we walk.
One day, as we set off walking, it happened to be the
same time as the bus was passing my stop. When I saw
it coming, I gave in to the temptation and motioned for
a pickup. As I was buying my ticket, I shared with the
driver how that I had been planning to walk, but I ended
up yielding to temptation. His reply was, “Please, take
the bus, keep me in a job!” and we laughed as I went over
to join the babies on the seat they had chosen for us near
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the back of the bus. After I got myself settled, I noticed
that apart from the three of us, the bus was empty, and I
remembered how the bus was many times empty (or very
nearly so) ― the buses run on schedule whether or not
there are passengers available. The “Please, take the bus,
keep me in a job!” comment got less and less funny as I
considered the matter in my mind because... because it
was true!
Is that not what makes most jokes funny though; the
element of truth? Why therefore was the laughter inside
me dying?
Jokes are arguably the most expensive form of
entertainment available: We joke at the expense of feelings.
The moment we start taking feelings into consideration,
there is no punchline anymore. The comedy business
desensitises us to people’s feelings. We have been taught
to laugh, where we should be feeling concern/pity; we
have learnt to disregard the pain of others; we have learnt
to be cruel.
As my journey progressed, I now started to try and consider
how the bus driver must feel, driving an empty bus around
all day... How that indeed it was true that sooner or later
he was going to be out of a job... How that he likely
worries about it sometimes... What would he do then? ...
How would he feed his family? ... Does he have a wife?
... Children? ... So many questions, the most important of
which was: What can I do to help the situation? (Sigh).
When I was growing up, I would hear school stories where
teenage boys who would have committed serious offences
(just boarding school-type serious... I think) would be
tasked with digging a deep hole that they could stand
upright in with their head just below ground-level. When
their task would be completed, they would be required to
fill the hole back up again... ouch! And there I had initially
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thought the digging of the hole was the punishment; fill it
up again, that’s cruel! You would think that these kinds
of punishments belong to another era and our civilised
society would not tolerate them. In this day and age, no
one will be making teenage boys dig deep holes, ‘for
health and safety reasons,’ and punishment such as the
one described would probably be judged to be in breach
of some human right or other. If, however, you analyse
the daily work experience of the bus driver in question,
the similarity is unmistakable: It is not enough that he has
to drive the same route back and forth all day — the bus
has to be empty?
An aside here: Heavy vehicles like buses pollute the
environment more than light ones do. The idea peddled
here is that the extra pollution is offset by the fact that
the bus transports more people than a light vehicle would.
When the bus is empty, what really are we doing? We are
polluting the environment on a large scale. For no other
reason than... what?
Quick story: A lady of my acquaintance is a frequent flyer,
hopping from one continent to another every now and
again. Somehow, her flying activity bothered me and got
to occupy a significant portion of my mindspace. I had
been thinking along the lines of: “I think the planet could
do without the environmental pollution caused by her
travels…” Then I thought, “Not really, the planes would
still fly even if she wasn’t on board…” and that was when
the penny dropped... This is exactly what is happening with
the buses, they run even if they are empty. The guaranteed
effect of these seemingly failed public transport structures
is not the transportation of human beings (how can you
claim to be servicing people by transporting them when
what you are actually doing is driving around/piloting an
empty heavy vehicle?). The ‘inefficient’ transport systems
are not being corrected because they are achieving their
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real aim (environmental pollution). The system “ain’t
broke,” that’s why it is not being fixed.
You may wonder why it is essential that the environment
is polluted. The motive is that of control. Living things
(human beings included) need a clean environment to
survive. Once our environment gets polluted and it becomes
apparent that we are going to die, our preservation instinct
kicks in and we panic. We will do just about anything to
avoid death, and so we give over our only possession
(our will) to whoever promises to provide us a way to
survive. Sadly, the one we often choose to give our will
over to is a thief and a liar, he advertises a product that he
cannot deliver. He accepts our high-value payment for the
genuine thing and gives us a counterfeit. Even sadder is
the fact that sometimes, the deceiver even clearly states
“I cannot guarantee what you are asking for,” and still
we choose him, rather than go to God who says, “I can
guarantee you what you need”; we consciously choose to
pay the counterfeiter. In fashion similar to Esau we sell
our precious birthright for a pittance (Genesis 2531-34).
Back on point: We are paying people to drive empty buses
all day long. Would this be happening if we respected
ourselves and each other?
We have been told that we need money to survive. The bus
driver thinks he needs money to survive. If he knew he
didn’t need the money, would he choose to be driving the
same route all day long, driving an empty bus? Would he
agree to that? I think not. If his employers respected the
driver, would they even ask that of him? If other members
of the community respected him, would they allow this to
go on under their watch?
That definition again: Respect is ‘Due regard for the
feelings or rights of others.’ The bus driver is driving an
empty bus all day, do we care? Should we care? Yes, we
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should! The driver needs fulfilling employment, we all do.
The bus driver is not alone in his predicament. Many of
us work in employments that are mostly drudgery. We do
the work that we do simply because we ‘need the money.’
Many do not consider the unethical aspects of their jobs
(like harm to the environment, or harm to other human
beings). “So long as I get paid at the end of the day” - The
end justifies the means. Many work in employment that if
given a free choice, they wouldn’t touch with a barge pole.
There it is again, the underlying crime: will violation.
Based on the paper trail and the observed evidence, it
would appear that your job is your freewill choice, but
it is a forced choice. You applied for the job, you were
hoping and praying that you would be chosen over all
the other candidates, you got the job, you report for work
on time every workday, but that is not evidence of free
choice. You are contracted to “report for duty” come rain
or shine, whether you feel like it or not. Your contract of
employment has no concern for your feelings, which, you
will recall, is the definition of cruelty. Whether someone
or something external is forcing you, or you are forcing
yourself is neither here nor there. The critical issue is that
a will violation is taking place.
Due regard for others’ feelings carries with it a high
degree of uncertainty because feelings are, by nature,
impermanent. The fact that today I say “I favour the
colour orange,” does not mean that next year orange will
still be my colour of choice. My ‘favourite colour’* may
indeed be orange, but that does not mean that when I get
to be buying a car, I will automatically choose an orange
coloured vehicle. Choices have to be made in real-time,
*I believe that the whole concept of favourites is an ill-conceived artificial construct
that has been bred into us. God has no favourites, why should we? (Acts 1034-35,
Romans 29-11, James 29). I think that our society would do well to disabuse itself of
the notion of ‘favourites’: Favourite colour, favourite brand, favourite TV show, etc...
makes the progression to favourite son or favourite aunt seem normal and expected!
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and no one (not even the person making the choice) can
accurately predict beforehand what the free choice would
work out to be when the time to choose comes.
Long-term commitments like signing a contract of
employment will almost always result in a will violation
(albeit somewhat self-inflicted). Plans cannot be cast in
concrete because by the time tomorrow comes along, for
one reason or another, I may not feel as amenable to the
idea as I am today. Respect is the cure-all: respect yourself
(right at this moment, am I willing or am I unwilling?)
and respect others (due regard for their feelings and their
rights).*
Respect calls for constant awareness and flexibility
because we live in a complex and uncertain world. There
is a need to keep-up and to always be tuned-in or risk an
immediate slip into cruelty. My children will often choose
to point at the words for me as I read books for them
(not that I need the words to be pointed out for me; just
saying). The problem comes when they get distracted, and
this happens every now and again. I am forced to stop
reading because their ‘helping hand’ will be blocking my
view of the words in the page. This frustratingly common
experience serves to remind me of how quickly a failure
to keep-up and stay-in-step when we are supposed to be
working together becomes a hindrance to the cause.
One of a mother’s key jobs is to teach her child to mind
their P’s and Q’s (Please’s and Thank-you’s). That is one
skill that if one proceeds past childhood without learning,
they will almost certainly get asked: “Didn’t your mother
ever tell you?” P’s and Q’s are something we all know and
are aware we should learn and use, but few of us know or
remember why exactly that is so. It is a consent issue.
*Appendix 3 uses the four-way stop to illustrate the real-time nature of respect.
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Money is a coercion tool, but it can never substitute for
consent. Despite many appearances and utterances to the
contrary, services are not bought, they are received. Goods
could maybe be said to be purchased, but services cannot.
If you walk into someone’s shop and they refuse to sell
their products to you, there is nothing that you can do to
make them willing to do so. You can have them forced to
serve you, but no amount of force can make them willing
to serve you. You can demand compliance, but you cannot
demand a service (mind, too, the corollary: services are
offered, not inflicted).
‘Life is give and take’ is a statement that you would have
come across at some point or other in your life experience.
Allow me to disabuse you of the idea and replace it with
this one: Life is give and receive. No amount of signed
contracts, threatened sanctions and other penalties can get
you the level of service or the amount of respect that you
think you deserve. Giving thanks should never be ‘just a
formality.’ So the next time you receive a service, thank
the service provider because no service is ever due to you,
service is, and always has been, a gift.
While we are on the subject of children; it is precisely the
lack of respect that makes working with young children
difficult. Young children will not yet have learnt to regard
the feelings and rights of anyone else but themselves. The
parent’s task is to teach the child to be sensitive to the
pain and suffering of others. It is a sad fact that many an
adult still has a lot of growing up to do when it comes to
learning respect.
I will quickly return to Matthew 712 (the golden rule).
The golden rule is built on the presupposition that your
treatment of yourself is the standard by which you judge
your treatment of others (that’s just the way it is). You
look at how it would feel to have a specific action done
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to you, then decide how to act on that basis*. What has
happened though, is that we have again been taught to
laugh at ourselves. We have been led to believe that ‘it’s ok
to laugh at misfortune if the joke’s on me,’ and therefore
we often are cruel to ourselves. We think nothing of
‘beating ourselves up.’ Thus conditioned and desensitised,
we become unable to be kind to others as we ‘do unto
them what we consider to be acceptable ― enjoyable
even, when applied to ourselves.’ Anyone exhibiting
sensitivity to such ‘good sport,’ earns themselves many
an unflattering label.
The question often asked following a show of pain in
response to something that one considers normal and
acceptable is “What’s her problem?”. The applied logic
is “You are different from me, therefore there must be
something wrong with you.” There’s got to be something
wrong with you if your feelings get hurt by my perfectly
acceptable behaviour. You are the problem, not me (aka.
victim blaming).
Fair is not always equal is a statement often used to
justify discriminating against other people when its actual
meaning is more along the lines of: The fact that one
person considers something a favour does not mean that
everyone does.† It has been said that the greatest evil is to
treat everyone the same. The only way to avoid being cruel
to another is to hearken to their feeling over a particular
issue. Respect is the word.

*Remembering that we are all equal (Romans 211) and we ought to be kind one to
another (Ephesians 432). We are all equal means that the next person has the same
rights you have.
† Buying Nicola (who loves oranges) an orange is something that will make Nicola
happy. It is not fair to also buy her companion Corrinne an orange because Corrinne
is not at all keen on oranges. What would be fair is to buy Corrine a fruit that she
likes. (This example assumes that Corrine is amenable to the idea of receiving a gift
from your hand. If she would rather not, ‘fair’ means respecting her “No thanks.”)
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On Lies and Deceit
Imagine living in a world where nobody ever lied or
was deceitful.* Living in such a world would take out a
whole lot of paperwork: no signing of contracts (contract
of employment, mortgage papers, prenuptial agreements,
etc.) and no signing for deliveries. If one wants to make
reference to a past event or agreement, all they would need
to do is raise the subject and be guaranteed of a truthful
answer.
You wouldn’t need to carry your Driver’s Licence with
you, why, you wouldn’t need it at all! (The Police Officer
would simply ask you if you are licensed to drive and be
guaranteed a truthful answer, no verification necessary).
In fact, you wouldn’t even consider driving without a
licence because such action would give the impression
that you are licensed to drive. Would we need Police
Officers even? Passport? What for? You would truthfully
provide any information recorded in that document, and
you would not attempt to enter a country from which
you are barred because the act of making such attempt
would give the impression that you are welcome there.
Birth Certificate, GCSE Certificate, Degree Certificate,
Marriage Certificate... all would be unnecessary. Just
about all record-keeping would be unnecessary. All you
would need to do is ask, and you would be guaranteed
*I assume here that we would all have a perfect memory and be incapable of
forgetting.
Here I pause to explain something about forgetting: “I forgot…” is a common enough
statement in our conversations— we own forgetfulness when really we should
not. Of ourselves we can do nothing (John 155). The Parable of the Sower makes
reference to how the devil makes people forget the good seed that God plants in their
hearts (Matthew 1319). God also is said to cause forgetfulness (Genesis 4151, Job 3917)
which I think is a really good thing when it comes to forgetting the pain and suffering
that has been visited upon us in the past. If you read Greek mythology you will
find reference to the gods making humans forget (see the myth of Theseus and the
Minotaur). All this said in an attempt to support the view that forgetfulness is not a
quality intrinsic to human beings; it is an external influence that causes us to forget.
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a truthful answer. Even as I try to visualise and describe
a truth-governed society, I suspect that I am failing to
properly conceptualise it.
During my early teenage years, I remember reading a
magazine article about ‘How to tell if a girl is a virgin
or not.’ The article’s author went through a few methods
used by various cultures in times past and present.
Despite being a virgin and having no plans of engaging in
premarital sex, I was reading with great interest because
I was somehow worried... worried that the available tests
may have me wrongly classified as a non-virgin. Thinking
back, I cannot get my head around why I was worried, and
why I thought that the ‘revelations’ in that article were
relevant to a young teen in my situation. The bottom line
is that I was reading the article with keen interest. To this
day I laugh when I remember the relief I felt when I got
to the last (and best) on the list of ‘ways to tell’ — It read
something like this: “How about you just ask her?”
You see, no amount of body language or other evidencegathering method is surer than the answer you get from
simply asking and receiving a truthful answer. A lot of
our worries come down to worrying that we will not be
believed when we tell the truth, and worrying that the
person speaking to you is not giving you an accurate
picture of the truth. Think about it.
The (not so) simple act of ridding our society of lies and
deceit would solve many of the problems we currently
face.
When you lie or deceive someone, you are forcing them to
choose an option they would not have chosen had the clear
facts been presented to them at the time of making the
decision. In essence, even though it appears as if they are
the ones that made the choice, it was actually the liar that
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made the choice for them (while hypocritically making it
seem as if he respected their right to choose).
Manipulation, coercion, and advertising, are all subtle
forms of force. Truth vs untruth is free-will being pitted
against force. Truth leads to love and cooperation, while
force (however subtle), leads to friction and resentment.
God wants you to be free, free indeed, but Satan’s rule is
one of force - you are free only to the extent that you fit
into the mould he has made for you. Forced choice; an
oxymoron if ever there was one.*

*An accessible article on the subject of forced choice can be found at
changingminds.org/disciplines/negotiation/tactics/forced_choice.htm
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On Decision-Making
Lies and doubting are so much a part of today’s culture
that it is considered very foolish to take someone at their
word — and yet social bonds are built on trust. Pieces
of advice such as: “Dress well for the interview because
first impressions matter,”; “Give them the answers they
want to hear, cast yourself in the best possible light by
emphasising your strengths while downplaying your
weaknesses,”; and “Even if you are not too keen on the
job, make yourself sound very enthusiastic,” are not
uncommon. We are encouraged to be deceptive, superficial,
and to tell untruths. Our society is fragmented and we lack
cohesion because each goes about life half-expecting the
next person to be lying to them.
Respect is the cure-all: Self-respect (don’t agree to or bid
for something that, if you are honest with yourself, you
really do not want), and respect for the next person (give
them accurate information and allow them to make their
free choice). Healthy relationships are built on trust. Do
not violate your own will, do not violate the next person’s
will. Our individual will is the only thing that any of us
owns. Live in the moment, and consciously make decisions
based on your willingness or unwillingness. Let’s not rob
ourselves and others of the one thing that we own.
The crux of decision-making comes down to Truth vs
Untruth.
God says: I am the way, the truth, and the life (John
146) while the devil is a murderer and the father of lies
(John 844). God says that if you choose the way of truth,
He guarantees you a good outcome (Jeremiah 2911); He’s
got your back. God knows the way to get you a good
end-result. The devil, on the other hand, while promoting
that untruthfulness is justified if employed to achieve a
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desirable result, offers no such guarantee (in essence, he
is clueless).
Men are often busy telling lies to influence the outcome,
but even after all the lies and manipulations are done, the
desired outcome is not guaranteed (you can control our
actions, but not their consequences). Where, then, is the
sense in lying? How about we tell the truth? It’s less hassle
in the long run; you don’t need to keep a tab of which lies
you told to which person. No one will resent you for ever
leading them astray, and you can sleep at night; what’s not
to like?
I deliberately chose to use the word untruth because it
contrasts very well with truth and caters for the various
forms of lying and deception that have evolved over
the years. I also like that the wording casts truth as the
standard (with untruth being defined as contaminated
truth). Different to the recasting: fiction vs non-fiction;
when did that happen?
Decision-making boils down to truth vs untruth. If you
choose truth, whether you are consciously aware of
it or not; you’re with God (and God will honour your
faithfulness). If you choose untruth, you’re in the devil’s
camp, and no one knows what will become of you as you
continue on that slippery slope unaided. Here’s the thing
with the devil: He lures you into erroneous ways, and
when you find yourself in trouble you didn’t foresee, (who
really can read the future?) He stands back, rubs his hands
with glee, and mocks you because he never had your best
interests at heart to begin with.
But God is a good God, He is there for you if only you will
call, wherever, and whenever that will be. Whether your
cry is sharp and loud, or it is weak, He hears. The moment
you call to God, your past, to Him, is water under the
bridge. “Forget about yesterday, this is today, and moving
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forward,” is what I envision He says to the penitent. God
is happy to see you and happy to welcome you.
We are making choices every moment of our lives. The way
of truth leads to peace, contentment and life everlasting.
The way of error ultimately leads to misery, destruction,
and eternal death. Which guaranteed outcome would you
rather have?
It has been said that even if there was no heaven prepared
for us when life on earth is ended, our lives in the here and
now are simpler, easier and happier if we go about with
a mind to do God’s will and trusting Him to take care of
the consequences. My life experience has been such that
I can testify to the truth of that statement. A huge weight
was taken off my shoulders when I gave my life to God. I
also remember distinctly feeling freed. It was as if I had
been held by chains and the chains now had fallen off.
Choosing to align my will with God’s is the best decision
that I have ever made.
“O, taste, and see that the LORD is good: blessed is the
man that trusteth in him” (Psalm 348).
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Truth #1 in a Nutshell
•

The human being’s sole possession is his will; and
that is what makes us all equal.

•

Many offences, faults, and crimes boil down to a
violation of the will.

•

The one human right that we all should have and
accord each other is access to truth for this is a
necessary prerequisite in the exercise of free will.

•

Life is give and take receive; money and sanctions
are tools of coercion.

•

The employment of force, however subtle the force,
is cruelty.

•

Respect (due regard for the feelings or rights of
others), is the cure-all.
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Truth #2
Everything Designed has a Designer
Growing up as a practising Christian, I heard the phrase
“Everything designed has a designer” repeated so many
times it became second nature to me. If one stops to really
think about it, this truth should go without saying. I learnt
fairly recently though, that this truth that I took for granted
currently has no place in the field of common sense. One
online poster informed that it is known in certain circles
as the watchmaker argument, and it is “unbelievable” that,
in this day and age, people still believed in it.
Thinking I had possibly misunderstood either the poster or
the watchmaker argument, I was shocked to find that there
was no misunderstanding; he indeed was mocking people
who believed that everything designed has a designer. I
further re-examined my belief, and it still made sense to
me, so I dismissed the creeping doubt and forgot about
the incident.
I remembered the encounter about a year later while
trying to read up on the process of how a Children’s
Social Services referral is processed in England. I came
across national statistics that were being passed off as
random figures when to me they very clearly were not.*
The figures were presented in a bar chart similar to the
one below:

*Statistics obtained from Crown Copyright document released on 2nd November 2017.
The document is entitled SFR61/2017 and is available online at https://www.gov.uk/
government/collections/statistics-children-in-need
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Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (England 2010-2017)
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These figures were prepared and approved and circulated,
and no one flagged them up as being indicative that
something was wrong; why? Because in trying to get rid
of God and all God-like concepts, our society lost more
than it bargained for.
Counterfeit money is identifiable as such when any one or
a combination of money features differs from the standard.
A practical and efficient course in How to Recognise
a Counterfeit therefore, is a course in knowing the real
thing. Money handlers learn to recognise a counterfeit
by stamping in their minds an accurate understanding
of what real money looks and feels like. Our society has
rejected truth* and so has lost the ability to recognise error.
Erroneous ways are characterised by the adulteration of
truth; if you do not know what truth is, you are rudderless.
I share my perspective on identifying truth in Appendix 6.

*Jesus said “I am the way, the truth and the life.” (John 146)
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The graph above is akin to someone saying “Out of 10
throws of a standard dice, I got the results: 6, 5, 5, 6, 5, 5,
6, 5, 5, 6. Those were my results.” A standard dice? “Yes.”
It had 6 faces? “Yes.” It actually had the numbers 1 to 4
on 4 of those 6 faces? “Yes.” But the results you got were
just fives and sixes? “Yes.” And they came in the pattern
described? “Yes.”
If ever there was a picture of carnage, that graph there is it.
In this case, it appears that one or more factors are working
together to produce a contrived picture of Children-inNeed. Those figures are not random.
Parents and carers are being criminalised to justify
classifying their children as Children-in-Need. The report
in Appendix 1 shows the statistical analysis that supports
this conclusion.
Everything designed has a designer; a simple truth if ever
there was one.
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Truth #3
Life is a Gift
Life is a priceless gift apportioned to each of us by the
Life-Giver. God gives us life for a time, then, after, we rest
in the grave awaiting Christ’s soon return. Life is; then,
sooner or later, it is not.
The devil has crafted a counterfeit to life, which, for
many, is not easy to distinguish from the real thing (again
because our society has rejected truth). Why would there
not be a counterfeit for so valuable a thing as life? The
more valuable the real thing is, the greater the incentive to
create a counterfeit (due to the anticipated greater return).
Most of us are familiar with the concept of counterfeit
money, but, counterfeit life?! So many things have
counterfeits: artificial flowers, artificial turf, artificial fur,
artificial money, so also, we have artificial life. A ‘Science
of Medicine’ has been developed, offering mankind
counterfeit life under the labels of ‘healing,’ ‘disease
prevention,’ and ‘life prolongation.’
Life is so very precious, but it is fleeting. When death
comes knocking, we stand helpless, and, try as we might,
no human effort can prevent it. Here is where the science
of medicine steps in with their offer of healing and life
prolongation. Except that real life cannot be prolonged,
what is presented to us as ‘life prolongation,’ is a
counterfeit life whose source is not God. An encumbered
life*; a life availed only in exchange for money.

*Encumbered by some drug or medical device (props).
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Maybe one day someone will attempt to come up with
a framework that we can use to distinguish counterfeit
life from the real thing. Such a framework will probably
include things like source (true life comes from God, the
counterfeit comes from the devil), cost (true life is a
priceless gift, the counterfeit is availed only in exchange
for money), and reaction to refusal (real life is given to us,
counterfeit life is forced on us). There will likely be other
things that can be used to distinguish between the two,
but the one sure way I know that would help you detect
all counterfeits, is to just study the real thing. The more
you know and understand God and the way He works, the
easier it will be for you to distinguish between that which
comes from His hand and that which does not.
Most Christians see no conflict between the practice of
Medicine, and their practice of Christianity, and so they
do both. Theirs is an untenable position, and sooner or
later, they will be forced to choose either one or the other.
A certain speaker, the other day, shared how one is better
off with one watch or clock, than with two. “The reason,”
he said, “is because when you have two clocks, you are
constantly checking both of them to see if they are in
agreement. The moment one disagrees with the other, you
can never be sure which one tells the correct time, which
to believe?”
The Bible says that, “A double minded man is unstable in
all his ways” (James 18). Unstable in some ways, it said?
No, in all his ways. A choice needs to be made. You will
have to choose one, for yours is a precarious position.
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For as long as it looks like life is working out, and the
time on one’s ‘two clocks’ appears to agree, there is littleto-no incentive for one to give up their settled position.
My current overt stance was incited when it became
undeniable that my ‘two opinions’ position was untenable.
I here record my testimony so that when your turn comes
(and indeed it will), something or other in these writings
will help guide you.
My choosing to reject Medical Practice solicited a most
irrational response. I was reviled and persecuted. All
manner of force available to be used against me was
employed in an attempt to ‘get me back there.’ No amount
of reasoning or presentation of evidence could sway my
persecutors. All I had initially done was disagree with the
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medical opinion of a prejudiced Paediatric Consultant
who was trying to impose ‘preventive medicine’ on my
children. (She had gone so far as to attempt to set up my
son for a lifetime of drug dependency). The response
to my reasonable disengagement served to confirm my
doubts and crystallise my views (2Timothy 312).
Ravi Zacharias’ words come to mind as I reflect on how
the establishment handled my decision to disengage. Here
is what he says:
I have always marveled that so many religions exact such
revenge against dissenters. It only weakens the appeal of their
faith and contradicts any claims they might have made that ‘all
religions are basically the same.’ If all religions were indeed the
same, why not let someone be ‘converted’ to another religion?
“It’s not as if Medical Practice is a religion?!” you ask.
Oh, but it is. Medical Practice ticks all the boxes when
I compare it to the seven characteristics of a religion
framework as outlined by Dr S.K Pipim.*
1. Sacred Realities - In the profession, leaders must be
revered and obeyed. You don’t question the doctor who
has more qualifications than you do. Absolute obedience
is required (Patients must adhere to prescriptions as
prescribed). Doctors are like deities, they are held to
different standards than the rest of the populace. Many
countries prohibit invasive procedures conducted by
one individual upon another. If any such intervention
leads to death, murder charges are pressed. Doctors are
an exception however; they get a lesser charge (if at all
charges are pressed). Why the special treatment?
*Please note that Dr. Pipim himself does not apply the seven characteristics to
Medical Practice, he applied them to racism and classed it as one of the “secular
religions in today's world.” (on par with communism and secular humanism). He
builds on Elizabeth K. Nottingham's 1954 publication entitled Religion and Society.
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2. Sets of beliefs - Rely on authoritative writings: NICE
Guidelines, DSM and other NHS Operating Procedures.
3. Practices - Medical Examinations, Biopsies, Surgery,
Prescribing Medications and lifestyle changes.
4. Symbolisms - Hippocratic Oath, NHS Uniforms,
Handwashing. Hygiene & Sanitation are basic to
meaningful care
5. Community of Worshippers - Of whom absolute
obedience and commitment are required. Medical
treatments must be taken exactly as instructed by the
doctor or pharmacist. The very many who voluntarily use
the NHS are not enough, they are zealous to win converts
and they proselytise dissenters.
6. Moral Values - They are a community’s sense of
right and wrong. Medical Practitioners condemn certain
societal behaviours and seek to provide answers to societal
problems. They define ‘best practice’ and ‘best interests.’
They demonise non-adherents (send Social Services after
non-compliant parents).
7. Requires Faith and Confidence that the ideals of the
organisation will ultimately triumph. Engaging with
Medical Practice involves balancing probabilities. It is
gambling; gambling with people’s lives.
Here is what Lord Donaldson MR had to say regarding
the level of importance of faith when it comes to matters
of healing : “The cooperation of the patient and their
confidence in treatment is a major contributing factor to
its success.”*
*Lord Donaldson MR in the case of Re W (A Minor) (medical treatment: court’s
jurisdiction) [1993]. See p. 623 of the judgment.
This statement sounds like an accessible re-statement of the placebo effect.
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Truth #3
Life is a Gift [2.3]

More evidence to support my view is the fact that the
state has appointed an organisation (the General Medical
Council) whose over-arching objective (one of three),
as defined in Section 1 of the Medical Act 1983, is to
“promote and maintain public confidence in the medical
profession.” Public Confidence is otherwise known as
faith.
Anything classified as a religious practice stands in direct
opposition to God. I am not saying that all aspects of
Medical Practice are evil. It wouldn’t be a counterfeit
now, if it did not have some qualities that are similar to
or precisely the same as those of the real thing, would
it? A good counterfeit is crafted to closely resemble the
real thing; so much so that it can be passed off as the real
thing. It should therefore not come to you as a surprise
that counterfeit life is not easily distinguishable from true
life.
One distinguishing test I would suggest is what I am calling
the Source Test. The following Magic Show analogy may
help show how the test works. Some magicians’ tricks
are easy to see through, others are such that someone will
have to walk you through them in order for you to ‘get’ the
trickery; still others are such that even if someone points
out to you in a step-by-step manner, where the deception
lies, you would still fail to see through the trickery. The
bottom line will be that if the person doing the trick is a
stage-magician, no matter how marvellous or authenticlooking the performance, rest assured, it’s a set-up or trick
of some sort; the product of some sleight of hand.
Source is key. True life comes from God, the counterfeit
is from the devil. Your view of who God is, and how He
works, will help you recognise if a proffered healing is
from His hand.
My personal view is that God is the personification of love
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(not to say that God is a person in the way that we are
persons - as in, we are not equals with God). God is fair
and just (He is “no respector of persons” Acts 1034, Romans
29-11, James 29), He does not tolerate dual-citizenship (no
power-sharing, He is a “jealous God” Exodus 3414) and
He governs according to the law of love and liberty (James
212, Romans 121-2, Romans 138-10, Romans 1415, Romans
141-1513). The devil is a murderer, and a liar (John 844)
and his rule is one of manipulation, coercion and force
(Revelation 1317).*
The source test to me would be about observing the
characteristics of an activity to see if they align with
the character of God, or that of the devil. A fence-sitting
position such as that held by Christians who see no conflict
between the practice of Medicine and their practice of
Christianity looks to me like one which ‘a jealous God’
would not tolerate.
The cost test is simple: Medical Care has a financial cost.
Only those who can afford Medical Care get to access it.
The healing that comes from God is provided free to all
who believe. If you have to buy it with money or purchase
it by other means which others would not be able to afford
due to no fault of their own, it’s not from God. Just about
everyone agrees that life is a gift. By definition, gifts are
not bought, they are received.
The refusal test. I will illustrate this test by borrowing a
story by T. R. Jennings. It is said that a certain young man
reacted to his girlfriend’s “let’s give it a bit more time”,
response to his marriage proposal by pulling a gun out
from under his coat, pointing it at her head and repeating
his proposal: “Will you marry me!!!” Chances are the
*These brief statements do not provide a comprehensive picture of who God is. Dr.
Jennings’ three books do a better job of it than I ever could. Books by T. R. Jennings:
Could it be this Simple? ISBN 978-0-9858502-0-3, The God-Shaped Brain ISBN
978-0-8308-4495-1, The God-Shaped Heart ISBN 978-0-8010-7521-6
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loving feelings the lady had for him vanished at that point.
If the reaction to your refusal of a gift is by way of some
form of punishment (sanction, persecution, etc.), that
gift’s definitely not for you.
The devil is not content with offering you a counterfeit at
the price of the real thing; his offer of healing or symptom
relief carries with it a risk of cutting short the unencumbered
life God gave you. Medical Practice guarantees you harm
(deceptively termed as “side-effects”), with the healing
being offered as a ‘maybe.’ The real side-effect is passed
off as a treatment! Side-effects are guaranteed, but healing/
cure is not. How about we make it illegal for Medical
Practitioners to practice... (practice; on a human being?!)
their craft on minors? We have the good sense to make
it illegal for minors to be fed or be allowed to consume
alcohol. Why can we not apply the same logic to Medical
Practice?
Many are the distortions of language in the field of
Medicine. You will note that the language used in the
field of Medicine is littered with contronyms (those twofaced Janus words). Words like consult, doctor, advice,
theory, or practice. This is a case of evil working its way
to becoming good. Seeing as you cannot make evil good
without making good evil; good has been being made out
to seem evil (Isaiah 520).*
Medical Practitioners cannot guarantee healing any more
than weathermen can guarantee the weather they forecast.
If Medical Practice really did what it purports to do, there
should by now be little to no disease on the planet.

*To justify the goodness of the evil that you portray to be good; the actual good needs
to be put down and made out to be evil... How else would people get to shun good in
favour of evil?
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A working clock is one that tells the correct time all the
time, not ‘some of the time.’ A stopped clock, too, twice
a day, shows the correct time. Its few ‘successes’ do not
make it “better than nothing,” its two daily ‘successes’
make having a stopped clock worse than having nothing.
Worse because during two time-periods in a day, (round
about the time that the clock is stopped at), anyone looking
at the clock can get fooled into thinking that the stopped
clock tells the correct time. Just like doctors claim to heal
“some of the time,” a stopped clock too, can claim to be
able to tell the correct time “some of the time.”
To illustrate how futile our efforts of trying to obtain
‘healing,’ ‘disease prevention’ and ‘life prolongation’ from
Medical Practitioners, I will borrow another Jennings
story* (all emphasis mine):
Consider visiting a farm and going out each morning to
get milk from a bull. It doesn’t matter how desperately
you want milk; the bull can’t give you something it doesn’t
have, But let’s say you don’t know anything about farms
and don’t realise that bulls don’t produce milk. You might
conclude that your inexperience is causing the problem,
so you go back day after day seeking milk.
The continued lack of success frustrates you. Suddenly
you find an explanation for your failure: you recall reading
that bulls don’t like red. You realise that you’ve worn your
red bandanna each time you sought milk from the bull, so
now you begin to dress in other colors. Still no milk.
*See pgs 73-74 of the book Could it be this Simple? (ISBN 978-0-9858502-0-3)
by T. R. Jennings. The square bracketed sections would have been adapted and/or
paraphrased by this author.
Reading Dr Jennings’ books I felt drawn to God. I felt I wanted to love and worship
the God he describes.
Please note that I borrowed only the story. Dr Jennings does not apply this story to
the practice of medicine,and he does not share my views regarding the practice of
medicine.
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Next you remember that animals like music, so you bring
a stereo with you and play a variety of songs, but still no
milk. At times you beg the bull, but with no results. Bring
special food, you hope that a change in diet will produce
milk, but again to no avail.
By now you have become not only frustrated but angry.
Briefly you consider shooting the bull, but as the thought
of doing so runs through your mind, an explosion of
feelings screams from within: If I do that, I’ll never get
the milk. And then you feel terrible guilt and begin the
process all over again.
[The problem in this scenario is a failure to see the truth:
Bulls don’t give milk! A failure to see the truth makes one
vulnerable to the manipulations of others, and constantly
and chronically insecure as they continue to accept as
truth what is not truth].
Imagine in our bull example that the bull is intelligent.
Is it possible that because the bull enjoys the attention
and special treatment, he might lead you to believe that
one day - if you keep it up - you just might get some
milk? Unfortunately, many human beings are like that.
While so self-centred that they are incapable of providing
nurturance to others, they still enjoy the attention they get
from [others’ efforts to solicit from them what they know
they just cannot provide], so they lead the ignorant party
to assume that one day they just might [finally receive
what they so desperately desire].
Back on the farm, you finally recognise that bulls don’t
give milk. Does that mean you can never have anything
to do with the bull? Of course not. You can still have the
bull pull a plow or cart. The difference is that because you
don’t need something from it, you aren’t held hostage by
the animal. You can now come and go freely.
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Doctors can only provide treatments, not healing. Healing
is, and always has been a divine matter. When I am sick, I
need healing, not treatment but I can only speak for myself.
God says, “I am the LORD that healeth thee” (Exodus
1526). If anyone needs healing, let him ask of God, “who
giveth to all men liberally” (James 15). “… let him ask
in faith, nothing wavering” (James 16). God hears prayer.
Asking does not guarantee that you will be healed; God
will grant or not grant your request as He sees fit (He is
God after all). What is known for sure is that God is love
(1John 48), and all things work together for good to them
that love God (Romans 828).
During the years of Jesus’ ministry on earth, He performed
many miracles of healing. I will focus on blind men: The
one was told to go and wash in the pool of Siloam (John
chapter 9). Another was healed in stages using spittle
(Mark 822-26). Matthew records two incidents of blind
men whom Jesus healed (Matthew 927-31 & 2029-34). One of
these may have been Bartimaeus who is mentioned in the
book of Mark 1047-52. Matthew 2114 & Luke 721 indicate
that there were more blind men healed besides the
aforementioned. For all these healings, why was there no
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) generated to enable
us to get on with the business of healing blind men after
Jesus’ ascension; oversight?
My understanding is that there just is nothing ‘standard’
about sickness and disease. We cannot get to a point
where we say, “Okay God, we are good to go now, we
don’t need you anymore.” Each time we have a problem,
we need to go to God and ask: “Dear Lord, what do we do
now?” Yes, the illness may present symptoms like those
we have seen healed in a certain manner in the past, but
that does not necessarily mean that the two diseases are
one and the same.
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God did not provide us with SOPs on the subject of healing,
yet we now have regulated schools that train people how
to heal in accordance with standardised procedure. Where,
may I ask, did those healing instructions originate?* We
would do well to scrutinise the belief systems that we
subscribe to.
I doubt that many of us know that doctors are entitled
to their opinions. If the healing of disease was certainly
standard, how do doctors get to be entitled to their
opinions? I would suggest that the Practice of Medicine
indeed has an element of divination!
Sickness and disease are the handiwork of the devil. You
will have observed that a significant number of times
when Jesus healed people he used words like: why should
I not have healed this woman “whom Satan hath bound,
lo, these eighteen years, be loosed from this bond…”
(referring to the crippled woman - Luke 1316), and also
in Matthew 1718 records that “Jesus rebuked the devil;
and he departed out of him: and the child was cured from
that very hour” (see also Luke 942 and Mark 925). Mark 125
mentions how that Jesus rebuked an unclean spirit saying,
“Hold thy peace, and come out of him.” Luke 435 records
the same incident. There are other rebukes (e.g. the wind
and the waves in the storm on the lake - Mark 439 and
Luke 824).
An aside here:
The Bible records only one instance of Jesus being amazed
(Luke 71-10). What was it that amazed Jesus? It amazed
Him that someone understood that He not only had the
power to rebuke the devil, but that He could do it by
remote control. Even more amazing was the fact that the
*Seniour members of the medical profession are called ‘Doctors.’ I am not aware of
any ambiguity over the meaning of the verb form of that word (i.e.‘to doctor’). How
then did ‘Doctor’ get to be a label that is worn with pride?
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one person who demonstrated such clear understanding
of Jesus’ Lordship was a non-Jew. The Roman centurion
honoured Jesus by presenting Him with a ‘big ask.’ It
was amazing then, it still is amazing now; the majority of
Christians do not have the faith that they profess. We have
such a big God, why do we not ask big? ( Jeremiah 3227)
The point I want to bring across is that when God gives
healing, He is fighting the devil, He is rebuking Him. The
work is God’s work, and He delegates it to His followers
as appropriate.
We cannot say that medical doctors are helping God
in His work because being a follower of Jesus is not a
prerequisite for qualifying to practice medicine. Why
would God pass over believers and delegate His work of
healing as a lifetime occupation to an unbeliever?*
Many a parent or leader will know that delegating discipline
is tricky. They will know how that each case turns on its
own factors, and do-it-yourself is many times the best way
to go about administering discipline. Delegates would
have to be carefully chosen and be very trustworthy to
administer the discipline as the Master himself would.
How many medical doctors today fit the loyalty-to-God
bill? How then can we say that medical work and its
baggage are God’s chosen method of operating?
Many a professed Christian has accepted the myth of
urgency programming and so they will ‘automatically’
call an ambulance before they think to seek The LORD
in prayer. Jesus didn’t need to hurry to Lazarus’ bedside
in John Chapter 11 because a true healer is always on
time. Doesn’t We couldn't help because you
*Please note also, that nowhere in The Bible is healing offered in exchange for
payment in any form. That point was especially made by the prophet Elisha over the
healing of Naaman (2 Kings chapter 5). Gehazi’s punishment for seeking payment
was severe because the healing that comes from God is a gift.
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didn’t call us fast enough sound like a copout to you? Victim blaming, plain and simple.
If we look on the bright side, paramedics rush to take the
credit for God’s work of healing. The darker side says
that their interventions actually ‘finish people off’ who
would otherwise have lived. The evidence says that many
a paramedic has perished on the motorway. The evidence
says that many an innocent motorist or pedestrian has lost
their life as a consequence of paramedics travelling at
speed. The evidence says that medical practitioners treat,
they don’t heal. The evidence says that God is all we need.
Moses’ parting words to the children of Israel (I paraphrase
Deuteronomy 3019), were: I set before thee this day life
and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life;
(they actually needed to be told to choose life), that both
thou and thy seed may live. God’s way is the way of life
(John 146).
There are two opinions on the life question: Medical vs.
God. A choice needs to be made because to be doubleminded is to be unstable (James 18); it affects every other
aspect of your life (as we saw with the failure to recognise
that the graph on page 35 was evidence that something
was amiss). “Choose ye this day whom ye will serve”
(Joshua 2415); choose life!
I will sum up with a warning. Beware of Greeks bearing
gifts. Life is a gift. I would advise that you accept gifts
only from the one whom you know loves you. There is
only one; it is God. God loves you beyond measure. His
gift is the freely given gift.
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A Couple of Questions
In certain circumstances, Medical Aid may be offered as a
gift; does that not put a complexion on things?
Not really. At the end of the day, somebody somewhere
is paying for the Medical ‘Aid.’ Money is, at some level,
changing hands, so in essence, the service is being bought.
Life is a gift.
How about Medical Missionary Work?
How readest thou? Medical Practice is so ingrained in our
culture that most of us have accepted its claims without
question. I do not condemn anyone for subscribing to the
practice of medicine for I too, until recently, was a believer
in Medicine. I would like to believe that the founders of
Medical Missionary Work acted in good faith, based on
what they sincerely believed to be true. Once you open
your heart to critically examine the practice, I expect you
will come to a knowledge of the truth.
John 1027-30 mentions how that those who are of Jesus’
flock “know [His] voice”. As one gets to know God and
understand how He works, the easier it will be to recognise
the work of an impostor for what it is. I am a newborn
Christian, and I here write about what I see. I accept that
my view of God may change as I grow (Proverbs 418). I
have shared my reasoning in this piece of writing for input
as you consider your options.
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Truth #3 in a Nutshell
•

Life is a gift - Gifts are received, not purchased.

•

Beware of the counterfeit life, it comes with
encumberments.

•

Medical Practice is a religious belief system that
stands in direct opposition to God.

•

Beware the myth of urgency.

•

To treat is human, to heal, divine.

•

The moral and knowledgeable authority of Medical
Practitioners is illegitimate.
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Truth #4
All you need is Love
God is all you need, God is love. Therefore, all you need
is love.
“Love suffereth long, and is kind; love envieth not; love
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, Doth not behave itself
unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked,
thinketh not evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth
in the truth; Beareth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things. Love never faileth.” (1Corinthians 134-8).
A couple of times now, I have been in situations where
God was all I had. Not that there weren’t any people
around me, there were many heads for counting around
me, but in essence, I was alone.
I would invest a significant amount of time into
documenting my troubles and sharing them with a friend,
brother, or sister, only to receive an evasive response,
criticism, words of discouragement, or silence. I was many
times disappointed. But you know what? I thank God for
those disappointments, because I had to get to a point
where I had tried everything, and cried out to everybody
who I thought was in a position to help, to understand that
I was helpless. Water, water, everywhere, and not a drop
to drink!* So when I cried to God, I really cried. I cried
my heart out, oh how I cried. I knew God was my only
hope. And you know what? He came through! God came
through for me. One preacher put it this way: “It is not
until God is all you have, that you will get to understand
*Lines from “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” by Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
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and appreciate, that God, is all you need.” It is the kind of
statement that sounds like a cliché, but oh, how true it is.
Never has a truer statement been said. You need to have
tasted of God’s saving power to understand and appreciate
just how marvellous a statement that is. “O, taste, and see
that the LORD is good: blessed is the man that trusteth in
him” (Psalm 348).
I think that preacher statement bears repeating, so here
it is again: “It is not until God is all you have, that you
will get to understand and appreciate, that God, is all you
need.”
Love; is one of those words that is hard to describe. The
good thing though, is when you see it (when it finds you,
rather), you will recognise it, for it is unmistakable. I
cannot do a better job of describing love than has been
done by T.R Jennings in his books. I recommend his
writings for a kind, engaging, and warm presentation of
an attractive God.
Love is service-oriented, it is selfless, and it is nondiscriminating. Love is a gentleman, it cannot be imposed
or inflicted, it respects the other’s choice. All will violation
stems from a failure to love. I would therefore suggest
that failing to love is the root of all evil.
God bids us to live in the moment and to use our talents
and resources to serve others selflessly. The simple
prescription is that we are not to be worried or concerned
about ourselves, we are to look out for others, and God
will take care of us.
True love cannot co-exist with doubts and fears. When
love comes in, He drives them all away:
“There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear:
because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made
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perfect in love” (1John 418). Love can only exist in an
atmosphere of freedom.
I mentioned in Section 2.1.3 On Lies and Deceit (see pg
28) how that many of our internal worries are due to
fear:
Fear that we will not be believed when we tell the truth.
Fear that the next person may not be giving us an accurate
picture of the truth.
Fear and love are incompatible. The fearful would do
well to remember the God who is love, is omnipotent,
omnipresent and omniscient.* Omni- just about says it all:
“No room for fear here.”
I would advise you to follow God by living up to the
truths that you already know, and He will lead you into an
increasing knowledge of the truth (Proverbs 418). As you
get to know God more, you will learn to give and receive
love, for God is love.
“And now abideth faith, hope, love, these three; but the
greatest of these, is love.” 1Corinthians 1313

*‘omni’ means all. omnipotent - all powerful (Genesis11, Hebrews 13, John 11-5,
Isaiah 4021-28, Ephesians 320) omnipresent - present everywhere, has no beginning
and no end (Psalm 1397-12, Proverbs 153, Jeremiah 2324, Acts 238-39) omniscient - all
knowing (Psalm 1391-6, 13-16, Psalm 1475, 1John 318-20). Scripture references obtained
from forums.christiansunite.com/index.php?topic=19981.0
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Truth #4
All You Need is Love - A Summary [2.4]

Truth #4 in a Nutshell
•

God is all you need, God is love, therefore, all you
need is love.

•

Love and fear are incompatible (Perfect Love casts
out fear).

•

Love can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom.

[2.1] You Own Nothing... except your will
[2.2] Everything Designed has a Designer
[2.3] Life is a Gift
[2.4] All You Need is Love

Why lie, when so much truth is available?
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Guiding Principles from Scripture

The Three Question Prescription for Life [3.1]

The Three Question Prescription for Life
One day a sermon on the subject of The Temptations of
Jesus (Matthew 41-11, Mark 112-13, Luke 41-13) was preached
in my hearing. The message was both simple and profound.
I share below what I distilled and drew from that message.
To successfully navigate through life I needed to answer
just 3 questions:
Question 1: What am I to do?
Question 2: What am I not to do?
Question 3: Why? (Motivation to action or inaction)
There are only three classes of temptation; the devil will
come to deceive you in only three ways. If he fails to
deceive you, then the gloves will come off as he engages
in an unveiled frontal attack. I would expect that the
deceptions would still be brought every now and again,
hoping to catch you in a moment of weakness. The key
thing is to know how to recognise the three key deceptions
(along with how to counter them from a reasoning pointof-view) so that as, and when they are presented to you,
you will be able to recognise the danger you face and
escape in the manner patterned by Jesus.
The three classes of temptation are defined in 1John 216
as being the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life.
Those three are the temptations that he used on Jesus
when he tempted Him following His baptism in Matthew
Chapter 4. The lust of the flesh (satisfy your fleshly
desires: turn these stones into bread - Matthew 43), the
lust of the eyes (all these magnificent kingdoms of the
earth will I give you - Matthew 49), and the pride of life
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(throw yourself down, God will catch you and everyone
will marvel - Matthew 46). The devil was here misquoting
Psalm 9111 by asking Jesus to be a show off, put yourself in
unnecessary danger, presume upon God’s love and care
for you and His ability to save you.
Your reading of Matthew Chapter 4 will show you that after
Jesus had responded to the third temptation (Matthew 410),
the devil then left Him (Matthew 411) because the tempting
was over. All done. He (the devil) had failed to overcome
Jesus from a reasoning point of view. No more debates
are on record. Indeed, “we have not an high priest which
cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but
was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin.”
(Hebrews 415).
The devil still uses these three temptations with us, and
they are only three. The three methods can come disguised
in many different forms, but it is said that basically every
temptation that comes to us can be classed as being any
one or a combination of those three: The lust of the flesh,
the lust of the eyes, or the pride of life. Now if you analyse
Jesus’ three responses to the devil’s temptations (Matthew
44,7&10), you will notice that therein is a prescription for
how to successfully navigate through life:
1. What are we to do? Worship The LORD thy God (Matthew
410)				Put God first (Matthew 633)
2. What are we not to do? Thou shalt not tempt The LORD
thy God (Matthew 47) i.e. Do not presume on God’s protection.

By my observation the Practice of Medicine is rooted in
presumption. When blood tests and surgical procedures are
conducted, Medical Practitioners deliberately break through the
skin barrier given to us by God for protection, presuming that
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blood clotting and wound healing mechanisms that they have no
over will later kick in and save the patient from death.
There would be such chaos in Medical Practice if for just 24hrs the
natural blood clotting and wound healing processes that Medical
Practitioners daily presume on would ‘go on holiday.’
control

3. Why? Why should we rely on God so much? Because
God will meet all our needs (Phil 419). He alone is our
sustainer. We live and eat not because of how clever, or
hardworking, or intelligent we are, but because God has
ordained it. Man lives “by every word that proceedeth out
of the mouth of God” (Matthew 44). Solomon declares:
“I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to
the swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to
the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet
favour to men of skill; but time and chance happeneth to
them all” Ecclesiastes 911. The things that we have and
use to succeed in life (time and chance), are things that we
really cannot purchase or control. Time and opportunity
are things given to us by God at His discretion.
A succinct and all-encompassing prescription.
1John 216 For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the
lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of
the world.
Matthew 44 But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God [Old Testament reference: Deuteronomy 83]
Matthew 47 Jesus said unto him, It is written again, Thou shalt not
tempt the Lord thy God [Old Testament reference: Deuteronomy 616]
Matthew 410 Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for
it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt
thou serve [Old Testament reference: Deuteronomy 613
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The Good News

O Zion, haste, thy mission high fulfilling,
To tell to all the world that God is light,
That He who made all nations is not willing,
One soul should perish, lost in shades of night.
Publish glad tidings, Tidings of peace
Tidings of Jesus, Redemption and release
Proclaim to every people, tongue, and nation
That God in whom they live and move is love,
Tell how He stooped to save His lost creation,
And died on earth that man might live above.
Mary A. Thomson
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Contrasting Christ and the Devil
I use two key Scriptures to contrast Christ and the devil:
John 146 - “Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth
and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.”
John 844 - “Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts
of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the
beginning and abode not in the truth, because there is no
truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his
own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.”
Jesus Christ
The Way
The Truth
The Life

The devil
Misdirects
Master of misrepresentation
Bringer of death

Not many people would choose death over an unencumbered
life. I expect also that if they find themselves hopelessly
lost, most people would frown on anyone who misdirects
them. When it comes to truth, the lines are not so clear,
have you ever wondered why?
Between truth and lies are many ‘grey areas’ like
professional acting and state secrets. But tell me, how
much cyanide does a plate of food need to contain before
it becomes deadly?
There is truth, and Jesus is the truth. Any trace of
contamination is a deviation from truth. There’s only two
camps here, whose side are you on?
There is a way that seemeth right unto a man,
but the end thereof are the ways of death.
Proverbs 1412
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Growth by Contentment
It has been said that life is full of the unexpected. There is,
however, enough things certain amid the uncertainty. One
of those is growth. But we are not to chase after the growth,
we need to focus on our given work. As we diligently
execute our daily tasks, we will grow... exponentially.
Here’s a parable to illustrate: The Parable of the Talents
(Matthew 2514-30).
For the kingdom of heaven is as a man travelling into a
far country, who called his own servants, and delivered
unto them his goods. And unto one he gave five talents, to
another two, and to another one; to every man according
to his several ability; and straightaway took his journey.

Then he that had received the five talents went and traded with the
same, and made them another five talents. And likewise he that had
received two, he also gained another two. But he that had received
one went and digged in the earth, and hid his lord’s money.
After a long time the lord of those servants cometh, and reckoneth
with them. And so he that had received five talents came and brought
other five talents, saying, Lord, thou deliveredst unto me five talents:
behold, I have gained beside them five talents more. His lord said
unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful servant: thou hast been
faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many things:
enter thou into the joy of thy lord.
He also that had received two talents came and said, Lord, thou
deliveredst unto me two talents: behold, I have gained two other
talents beside them. His lord said unto him, Well done, good and
faithful servant; thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will
make thee ruler over many things: enter thou into the joy of thy lord.
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Then he which had received the one talent came and said, Lord, I
knew thee that thou art a hard man, reaping where thou hast not
sown, and gathering where thou hast not strawed: And I was afraid,
and went and hid my talent in the earth: lo, there thou hast that
is thine. His lord answered and said unto him, Thou wicked and
slothful servant, thou knewest that I reaped where I sowed not, and
gather where I have not strawed: Thou oughtest therefore to have
put my money to the exchangers, and then at my coming I should
have received mine own with usury.
Take therefore the talent from him, and give it unto him which hath
ten talents. For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall
have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away
even that which he hath. And cast ye the unprofitable servant into
outer darkness: there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Five talents became ten. Two talents became four. In
short, if you use your talents, they will double. If you do
not use your talents, you lose them. There is no imposed
punishment here, just natural law: If you do not use
something, it wastes away.
This parable encouraged me to work with what I have. I
have witnessed my faith grow and become stronger as I
have exercised the little faith I had.
Notice how the master gave “to every man according to
his several ability” (Matthew 2515). I don’t get to envy the
material goods God has blessed the next person with. God
has judged them able to manage that wealth, what little I
have is what God has judged me able to manage. Who am
I to question God’s judgement?
Besides, seeing as talents grow exponentially; all I need
to do to get to the level of whoever I may be tempted to
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envy, is to actually use the talents that I do have, and in a
short time, I will be at the level that I would initially have
been envying.* There just is no point being discontented.
In a world of ‘continuous improvement,’ however, enough
is never enough. The consumption drive is insatiable:
bigger, better, stronger, more powerful, more efficient. We
don’t know how, when or where to stop with all of it.
Amidst all the clamour, God calls us to “be content with
such things as ye have” (Hebrews 135) for “godliness with
contentment is great gain” (1Timothy 66).
As we follow His command, growth is guaranteed, for
“The path of the just is as a shining light, that shines
more and more unto the perfect day” (Proverbs 418). We
get what we would have wanted, by not seeking after it.
How’s that for class?

*If at the beginning the servant who was given two talents had been thinking “why
didn’t God give me five?” All he needed to do was double his two, and he ended up
with four. If he doubles that four... why, he’s on eight, and that already exceeds the
five that he would maybe have coveted at the beginning!
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I Need Thee Every Hour

Chapter 3 in a Nutshell
1

I need Thee every hour, most gracious Lord;
No tender voice like Thine can peace afford.
I need Thee, oh, I need Thee;
Every hour I need Thee;
Oh, bless me now, my Saviour,
I come to Thee.

2

I need Thee every hour, stay thou nearby;
Temptations lose their power when Thou art nigh.

3

I need Thee every hour, in joy or pain;
Come quickly and abide, or life is vain.

4

I need Thee every hour; teach me Thy will;
And Thy rich promises in me fulfill.

5

I need Thee every hour, most Holy One;
Oh, make me Thine indeed, Thou blessed Son.
Robert Lowry, 1872
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Forced Choice
I first mentioned forced choice in Section 2.1.2 (On
Cruelty and Respect - see pgs 23-24). Forced Choice
says “you are free to do what you are expected to do.”
Forced choice is no choice.
It is easy to identify forced choice when it is presented
to us openly.* Many times, though, the manipulation
happens without us even realising that we have been
‘forced.’ Staging makes it easy for us to choose the option
that the powers that be want us to choose, and hard for us
to choose the option they do not want us to choose. We are
left thinking that we made the selection without external
influence.†
Staging influences our choices: By the time the product
we are considering to buy is brought before us, it
has already been staged (for example by pricing and
presentation). Certain options are just not made available
- how can you choose something that is not even being
offered? Advertising and propaganda also come into play
to influence our choices, as do tax policies. Some goods
are made exempt to VAT as an incentive for customers to
buy said items. These are just everyday issues where we
are being influenced without our even realising it.
It has been said, for example, that every act of buying is
a political act. All our consumer choices have societal
consequences, some of which will be explored later in
this chapter.
* Like when a website you visit ‘asks’ you if you are willing to accept the use of
cookies (accepting will be the only option when the question is posed), when Yahoo
forces you to change your password, or when self-checkout is the only option open
when you go to pay for your groceries.
†The evidence appears to indicate that most parents choose to send their children
to school, but from my viewpoint, school attendance is a forced choice: I think that
many parents would choose otherwise if the choice were staged differently.
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Forced Choice Case Study
I bought a new printer recently. During setup, a dialogue
box similar to the one below appeared:

The ‘recommended software’ (not required in the operation
of my device), is not only preticked, the tickbox remains
hidden until after the customer presses the ‘Customize
Software Selections’ option. 😒
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Does God Force Our Choice?
I will explain my understanding of God’s position on
the subject of forced choice using a concept I introduced
under Section 2.3 (Life is a Gift). I work with a statement
on page 47 that read:
God says “I am the LORD that healeth thee” (Exodus
1526). If anyone needs healing, let him ask of God, “who
giveth to all men liberally” (James 15). “…let him ask in
faith, nothing wavering” (James 16). God hears prayer.
Asking does not guarantee that you will be healed; God
will grant or not grant your request as He sees fit (He is
God after all). What is known for sure is that God is love
(1John 48), and all things work together for good to them
that love God (Romans 828).
The emphasised is a concept that troubles many. The
natural law is that sin causes disease and death (Romans
623). The devil is calling God a liar and doing all he can
to make it appear as if that is not the case. He wants us
to believe that our sinful actions have no adverse effect
on ourselves and others. (Sin is defined as “the transgression of
[God’s] law” - 1John 34).
Our loving God in His wisdom, chooses sometimes, to
stand by and allow us to suffer the consequences of sin
(our own sin and/or the sins of others). This to enable
the cause-effect pattern that results from a sinful course
to become apparent to all. When no one is dying, the
devil could well be right. But when people are dying, the
heinous nature of sin is undeniable. It hurts God to see us
suffer, it hurts Him more than it hurts us.
I believe that God can heal any manner of disease. If
you want healing, “ask [God] in faith, nothing wavering”
(James 16), and He will heal you. The problem though, is
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that no human being can ever have a clear view of the
big picture in this vast universe ― hence the need to trust
God’s choice for us regarding what the best course of
action to take in any situation is.
Just about everyone alive today is suffering in one way
or another due to sin. For some people, the suffering and
torment is so great that they choose to kill themselves.
Suicide is a forced choice by the way. One decides to kill
themselves because the devil would have made their life
unbearably difficult, and they, being disconnected from
God, end up wishing death on themselves. Death is never
the better option, death is an enemy! (1Corinthians 1526).
Death has been around for centuries but its sting has not
lessened. We all know we are going to die sooner or later,
we know that our loved ones can die at any moment, but
oh how we mourn our dead! Many times we find ourselves
unprepared when death comes knocking on our doors.
One preacher had this to say: “I conducted a funeral of
one elderly lady in my church, and when I looked down
at her resting in her coffin, I felt jealous. Jealous because
her next waking thought would be that of seeing Jesus’
return.”
I did not understand what he meant until I suffered
my latest trial. I suffered so much that my hair started
turning grey - that’s how intense the suffering was, I felt
ancient. End-of-life thoughts naturally resulted from my
premature greying*. I remember having the following
thought process:
“So, what happens if I die? Well, for one thing, I’d have
to get buried (or cremated)….” It was then that I saw how
*The children saw nothing wrong with making loud plans about what they would
finally be able to do with me out of the way ― as far as they were concerned, my
grey hair meant I was almost as good as dead!
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ridiculous the concept of mourning the death of a believer
is. You see, when a believer dies, they get to finally rest;
in peace. God gives them rest.* There is so much suffering
and unrest in this world; “everlasting life” with things as
they are is no joy. Christians daily labour for the salvation
of others even as they daily suffer from the consequences
of sin.†
I will state something obvious: God is short-staffed. He’s
not about to be allowing even the weakest Christian to
die before their work on Earth is done. If you are alive
and well, know that God has a work for you to do. He is
preserving your life so that you can be saved, and so that
you can be instrumental in bringing others to a position of
peace and understanding; bringing them to a knowledge
of truth. If God (who is love) declares that your time to
die has come, it has come. Accept his pronouncement as
coming from someone who loves you and knows what is
best for you.
On the other hand, if your time has not yet come, (this is
the great part), there is nothing that anybody, anywhere,
can do to end your life prematurely. Nothing. The believer
could get fed poison, get bitten by a snake, get shot, etc.
If their time is not yet come, God will work a miracle and
preserve their life. The devil and his agencies may try to
scare the believer into disconnecting from God, but bark
is all they can do. There is no ‘bite’ unless God allows
it. For as long as one is operating in God’s will, they
have diplomatic immunity. There just is no reason for a
Christian to go about life looking over their shoulder for
fear; what is there to fear? (Hebrews 136)

*Suicide is out of the question.
†One preacher spoke of how we need to spare some pity for poor Lazarus (John
Chapter 11) who had died, and then found himself being resurrected into this same
old world of sin!
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What caused Jesus to weep in John 1135 was not that he
so missed Lazarus, (that was what the people thought was
his reason for crying - see John 1136). What troubled Jesus
was their weeping (see John 1133); they wept as if they had
no faith!
I stated earlier that death is an enemy. Generally speaking,
no one wants to die, or to see their loved ones die. We
do die, though, and God allows that we do, because this
world’s chosen course of sin results in so much suffering
and dysfunction that death indeed is a blessing for us all.*
For as long as we know that the believer died in faith, their
death is a blessing. A blessing because once dead, the
deceased gets to finally rest. They rest from their labours
(for the salvation of others) and from their suffering (from
trials and temptations).
In Lazarus’ case (John chapter 11 again), my understanding
is that God’s appointed time for his death had not yet come.
He had died prematurely, so God raised him.
So how do we know whether a death is premature or not?
God will tell us. God knows everything. You will notice
that Elijah knew beforehand when he was going to be taken
up into heaven. He got to say all his goodbyes before his
departure (2Kings Chapter 2). Jacob knew when he was
going to die. He called his children round him, blessed
them (Genesis 491&33), then neatly arranged himself in his
bed and slept the sleep of death (Genesis 4933). Everyone
gathered was knowing and expecting his death. Elisha
also, (2Kings 1314-20), knew he was going to die.
I like God’s statement to Hezekiah: “Set thine house in
order; for thou shalt die, and not live” (2Kings 201 and
Isaiah 381). God does not show favouritism (Romans 211);
*I speak here of death in God’s good time, not a contrived death as in the case of
suicide.
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if you are walking with Him, He will tell you when your
appointed time of death has come. It would be favouritism
for God to have warned believers in times past of their
impending death, but not warn me of mine. And if God
can warn me of the coming of “two men,” (See Testimony
#2 in Appendix 7), He can warn me of my approaching
death.
We cannot know everything, but God does. He can and
will let you know pertinent information ahead of time
as appropriate. Death will come, but to those who ask of
God, it will not come as a surprise.
The other day there was a lively discussion at church
as people debated whether or not it was easier to live a
Christian life in these days that we live in, or in times past.
My understanding is that is not ‘easier’ or ‘more difficult’;
it is the same! Same God, same devil. It is the same war
that is proceeding, the same contending parties, and the
same issues at stake.*
Our problem is that we are not standing out as Christians.
We are busy trying to blend in. Christians are called out to
be “a peculiar people” (Deuteronomy 142 and 1Peter 29).
The moment you stand for your beliefs, you immediately
become a target and will be persecuted. It is hard to stand
for your Christian beliefs in today’s world. But it is no
harder than it was for Elijah to stand on Mount Carmel.
People live and die, but the devil is still in the same
business he has always been in — the business of making
life difficult for God’s followers when they stand for truth
and righteousness. It has been argued that he has perfected
his craft over the years, but no. We think in mortal terms.
The devil has not been learning to do evil, he is the
*See Section 6.4 for a description of The Great Controversy. Section 3.2 also
contrasts Christ and the devil.
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personification of evil. His craft is as deadly today as it
was when he presented it to Adam and Eve.
So when you fall ill and pray for healing, there is no doubt
that God can heal you. The question though is: Is it in the
best interests of the big picture that you be healed?* If the
believer in question thinks that the answer to this question
is, “Yes!”, God will no doubt heal them (remember
Hezekiah? Isaiah 381-22 and 2Kings 201-11. More on that
shortly). God is not in the business of violating anyone’s
will. If the individual insists they want healing and they
want to live despite that God has warned them that their
time has come, they will get what they ask for.
If the believer’s answer to the question Is it in the best
interests of the big picture that you be healed? Is: “God,
you know everything, you know what is best for me. I
give my will over to you”, they are on the right path. They
understand that asking does not guarantee that you will
be healed; God will grant or not grant your request as He
sees fit. Does not The Lord’s Prayer contain the statement
“Thy will be done”?
“Thy will be done” is the way to go.
Yes answer says: “I want healing God, and I know you
can give it to me, give it to me, now!” (as if God owes you
something). God, like the father in Luke 1511-32, will give
the son what he wants. God told Hezekiah “set your house
in order, for you shall surely die” (2Kings Chapter 20 that was just really nice of God: He warned Hezekiah of
what was to come so that he would be prepared). Hezekiah
refused to accept God’s will, and insisted on being healed.
He got fifteen more years, but what did he do with those
years? We cannot say for sure. We do know that his son,
* Statement of Truth: The individual's best interests are inseparably linked to the best
interests of the big picture.
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Manasseh, one of the most evil kings to reign over Judah
was born and raised during that extra time.* Knowing
what we know now, was it a good thing that Hezekiah
was granted that life extension? I would say no (but who
am I to speak on that?) What I can say for sure is that it
was not God’s will.
All this to say that God is not in the business of violating
anyone’s will; if you insist, you will have what you ask
for.
Thy will be done answer says: “God, I trust that you
love me, and that what you choose for me is what I
would choose for myself if I was capable of seeing and
comprehending all that you see and know. I give my will
over to you.” That was Christ’s prayer in the garden of
Gethsemane “O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup
pass from me: nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt”
(Matthew 2639)
“Thy will be done” is an answer that demonstrates an
understanding of God and His will for our lives. “There
hath no temptation taken you but such as is common to
man: but God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be
tempted above that ye are able; but will with the temptation
also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it”
(1Corinthians 1013). Trust God for the relief that you need
when you face times of trial. If He has allowed the trial
to come your way, know that He has provided for you
the strength to bear it. God provides. You don’t have to
buy God’s provision, you need to simply receive it. When
we suffer, God suffers too. I think He suffers more than
we suffer. When you are going through times of suffering,
know that God is suffering too.
*When Manasseh began to reign after his father Hezekiah’s death, he was twelve
years old (2Kings 211) and Hezekiah had been given fifteen more years. Do the math.
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I once had the privilege of hearing a lady who survived
the Rwandan genocide share her testimony. She did it by
way of singing us a song in her native tongue. The chorus
of the song has a call and answer structure. The call was:
“Where is God when atrocities such as these happen?,”
and the answer was, “He is right where He was when His
son died on the cross.”
“Nothing that in any way concerns our peace is too small
for God to notice.”* When we suffer, God suffers with us.
God is not sadistic. He allows for us to suffer, not because
he relishes our suffering, but because it is in the interests
of the big picture that it be so. His is a bitter choice, but
it is not a forced choice. God gives the individual human
being a free choice regarding whether or not they want
to cooperate with His divine plan. If you choose to opt
out, God respects and facilitates your choice. Section 6.4
(pages 176 to 178) will further explain this idea.
I find very encouraging the fact that the prophet Elisha
died of a sickness (2Kings 1314&20). This is Elisha. No one
in the Bible (apart from Jesus of course), performed more
miracles than Elisha. Even after he was dead, Elisha’s
bones performed the miracle of raising a man to life again
(read this exciting story in 2Kings 1320-21). Now if God
saw it fit to allow Elisha to die of a sickness, why should
we expect for sickness to no longer overcome us to the
point of death?
Yes, we pray to God for healing, but if God chooses to not
heal us, He still is God. When we are healthy and well,
God is worthy of praise, when we are sick and diseased,
God still is worthy of praise. However our lives turn out,
God is still sovereign. We need to trust that His will and
His commandments are for our best good.
*Quote from Ellen White’s Steps to Christ pages 99-100 [Pr 11.2]
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I think that one fear many people have when they consider
following God, is that maybe at some point God will ask
them to do something that they much rather would not
do. They fear that if they get started on this God-path,
somewhere down the line, they will feel compelled to
do something that, given a free choice, they would much
rather not do. They fear that their will will one day be
violated. That, however, is the one fear that one should
not have when it comes to God. God doesn’t do force.
Manipulation, coercion, forced choice, reverse psychology,
etc... Those are not God’s methods. It is unfortunate
that a lot of Christian believers do not understand this
fundamental concept.
God is a true gentleman, and heaven, is a place where
there is no will violation. Heaven begins now by the way
(Luke 1721). For my tiny taste of heaven, see textbox on
pages 160 to 161.
When the Israelites demanded a king (see 1Samuel 84-22).
Samuel was greatly displeased and he took the request
to Lord. God’s respectful reply* was (I paraphrase) ‘They
want a king? Give them a king. But tell them they will
be sorry. Their chosen king will make them do what they do
not want to do.’ There’s that pop-up again: Will violation.
The people would not listen to God. They were warned
that the king they chose would violate their wills, but still,
they insisted they wanted a king. And so began the sin
cycle.

*God is such a gentleman, one just has to love Him.
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The sin cycle plays itself over and over and over again.
Once we get to a position of being at peace, the tendency
is to stray from God, and after we find ourselves
landed in trouble, we go running to God for help. SIN
> SUFFERING > SUPPLICATION > SALVATION
> PEACE&SECURITY > SIN > SUFFERING >
SUPPLICATION… and the cycle goes on. The cycle
is not endless, however. See Section 6.5 (pages 179 to
182) for how it ends.
I explain all this to make clear that it is not God’s will for
anyone to ever feel forced or coerced to do His will.
God speaks plainly, that is His nature (Numbers 2319,
1Samuel 1529, John 146, Hebrews 618). The devil operates
using manipulation and force.
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The drivers for the individual’s choice come down to one
of two options:
Fear - as imposed by a rulership that employs force, and
Love - that can only flourish under a rulership that
operates based on the real-time consent of the governed; a
government of freedom.
We should never fear that God will force us to do something
that we feel we are not quite ready for. God is a God of
love; God is love.
As Christians, we will be at different stages in our walk
with God. God knows and understands our worries and
our needs even better than we ourselves do. Not only
does He know each one of us by name, He has numbered
the hairs of our heads (Luke 127). That there’s a gem of
a text: Luke 127. It says that the hairs of our heads are
counted numbered. Numbered means that those hairs
on the comb when you get done combing your hair each
morning, God knows the exact spot from which each hair
got pulled. Intimate knowledge parlance. The message
from Luke Chapter 12 is that if God has the time to be
knowing such detail about you on a moment-by-moment
basis, He certainly is concerned about any and every thing
that troubles us. Will violation being the heinous crime
that it is, God will not engage in it. It is not in His nature.
The true Christian is the one that has reached the point of
full surrender to God. The one who has learnt to sincerely
pray as Jesus taught us: “Thy will be done,” (Matthew 610).
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Reverse Psychology
Tell someone that they can do anything, and they do not know what to
do. Tell them they cannot do something and they immediately know
what to do. 					-Anon
Reverse psychology is about trying to get the other party
to think that you do not want them to choose a specific
option. It preys on the jealousy instinct that says, “why
does he not want me to have that option, there must be
something special about it — well, that’s the one that I
will take.” And so the target falls into the trap laid for him.
To the extent that the target of manipulation would not
choose the option in question if the facts were clearly
presented to them, reverse psychology is forced choice.
It is a sad fact that many of us are first introduced to
reverse psychology at an early age. The advice in some
circles is that parents should ask their children not to do
something that the parent actually wants them to do and
so harness the child’s rebellious nature towards achieving
the parent’s desired end. My view is that this simply
reinforces the child’s rebellious nature. Besides, it will
not take the child long to figure out that they are being
manipulated, and this impedes the establishment of a
healthy parent-child relationship.
The child whose parent employs reverse psychology
tactics will never be quite sure whether what their parent
says to do is what they want the child to do, or what they
want the child not to do. Life for them becomes a guessing
game.
Reverse psychology plagues other relationships besides
this primal one. What is the Christian to do?
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Be honest and truthful (Philippians 48). Matthew 537 says
we are to let our yes be a yes, and our no, a no. That advice
would take care of those contemplating the use of reverse
psychology tactics on others.
To those who would fall into the reverse psychology trap
laid, adherence to God’s commands would keep them
safe: Be content with what you have, Do not be covetous,
Do not be jealous* (Proverbs 1430, Job 52, Exodus 2017,
Galatians 519-21, 1Corinthians 134, 1Peter 21-2, Hebrews
135, 1Timothy 66).
God’s Word has an answer for everything.

*Remember that reverse psychology preys on the ‘jealousy instinct.’
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Denying Culpability*
I was miffed the other day when my daughter called me a
liar in public. It happened like this: We were sitting on the
bus on our way home. “Look Mummy, there’s a rainbow!”
my daughter said excitedly. I looked in the direction she
was pointing and, seeing no rainbow, I said to her, “There
is no rainbow there.” She insisted, so I looked again,
then I saw that indeed there was a rainbow. It was rather
faint, but it was there. I stated how that I now could see
it, whereas I had missed it before. My daughter was glad
for the news. Then she said, “Mummy, you lied when you
said there was no rainbow when there was.”
At the time it seemed rather harsh of her to call me a liar
(and in public too). It’s not as if I deliberately set out to
tell an untruth, I just hadn’t seen the rainbow!
Let’s analyse the situation: “Was there a rainbow or was
there not?” There was. “And yet Mummy said there was
not?” Yes. “So Mummy did not speak the truth; in other
words, she lied.” We accept that Mummy had not meant to
lie, but lie she did; guilt and malice are not the same thing.
Mummy made an inaccurate pronouncement. “I cannot
see a rainbow,” is not synonymous with “There is no
rainbow there.” Ignorance is no defence. And of course,
the fact that Mummy is older than her daughter does not
mean that she is incapable of lying (or should that be not
incapable of being mistaken?) More on that subject later.
The English vocabulary has regularised words that belittle
untruths. There are ‘big lies’ and ‘little lies.’ Not many
*This section ties with section 2.1.3 that introduced the idea that lies and deceit serve
to force choice (see pages 28 to 29).
Please note that the five lies and associated quotes, along with all page quotations
in this Section are taken from the writing of Dorothy Rowe in her book Why We Lie
[ISBN 978-0-00-727885-5].
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of us would have considered how serious a matter the
telling of an untruth is. Words like ‘white lies,’ ‘mistaken,’
‘inaccurate,’ and ‘oversight,’ serve as masks.
Today I propose that untruth is at the heart of most faults,
offences, and crimes. I mentioned earlier how a human
being’s will is their sole possession. When we lie to
someone, we do not so much deny them something (deny
them the truth), as we take away from them (take away
their free choice). They are going to make decisions based
on inaccurate information. Our non-disclosure (of the
truth) results in them making a forced choice.
When we tell someone an untruth, we violate their will.
When we lie to ourselves... Why would you want to do to
yourself that which you would judge deplorable if done
to you by someone external to you? A will violation is a
will violation. How can you be kind and compassionate to
others when you cannot even be kind and compassionate
to your own self?
In her book Why We Lie, Dorothy Rowe explains how we
tend to tell ourselves lies, then build our lives around these
erroneous ideas. We interpret events in our lives through
these lying lenses. Certain painful, disturbing experiences
then happen that show the ideas central to our sense of
being a person to be wrong. At that point we are forced
to confront the truths that we have been denying, and we
feel like we are falling apart — a somewhat terrifying
experience. The instinctive response to such experience is
to want to avoid the punishment and the terror associated
with doing something wrong, or receiving blame for
doing something wrong. We use excuses to dissociate
ourselves from the situation. Blame-shifting, even if it
means blaming the victim, is one tactic often used to deny
culpability.
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It is not my wish to dwell on the subject of lies because
it is the truth that sets us free. Studying the truth is the
most effective and efficient way to learn how to recognise
counterfeits. I do think that it would be helpful to know to
recognise some of the more common lies. If ‘something
doesn’t feel right,’ measuring the situation against the five
classes of lie outlined below may help you pinpoint the
source of your unease:
Denying our individuality - No two people see anything
in exactly the same way. One size does not fit all. We
cannot help but have our own individual perspectives as
determined by our past experience.
I am superior to other people, and as such, I cannot be
blamed for anything - Some people think themselves to
be superior to others, and that “this superiority entitles
them to patronize, denigrate, ignore, cheat, or harm those
whom they see as their inferiors.”
I can make reality do what I want it to do - a “very
popular but exceedingly stupid lie.”
My actions will have limited consequences - a
“comforting lie.”
“everything we do has a whole network of consequences,
most of which we never anticipated.”
“small actions can have surprisingly large and unexpected
results.”
We can go back to where we were - This, in its extreme
form, would go something like this: so I tried to rape
you but failed, no big deal, could we meet for pizza next
Friday?
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Based on the truths and principles so far presented in
this book, try to identify as many points of error that are
demonstrated in the excuse statements listed below. See if
you can identify the one debunking statement/explanation
that is common to all the listed excuses.* Chances are that
you will have heard (or used) at least one of them.
“I didn’t mean to.”
“How was I to know that…” or “I am only human.”
“You did not explain well enough.”
“I did it for your own good.”
“I’m older than you.”
“You’ll thank me later.”
“It’s called tough love.”
“I wanted to surprise you.”
“I’m only trying to help you.”
“I was only trying to help you, try to be more
appreciating or next time I won’t even try.”
“It was only a joke; can’t you take a joke?”
“Don’t be such a sour-puss.”
“Get over it.”
“Too long; didn’t read.” (TL;DR)
“Come on, we’re family.”
And the killer excuse: “It is a different mistake that I
made this time around, it’s not like I am making the
same mistake over and over again, I’m actually
improving!”
I found the exercise to be quite enlightening. Have a good
go before you turn to look at the answers.
How did you do?
*Appendix 4 contains my debunking proposals for each excuse statement.
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There is a short documentary available on YouTube that is
entitled ‘The Story of Stuff.’ In it, the producers make the
point that today’s consumer culture values people based
on how much they contribute to consumerism.
We consume so much because it is cheaper to buy
something new than to have the old one repaired. Not
because getting a new one really is cheaper (how can it
be cheaper?); it appears cheaper because part of the cost
is being paid in ways we cannot see. One of these ways is
through the destruction of our natural environment. Rain
forests are being cut down to make way for plantations. In
doing so, however, we destroy the homes and livelihoods
of communities who used to depend on the rainforests for
survival. Once the forests are destroyed, these people find
themselves cold, hungry and homeless. Faced with death,
they choose to join the factory chain (forced choice),
gaining themselves a life of drudgery and unfulfilling
labour.
All this action is far removed from the drivers of these
cruelties. If at all we think of them, we look upon these
factory workers in third world countries with disdain and
disfavour, and yet it was our love of money, fame, gadgetry,
pleasures, etc. which robbed them of their natural homes
and forced them into servicing us for the rest of their days.
None of us has clean hands, and to us, the words of R.E
Goodrich apply: To punish someone for your own mistakes or for
the consequences of your own actions, to harm another by shifting
blame that is rightly yours; this is a wretched and cowardly sin.
We would do well to be more aware of the consequences
of our actions; disregarding the pain or suffering of others
is cruelty. Ignorance, especially wilful ignorance, is no
defence.
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Human beings have been to the moon and back and yet
we appear to be no closer to perfection, or to knowing
and instituting the appropriate follow-up action when we
inevitably fail at something or other. How come?
Remember that a person’s will is their sole possession.
Violating a person’s will is an offence that cannot be offset,
and we (should) know that. I think that deep down we
know that what we did was wrong, we know that things
will need to be put right somehow, ... but how? We know
we cannot possibly return to the offended party what we
took from them, so what do we do now? We.… we... we...
We have no idea what to do. We are helpless.
Where there is no human solution to a problem, we need
divine aid. Here’s a statement of truth: “Behold, I am the
LORD, the God of all flesh: is there anything too hard
for me?” (Jeremiah 3227). “Perfect love casts out fear”
(1John 418). Once we rest in God; God who is love, God
who is omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient; we will
find peace.
We all have offended another at some point in our lives.
Following the offence, we can only apologise, then
after, hope and pray that the offended party will forgive
us. Forgiveness is a gift, and gifts cannot be bought,
remember? We need to admit to ourselves our weak
state, rest in an All-Powerful God, and ask the wronged
party for forgiveness. By God’s grace, forgiveness and
reconciliation are possible. Certain insights from the
next Section will be helpful, particularly the notion of an
“escalator of pain”.
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Forgiveness and the Correction of
Imbalance
Understanding cruelty as we now do, I would very much
doubt that any of us would not have, at some point in
time or other been either perpetrators of and/or victims of
cruelty. As such, the subject of forgiveness and revenge
will be relevant to all.
As with cruelty, the full extent of the definition of revenge
surprised me (you think you understand the meanings
of these words until you look them up in a dictionary).
Revenge is defined as “retaliation for an injury or wrong.”
Whether the injury or wrong is real or perceived is beside
the point.
Revenge is characterised by a lack of consent: I don’t see
anyone asking someone who they perceive has injured
them, “Excuse me, I would like to exact some revenge
on you if that’s ok?” Will violation... Oh, we meet again!
I am thinking that you will find, as you go through life,
that the subject keeps popping up. If something doesn’t
feel quite right look for the will violation, look for the lie.
Finding the will violation and/or the lie should quickly get
you to the root of the problem. Revenge is imposed, and
the will violation makes the crime.
We will all have heard that typical angry response to a will
violation: “I am going to kill him!” And maybe you may
have thought it rather disproportional for the offended to
want to kill the offender for so so small a crime as (insert name
of what you perceive to be a small crime here). I want to submit to
you that indeed, the punishment meets the crime; it does.
We fail to understand the greatness of the offence because
we fail to appropriately value the will. The offended party
wants to kill the offender because the offender took (or
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tried to take) away their sole possession. That’s where the
anger is coming from. However sophisticated we become,
at a basic level, that feeling of anger is something we all
can understand.
The design motif in the universe is that all creation should
operate in accordance to the law of love and liberty. God
is love (1John 48). God’s law spells out to us what love is.
Sin is the transgression of God’s law (1John 34). Deviating
from the design plan of the universe immediately lands us
in someone else’s lane. The moment we ‘get out of line’ is
the moment we violate another person’s will.
God told us a plain statement: “The wages of sin is
death…” (Romans 623). That was a statement of truth
- only humans make arbitrary rules, God speaks only
truth (Numbers 2319 and 1Samuel 1529). If you violate
someone’s will, they will want to kill you. All God was
saying was: The consequence of you sinning will be death.
Following God’s statement of truth was the offer “… but
the gift of God is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our
Lord” (Romans 623). At the same time He told us of the
problem, He offered us a solution — a solution that is
guaranteed to work.
“There hath no temptation taken you but such as is
common to man: but God is faithful, who will not suffer
you to be tempted above that ye are able; but will with the
temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be able
to bear it” (1Corinthians 1013).
No offence or hurt gets to come through to us except God
allows it to. God would have seen it coming, He would
have judged us able to bear it, and He would be there with
us to provide “grace to help in time of need” (Hebrews 416).
Given all that, the Christian still finds themselves
complaining? What is there to complain about?
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When we complain to God about some wrong done us, the
very act of complaining is evidence of our desire to ‘take
matters into our own hands.’
Revenge is an act which you want to commit when you are powerless
and because you are powerless: as soon as the sense of impotence is
removed, the desire evaporates also.		 George Orwell
Desiring to revenge is to deny God’s omnipotence. If
God is omnipotent, and God is on your side - how does a
believer ever get to be desiring revenge? God reserves the
right to execute vengeance (Deuteronomy 3235 & Romans
1217-19). When a Christian seeks to obtain revenge from
their enemy, they are in rebellion against God, they are
essentially taking God off His throne. When we complain
we essentially are saying “God, this is not right, fix it!”
But who gets to tell the other what to do; would that be
you? ... or God? 🤔
In Matthew 538-48, Jesus warns against attempting to repay
evil with evil. He explains how “an eye for an eye” is not
the way of His kingdom.
Perspective from Mahatma Gandhi: An eye for an eye will only
make the whole world blind.
To the extent that we insist on grading crimes and making
attempts at redress, we need to understand and appreciate
that there is a measuring problem. You perceive a wrong,
but as you exact revenge or punishment, you maybe
overshoot. The initial offender will now want to revenge
the overshoot, but they too, overshoot… and the cycle
never ends. Sometimes, it’s not so much that any one party
actually overshoots, it’s that the other party thinks that an
overshoot happened (and that’s all it takes, a perception).
When it comes to revenge and punishments, the best thing
is just to not go there.
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Lewis B. Smedes has this to say: The problem with revenge is
that it never evens the score. It ties both the injured and the injurer to
an escalator of pain. Both are stuck on the escalator as long as parity
is demanded, and the escalator never stops.
The failure to either forgive, or seek forgiveness, results
in an escalator of pain.
Some wise words from Francis Bacon: And Solomon, I am
sure, saith, It is the glory of a man, to pass by an offence. That
which is past is gone, and irrevocable; and wise men have enough
to do, with things present and to come; therefore they do but trifle
with themselves, that labor in past matters. There is no man doth a
wrong, for the wrong’s sake; but thereby to purchase himself profit,
or pleasure, or honor, or the like. Therefore why should I be angry
with a man, for loving himself better than me? And if any man should
do wrong, merely out of ill-nature, why, yet it is but like the thorn or
briar, which prick and scratch, because they can do no other... This
is certain, that a man that studieth revenge, keeps his own wounds
green, which otherwise would heal, and do well.
This next quote (by Richelle E. Goodrich) came to me as
a surprise:
How insane we are as humans when having received a nasty offense
we return the same awful offense. If given an apple found to be rotten
and wormy, would we not toss it aside rather than force a soul to eat
it? Offenses should be discarded, not returned.
Do we need to be told this? Unfortunately yes. You
see, today’s society does ‘Returns.’ You buy something,
it is not up to standard, you send it back and get your
money back. That’s just what you do. It is expected, it is
encouraged, you don’t even give the act a second thought.
The quote above made me sit up and start thinking: why,
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it indeed is insane to do a customer return: Offenses should
be discarded, not returned. I have a whole lot of things that I
need to unlearn.
When we consider exacting revenge, we consider ourselves
victims, and the offending party as the perpetrator. The
actual fact, though, is that we are all victims. We live in
an evil world. If we look at life as we should, we will see
that we are all victims of sin in one form or another. A bit
of compassion goes a long way. I will share a few more
quotes:
... there are men whom one hates until a certain moment when one
sees, through a chink in their armour, the writhing of something
nailed down and in torment. 		
Gerald Kersh
I don’t believe in revenge. When people are bullies it’s because of a
deeper-rooted issue - either their family life is tough or they’re being
bullied by someone bigger than they are. Khloe Kardashian
Beware pride; it would have us seek revenge from those most
deserving of our pity.			 Wayne Gerard Trotman
We have been taught that money has an absolute value,
but it doesn’t.* Remember the story of the widow’s mite?
(Mark 1241-44 and Luke 211-4). Jesus judged the widow’s
offering of two small coins to be greater than the many
high-value coins poured into the treasury by the rich men
in that society because “whereas the rich men gave only
part of what they had, she gave all of what she had.”
Consider that you are walking along the road and you find
that the £20 that you are absolutely certain you put in your
back pocket has gone missing. How will that loss affect
you? Generally speaking, some people will not even feel
* The real-time circumstances of individual human beings change the colour of money.
Some money is ‘blood money’. Statements like ‘A dollar is a dollar’ facilitate cruelty.
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the loss of £20, while for some, the loss would amount to
a catastrophe. The truth, though, is that the effect of the
loss is not predictable; it is circumstantial. It depends on
a whole range of factors. By the same token, there is no
such thing as ‘overreacting’ — there is only reacting.
We are incapable of predicting the effect a planned action
will have on another person (or on ourselves, for that
matter). No one knows anything for sure. God alone
knows. He shares His knowledge with us as and when
needful. If we trust that we are the subjects of His tender
loving care, we will never fear or be startled.
Just as a motor vehicle is incapable of safely navigating
traffic without some level of human involvement, we
simply are not capable of relating to others without
violating their will unless God guides us.
Some all-too-common excuses that we use to deny
culpability - excuses like “I am only human,” “How was
I to know…?” “I can only do so much,” “we all have
our limitations,” - are simply confessions that we are not
connected to God. When we are connected to God, He
will steer us clear of violating another’s will (aka. sin),
and save us from the death that is the wages of sin. If we
live disconnected from God, we will inevitably sin, but
connected to God, it is possible to live a sinless life.
God’s law shows us plainly the way that we ought to
behave under a government that depends on the universal
real-time consent of the governed. To the extent that we
fail to meet those standards; and by failing to reach out
to God for help (we often think we can manage things
all by ourselves), we sin (Proverbs 35&6). The moment we
sin, someone’s going to want to kill us (for violating their
will). Therefore, the wages of sin is death (Romans 623).
God’s command to “not resist an evil man” (Matthew 539)
is to protect us, to save us from death.
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Right now, even as we coexist, our social bonds are weak.
A certain uneasiness and underlying tensions exist due
to our differing ideologies. We have been told that it is
possible to live together in peace and harmony even if
we have conflicting ideologies, but that simply is not true.
For as long as one is having to tolerate something or other
that the next person is doing, their will is being violated.
We have learnt to put up with certain things ‘in order to
get along,’ but the fact still remains that every instance of
putting up with something that you are not in agreement
with = will violation. And will violation = death.
An aside here:
I would have you please note that living on this earth it is
possible to live a life that is free from will violation. Not
that God will prevent any and everyone who thinks to do
you evil from executing their evil designs on you (He can,
and sometimes will, by the way); what frees you from
having your will violated is an internal change, a mindset
shift (Philippians 25-8). You change your attitude from
one of resistance to one of acceptance and submission
and therefore become immunised from having your will
violated. Think of how the same heating action melts
butter, but hardens mud. Evils will still be visited upon
you, but because you are now “made of different matter,”
the effect on you will be the opposite of what it was before.
You still get to suffer, but you will be a willing sufferer —
your will does not get violated therefore you don’t get to
desire to kill anybody. 
We do not have to carry the burden of deciding what to do
about the will violations that we daily suffer. We have the
privilege of taking it all to God and leaving it with Him.
He can handle the situation effectively and efficiently, and
He does it with pleasure.  (Matthew 1128-30)
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As designer of the universe, God knows how the world
should work. There is only one way for things to work out
well to everyone’s comfort and joy, and that way is the
way of love. God’s way. If we keep on rejecting love (God
is love), Love will eventually go His way and will leave
us to self-destruct. Rebellion leads to death.
When we make excuses (“I am only human,” “we all
have our limitations,” etc.), we make it out as if we are
entitled to our rebellion against God when we are not (the
ridiculousness of the idea!) We are free to rebel, but we
are not entitled to do so.*
If we are to live and work together in peace, there just is
no room for deviation from the law of love. Selfishness,
greed, lies, deceit, and so on are no-go areas.
God loves us and wants for us to love Him back. Love,
however, can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom,
hence why we are free to live our somewhat rudderless
existence. As we choose to rebel against God, we should
be willing to accept the consequences of our actions. We
cannot have our cake and eat it too.
Imbalances that need correction will happen. Be you the
offender or the one offended; whichever side you are on,
forgive. Failing to forgive gets you on an ‘escalator of pain.’
Forgiveness is not one option among many; it is the only
option. To inflict, or insist, or demand revenge is to ask for
the impossible. To submit to ‘pay’ for an offence that you
have caused, is, too, to attempt to do the impossible. The
* An excuse is a statement given to justify why one did not do what they were
supposed to do. “I am only human” works out to be an excuse because the offender
attempted to do the impossible by neglecting to follow the divine guidance that is
freely offered for him to use. Divine guidance would have steered us clear of many a
situation that we find ourselves in every now and again.
We would do well to keep track of the instances when we use an excuse statement
and ask ourselves “How do I get to be giving this excuse? What is it that I neglected
to do?”
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only way to right things is for both parties to submit to the
only being capable of restoring the balance. The ability to
accurately measure, judge and determine what needs to be
done to correct any imbalance is a divine prerogative. It’s
God, and God alone.
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Chapter 4 in a Nutshell
•

Forcing choice is hypocrisy. One wants to appear as
if they are giving free choice when they are actually
employing force. The tendency is to hide one’s
hypocrisy by denying culpability.

•

It is impossible to ‘pay back’ a wrong because we
cannot accurately measure the degree of the offence.

•

We can only forgive a wrong done us because
unforgiveness results in an “escalator of pain”:
Offenses should be discarded, not returned.

•

God does not employ force, that is not His nature:
God is love (1John 48), and love can only exist in an
atmosphere of freedom.

•

The true Christian is the one who has fully surrendered
his will to God.

•

Heaven is a place where there is no will violation,
and heaven begins now (Luke 1721).

•

The only way for us to live and work together in
peace, is for us to love one another.
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Basic Premises so far Established:
Pr. 1 The individual’s sole possession is his will.
We are all equal in this regard.
Pr. 2 Will violation is the ultimate crime. Most (if not
all) crimes and offences are underpinned by a
will violation.
Pr. 3 Will violation can be overt, but is often covert,
as in many cases of forced choice.
Pr. 4 The individual has the right to enjoy his sole
possession.
Pr. 5 How does the individual get to enjoy his
possession? When he gets to exercise his
free will by making free choices that are not
influenced by force or manipulation of any form.
Pr. 6 How does the individual make free choices?
Through making decisions that have been
informed by unveiled and unadulterated truth.
Pr. 7 What can the offender do to rebalance things
when a will violation has occurred? They can
only confess (disclose the whole truth), repent,
and seek forgiveness. Financial compensation
may be in order, but it must be understood
that no amount of payment can ever repay the
damage caused (human rights abuses cannot be
offset).
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Pr. 8 What can the offended do in response to a will
violation? Cling to God for help and healing.
Only God can provide an effective remedy.
An “escalator of pain” would be created if
the offended were to demand repayment that
the offender is unwilling to give: It turns the
offended into an offender as he violates the
original offender’s will.
Besides that, in exacting revenge, the offended
party may overshoot. The ‘escalator of pain’
gets created if the original offender so much as
thinks the offended overshot when they exacted
their revenge.
Reparation that the offender is genuinely and
freely willing to give (if any) could be accepted,
but exacting revenge is counterproductive.
Pr. 9 Respect is the cure-all.
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Human Right(s)
We tend to speak of ‘Human Rights’ in the plural. Human
beings have one right: The right to freedom. Why are
human rights defined in the plural? So that when the state
takes away our one freedom, it does not appear to be the
heinous crime that it is because they “didn’t take all of it.”
It seems as if we have something left when in actual fact
we have nothing left.
The Bible speaks to this issue when it mentions how that
breaking one commandment amounts to breaking all
of them (see James 210). This is similar to how that if a
watertight vessel develops a leak at just one small point,
the vessel is sunk.
The individual’s right is one; the right to enjoy his sole
possession, his power of choice. His freedom is his right.
The underlying offence is one, the will violation.
According to Coertzen, Green & Hansen (2015), the
problem is so structured that we grow without ever
learning the basics of human freedoms and rights. When
these are infringed, therefore, not only do we not have a
way to fight to have them back, we don’t even realise we
lost anything.
We have accepted will violation as being a normal part of
our lives, and by so doing have lost our sense of morality.
At an individual level, we don’t know where to stop; the
state doesn’t know either.
Inhumane acts happen when someone acts without
considering the discomfort or pain of another. The primary
justification for such action is a superiority complex: “I
can override your consent because I am superior to you.”
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The most apparent case of inhumanity is the act of
enslaving other human beings. More recently, though,
inhumanity has taken a covert form. There are Human
Rights statements enshrined in the laws of most countries,
but these are only a show. State Powers do not give their
citizens rights, they take them away; big difference.
We go to great lengths to advertise how we live in a free
society and yet significant behind-the-scenes moves
towards undermining citizens’ consent are being made.*
The European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR)
attempts to define fundamental Human Rights in the form
of articles. Only some of these rights are absolute - many
of them are ‘qualified’ — “No means maybe, and maybe
means yes”. Remember 1 Samuel 84-22: He will make them
do what they do not want to do. We are not free, and we don’t
even realise our sorry state (Revelation 317).
A democracy is characterised by majority vote, and not
by unanimous vote. This means that whenever a vote is
taken, the will of someone somewhere is violated. The
same principle applies to other aspects of our lives. Take
the State Lottery: Every time someone wins the lottery,
millions would have lost. Not everyone will resent not
winning of course, but there are those who will. These are
those whose will gets violated when someone who was
not them hit the jackpot.
By virtue of being given life by God, a human being is
free: The omnipotent God gave them freedom, therefore,
they are free (John 836). To live is to be free, anything else
“is not living.” Living free should be the default position.
*A few months before this book went to print, naive me was trying to argue my point
with an experienced police officer who was refusing to honour my request for police
protection from a rogue state agency. “Isn’t an Englishman’s home supposed to be his
castle?” I asked (not to say that I’m an Englishman, but I think he understood what I
was trying to say). “Oh, that’s a myth.” Came the reply. I was dumbstruck.
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Why are we not up-in-arms when we hear that the state has been
committing human rights violations? Our systems of education
have inculcated in us a state of submission. We are so
educated that we are lethargic ― our sensitivity to human
rights violation is all but gone. It’s called ‘grooming’.* We
need to wake up before it is too late (Romans 1311).
State employees are called ‘Civil Servants’ for a reason.
Somehow, I don’t hear that term used even half as often as
I hear the term ‘Authorities.’ Is it just me? State employees
consider themselves superior to the-man-on-the-street,
and to them that counts as sufficient justification to violate
the rights of the citizenry.
When all frills are removed, the ultimate choice is aligned
to the ultimate crime or offence (which, by-the-way, is
will violation). It is a choice between a free government
- one that is based on the consent of the governed, or one
that depends on force or fear to make its citizens act in
ways that benefit society.
Our accumulated knowledge on matters of will violation,
cruelty, respect, and forgiveness, has hopefully prepared
us to receive and appropriately address the serious subject
of power-abuse that will be presented later in this chapter.

* And seeing as it is the state doing the grooming, ‘statutory rape’ would aptly
describe the crime.
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Church and State
Back in 1796, George Washington warned his people
that morality cannot be maintained without religion. His
warning was not heeded. The prevailing direction has been
that of thrusting God from the centre of society. Morality
is now judged on the basis of ‘reason’ and ‘intellect’; on
‘science’ and ‘discovery.’ This has led us into problems
because, as human beings, our knowledge is limited. More
succinctly: (I am whispering) we don’t know anything.
At any one point in time, we just never know exactly how
much we don’t know. This is true of us as individuals, of
scientists, of the body of science, of society as a whole. A
compound error.
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I couldn’t put it better than A.C. Grayling (a Humanist)
who said words to the effect that there is no such thing as
knowledge in the contingent sphere.*
Our total lack of knowledge means that we have to take
many things by faith. Once we start talking faith, that’s
religion. For some reason, though, our society does not
want ‘God and a God-like mandate’ and so we find fellow
human beings (academics), whom we elevate to godstatus. Aside from God’s truth, all we have at any one
point in time is theories and conventions. We hold these
up as truth until such time as we can no longer get away
with such practice, at which point we find new ‘truths’ to
take their place.
We justify religious disestablishment on the basis of the
futility of trying to coerce unwilling individual minds in the
populace, and yet one stated advantage of disestablishment
(at the organisational level), is that it keeps the corrupt
nature of both church and state in check… How does such
restriction get effected if the parties do not have a mind to
have their powers limited? Is that, too, not a futile move?
The separation of church and state is supposedly instituted
to protect citizens’ freedom of thought, conscience, and
religion (ECHR article 10)†, but that needs to be married
to the impossibility of defining morality without recourse
to religion. Balancing conflicting concerns will remain a
crucial part of our lives as we try to work around God (as
opposed to working with Him).
*His actual words were: “If you really dig into the question of knowledge and truth,
you come to quite a surprising conclusion - that there may not be such a thing as
knowledge, at least in the empirical or contingent sphere, and it may be very hard to
identify the truth.” A. C. Grayling (June 2018)
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/introducing-humanism/2/steps/321970/ [Step
2.5 Rational Belief]
†Please note that this freedom is in among what are classed as qualified rights in the
ECHR (i.e., articles 8 to 11).
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We give our freedom over to the state on the promise of
protection, but the only things the state can attempt to
protect are temporal things (money and ‘assets’). There
is nothing that any human agency can do to protect one’s
eternal life. Dysfunction characterises our lives as we
choose to trust the fallible individuals who make up our
academic elite instead of trusting God (Jeremiah 822).
The Church/State debate is based on the assumption that
one or both parties in the debate is corrupt/immoral. The
church is traditionally cast as the defendants of society,
and governments are cast as oppressors. No ‘protection
of religious freedom’ results from separating church and
state. What does happen is that society gets to be divided,
leaving room for the archdeceiver to take the helm.
Divide-and-rule.
The church is not a building, it is people. The state too, is
people. Are these two sets of people disjoint? No, one is
actually a subset of the other. How then does it become
possible to separate church and state? Such a move
unbalances the system and serves to limit the effective
function of both institutions. A lose-lose situation.
We don’t cut people in two is a lesson taught us by King
Solomon many long years ago (1 Kings 316-28). Yet today
we are still trying to learn that same simple lesson. The
people that make up the church, and the people that make
up the state are one and the same, there is no way to separate
them. We employ the same faulty logic when a marriage
breaks down. Rather than give the child to one parent or
the other, ‘sharenting’ is mandated. Cutting children in two
is the norm in today’s society. We wouldn’t do “sharing
arrangements” in the case of a contested piece of furniture
like a sofa for fear of damaging it. This we do despite that
sofas have no feelings that could be hurt by such practice
(as far as we know). The state uses children to prevent
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the effective separation of warring parties (the child’s
parents) who would otherwise go their separate ways and
heal their heart wounds. The goal is to destabilise society
and so induce the need for state intervention. The parents
so coerced will be frustrated, and resentful. There will be
underlying tensions that they just cannot get away from,
and they feel trapped. How do they handle these feelings?
In dysfunctional ways. And what do the children learn?
They learn dysfunction. And so the cycle of dysfunction
continues.
Whenever a parent is brought to court, the child loses.
The child is collateral damage as the state goes about
its planned obsolescence. The children are thrust into a
war-zone from a young age, they never get to experience
love (only its counterfeit, dependency), and there is no
peace. How are they supposed to make sense of life when
we deny them a stable, consistent home existence? How
can love exist when the parent is constantly reminded
that they are a pawn and they are not free? This attack
on the family goes beyond warranting labels like ‘Child
Abuse’ and ‘Child Cruelty’; this is tyranny. An attack that
is aimed right at the foundations of our society.
That ultimate offence again; is will violation. It is no small
matter that one parent, just one; one parent per year, is
judged to have so failed in their parental duty that the state
has to forcibly take over. And yet here we have thousands
upon thousands every year being classified as such. Over
the period between 2010-2017 an average of 384,838.75
children were identified as being ‘in-need’ (see Appendix
1 for details). Why is that not seen as a problem?
If we are to have a stable society, we need to respect each
other’s feelings and rights. Only a free government (one
that is based on the consent of the governed), is sustainable.
These discussions that are structured similar to the Church
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and State debate, are non-issues. The sooner we recognise
and acknowledge this simple fact, the better.
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State Capture: Forced Choice in UK Law
Corporate interests (Big Pharma and the like will likely be
the chief drivers) have taken over the country’s governing
structures in an insidious move known as ‘state capture.’
State capture is when corporate entities covertly employ
state power to advance their private interests.* ‘State
capture’ is one vocabulary addition that I wish I could
unlearn. I wish that there never had arisen a need for such
terms to be devised.
The insidious nature of state capture means that even now
as we detect its presence, the infiltration is near-complete.
A diligent weeding effort will be required in order to arrest
the process and correct the damage caused.
I will be outlining the state capture elements so far
detected:

* ‘State capture’ is the language of the day. In times past, terms like fraud,
embezzlement, power abuse, cronyism and corruption in government were sufficient
descriptors of the tyrannical behaviours that are the subject of this chapter.
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Promote and Maintain
Despite that Medical Practice is a religion on par with
many others, the state has been elevating this one religion
over all the others. Section 1 of the Medical Act 1983
describes the over-arching objectives of the General
Medical Council as being:
•

To protect, promote, and maintain the health,
safety, and well-being of the public.

•

To promote and maintain public confidence in
the medical profession, and

•

To promote and maintain proper professional
standards and conduct for members of that
profession.

So now a state-appointed organisation is responsible
for, among other things, promoting and maintaining
public confidence in the medical profession. What is this
‘confidence’ but another way of saying “have faith”?
If this is coupled with Lord Donaldson’s statement,
“The cooperation of the patient and their confidence in
treatment is a major contributing factor to its success.”*
This is trumped up religiosity!
Allow me, please, to ask why “public confidence in the
medical profession” is to be promoted? If indeed medical
care is either the superior or the only way of achieving and
maintaining good health, why would medical care need to
be ‘promoted’? I would suggest that it needs promotion
because it is one method among many, and also because
*I here quote Lord Donaldson MR in the case of Re W (A Minor) (medical treatment:
court’s jurisdiction) [1993]. See p. 623 of the judgment.
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there exists a superior healthcare method that outranks
medical care. State media and resources are being used to
put a finger on the scale.

The ‘maintain’ aspect of the Act reads forceful: In the
event that someone gets disillusioned and loses faith in
medicine, state power can be used to ‘maintain’ their
confidence.
Promote and Maintain in plain language would read: Get
the populace to subscribe to Medical Aid by all
means necessary. Handle them with gloves initially,
but if they don’t buy it, take the gloves off.
Let us for a moment assume that Medical Aid does promote
health and provide healing. Once people get a taste of the
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offering and see how effective it is, their confidence in the
profession can only increase ― a good product speaks for
itself.
Since medical practice is not about what it claims to be
about, it is not enough to offer it as a service. Sooner or
later, people are going to catch on and want out hence the
behind-the-scenes moves to weave it into law. We are free
to accept the offer of Medical Aid; we however are not
free to opt-out.
The year is 1984 2019, and we are free (to do what we are
expected to do).
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Parental Rights Erosion and Child Cruelty*
Apparently it is a parent’s statutory duty to provide
essential medical aid pursuant to the Children and Young
Persons Act 1933 s. 1(1) and 2(a).
Section 1(1) of the act states that anyone over the age of
16 who is responsible for someone under the age of 16 is
guilty of a criminal offence if they wilfully assault, illtreat (whether physically or otherwise), neglect, abandon,
or expose them, or cause or procure them to be assaulted,
ill-treated (whether physically or otherwise), neglected,
abandoned, or exposed, in a manner likely to cause them
unnecessary suffering or injury to health.†
Section 2(a) of the act states that neglect is when the parent
has failed to provide adequate food, clothing, medical aid
or lodging for them, or if, having been unable otherwise to
provide such food, clothing, medical aid or lodging, they
have failed to take steps to procure it to be provided.
In other words, if you are a parent, and you cannot afford to pay for
Medical Care for your children, that makes you a criminal: We are
basically putting children up for sale here!!! A narrow definition
of human needs as is stated above, coupled with a monopoly of
supply, creates a nation of slaves. It’s that simple.
The 2007 court case of An NHS Trust v A‡ was over
whether the proposed medical course of action is in the
best interests of the child.
In this case, a 6-month old baby was suffering from an
illness that would prompt her death within a year. She
had already undergone several treatments. Bone marrow
*Please note that all emphasis in the quoted text in this chapter is mine.
† Sixty plus words used in Section 1(1) of the act, when all you need is love! (Truth #4).
Like I said earlier, we lose more than we bargain for when we reject God.
‡NHS Trust v A [2007] EWHC 1696 (Fam), [2008] 1 FLR 70
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treatment was available with a 50% chance of success.
There was a 10% chance that the child would die during
or as a direct result of the treatment and a 30% chance
that the treatment would not be successful. There was a
further 10% chance that she may survive the treatment
but with some significant impairment. It was extremely
likely that the child would be rendered infertile by the
treatment should it go ahead. The treatment would be
lengthy, painful and distressing.
The parents refused to consent to the treatment because
they did not want the child to suffer any more and wanted
her to have the best quality of life possible until her
passing. The court used the objective best interests test to
consider the order it should make. The court considered
medical, emotional, sensory, and instinctive factors and
ordered the treatment to proceed. The court stated a 50%
chance of a normal life, albeit infertile, was better than the
certainty of death within a year.
The court had evidence that the parents loved and cared
for their child, and yet they forced a Medical Intervention
on the child against the parents’ wishes.
The criteria used to decide the best interests and welfare
of the child in the medical dispute above was set out by
Holman J in the 2006 case of An NHS Trust v MB.*
He speaks to how the parents’ right to not provide consent
is considered but is subject to the child’s best interests.
Where a parent refuses to give consent to treatment, the
primary issue is not the reasonableness of that decision
but the consequences of it.
The opposite of reasonable is unreasonable. As for consequences,
who of us can predict the future? Only God can.
*An NHS Trust v MB (A child by Cafcass as NHS Guardian) [2006] EWHC 507
(Fam)
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At p. 16 of the judgment, Judge Holman had this to say:
(v) ...Best interests are used in the widest sense and
include every kind of consideration capable of impacting
on the decision. These include, non-exhaustively, medical,
emotional, sensory (pleasure, pain and suffering) and
instinctive (the human instinct to survive) considerations.
How do you define something by setting it out ‘in the widest sense,’
please? A definition should, by definition, be precise!
(vi) It is impossible to weigh such considerations
mathematically, but the court must do the best it can to
balance all the conflicting considerations in a particular
case and see where the final balance of the best interests
lies.
The considerations are conflicting because there is conflict and
inconsistency here.
(vii & viii) Considerable weight must be attached to the
prolongation of life as described by Lord Donaldson of
Lymington in Re J (A minor) (wardship: medical treatment)
[1991] Fam 33 at page 46. The rebuttable presumption in
favour of a course of action which will prolong life.
I argue that Medical intervention does not prolong life. All it offers
is a counterfeit life ― it takes away your unencumbered life and
replaces it with a counterfeit.
(x) The views and opinions of both the doctors and the
parents must be carefully considered. Where, as in this
case, the parents spend a great deal of time with their
child, their views may have particular value because they
know the patient and how he reacts so well; although the
court needs to be mindful that the views of any parents may,
very understandably, be coloured by their own emotion
or sentiment. It is important to stress that the reference is
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to the views and opinions of the parents. Their own wishes,
however understandable in human terms, are wholly
irrelevant to consideration of the objective best interests
of the child save to the extent in any given case that they
may illuminate the quality and value to the child of the
child/parent relationship.
Horrific. So we are doing away with emotion and sentiment? Will we
still be human beings when the process is done? And we are not to
be operating “in human terms”? Are we still human beings if we do
not operate “in human terms”?
As for considering the views and opinions of both the doctors
and the [unabstracted] parents… 😱  (Re: part x above) One
would be forgiven for thinking that doctors and parents are equally
invested in the child’s welfare! The parents’ care for the child is
typically a labour of love while the care that the medical practitioners
provide is largely scripted. Medical practitioners (like most of us)
are typically bound by their contracts of employment; they work for
money. There is no contest here. When a loving parent or caregiver
gets taken to court by an abstracted party like the NHS Trust, in
this case the true picture is that the state is using doctor opinions
to usurp the child guardianship role that by default belongs to the
parent. The foe is one, and the battle is one: The natural parent-child
relationship is forcibly being replaced by an abstracted one, and the
child always loses.
The case details again; the 2007 court case of An NHS
Trust v A.
A 6-month old baby was suffering from an illness that
would prompt her death within a year. She had already
undergone several treatments. Bone marrow treatment
was available with a 50% chance of success. There
was a 10% chance that the child would die during
or as a direct result of the treatment and a 30%
chance that the treatment would not be successful.
There was a further 10% chance that she may survive
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the treatment but with some significant impairment.
It was extremely likely that the child would be
rendered infertile by the treatment should it go
ahead. The treatment would be lengthy, painful and
distressing.
The parents refused to consent to the treatment
because they did not want the child to suffer any
more and wanted her to have the best quality of
life possible until her passing.

The parents were being reasonable as far as I can see. And
yet the court ordered the treatment to proceed. The court
stated a 50% chance of a normal life, albeit infertile, was
better than the certainty of death within a year.
Wait a minute,… certainty? Who said ‘certainty’? Was
that… Who? Knowing the future is not something that
human beings are known to be able to do. Predicting the
future is in the divine realm (and yet we argue that Medical
Practice is not a religion). People die daily with Medical
Practitioners standing by, and yet we reject God because
He, in His wisdom, chooses to not prevent the death of all
who pray to Him for healing!?
Let’s do a quick runthrough of what we have done:
•

We have polluted (and continue to pollute) our
environment,

•

We have corrupted our food supply through selective
breeding, genetic modification (GMOs) etc.,

•

We have coined oxymorons like ‘junkfood,’

•

We have enculturated blatant disregard for our own
and each other’s feelings and therefore are daily
being cruel to ourselves and each other...
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Is it any wonder we are dying? When the elements
of nature respond to our destructive activity through
earthquakes, cyclones, and the like, we call these ‘Acts of
God.’ That blame shifting game again. I had to work hard
to glean something positive from this shameful behaviour,
it is this: When we are looking for someone to blame, we
are happy to publicly acknowledge that God exists.
Environmental pollution leads to death, eating junk leads
to death, cruelty leads to death…
Here’s a truth (Romans 623): The wages of sin, is death!
When the state inflicts medical treatments on its subjects, it
is shifting blame that rightfully is theirs. It is trying to hide
its misdeeds using Medical ‘Aid.’ Aid that the citizenry is
supposed to be very grateful to receive because it will be
being offered free of charge.
Again I will quote the words of R.E Goodrich:
To punish someone for your own mistakes or for the consequences
of your own actions, to harm another by shifting blame that is rightly
yours; this is a wretched and cowardly sin.
Never such cruelty as making loving parents stand before
courts and tribunals to justify refusing Medical ‘Aid.’
Aid, by definition, is not inflicted, it is offered. What is
Medical Aid but sleight-of-hand, a tool for manipulation
and control?
Patients are essentially not allowed to accept that our
lifespans have been shortened by the inconsiderate and
cruel actions of some selfish others. They have to be
milked to the last drop. Parents are in a worse-off position
because they are forced to watch their children suffer
through fruitless attempts at healing.
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We have so many congenital diseases nowadays, anyone
want to take a guess at their origin? Where do they come
from? (Don’t let anyone dare say ‘from God.’) Where?
The wages of sin is, and always has been, death. People
have a right to life (ECHR article 2). That would be a
natural, unencumbered, God-given life not an encumbered
artificial life that, even as it is being offered, threatens to
cut short the God-given life you had. Using probability
percentages to attempt to mask the fact that what was
actually happening was inflicting pain on a human
being. “The treatment would be lengthy, painful and
distressing” and would involve introducing a risk of
death “There was a 10% chance that the child would
die during or as a direct result of the treatment”.
Nevermind that there was “a 30% chance that the
treatment would not be successful...” What?! And
a “50% chance of success.” Succeeding in giving the
child a counterfeit life that is characterised by infertility.
(Sigh). What problem is it that we were solving, by the
way? “Some doctor(s) said…” Said what? “They said that
there was a certainty of death within a year.” Certainty,
you say? Certainty?! And it was judged that the parents
were unreasonable. This is not fiction — it happened.
You cannot inflict these ‘treatments’ on an adult because an
adult is able to exercise their right to walk away. Children,
on the other hand…. Children cannot walk away because
they are ‘minors.’ Someone, an adult, needs to speak for
them. But refusal is not an option (forced choice). State
Power is being used for the purposes of child cruelty.
The child always loses when a medical dispute occurs.
Always. If a parent refuses an offered treatment, they
are judged to not be acting in their child’s best interests
(they are allowing their feelings to get in the way of
‘good judgement’) and the child gets taken into care
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(loses a loving parent). If the parent capitulates, they are
now abstracted (cruelty requires abstraction). Lose-lose
situation. The parent is qualified only to agree to a medical
treatment; when it comes to disagreeing, only the state is
qualified to disagree (forced choice). In essence, the state
has taken over the entire child populace.
Some readers will remember the 2009 reports where
the state condemned two parents for helping each other
care for their pre-school aged children. The Daily Mail
reported the sad story of Detective Constables Leanne
Shepherd and Lucy Jarret who were forced to hand their
children over to childcare professionals.*
The two constables each had a pre-school age daughter
and shared a job. They had set up an arrangement where
when the one woman was at work, the other would care
for the two children. The arrangement was working well,
especially for the children, who were reported to have
been “like sisters”.
In the name of safeguarding, the law has made it such
that only professionals are qualified to look after someone
else’s child for longer than two hours a week.
The saying “It takes a village to raise a child” has
apparently been replaced by “It takes a professional to
raise a child.”
OFSTED visited DC Shepherd’s home in July 2009 in
response to the anonymous report that they had received.
They charged her with the crime of operating “an illegal
childminding business”. This is despite that no money
ever changed hands between the two constables. The
loving parents who had simply been helping each other
out found themselves branded criminals.
*https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1216471/Policewoman-bannedbabysitting-friend-says-children.html Daily Mail Online 19:13,27 Sep 2009
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A reciprocal arrangement such as that between DC
Shepherd and DC Jarret is being classed as a ‘business.’
Whatever happened to helping each other out? Is that not
what community and friendship is all about? State policies
have made it such that the parent now is effectively
isolated: Do-it-yourself, or we take over.
A setup for failure if ever there was one. How can parents
make bricks without straw? (Exodus Chapter 5). They
are being expected to work wonders with their hands tied
behind their backs.
I mentioned earlier how that human beings are, by default,
free, and should only have their freedoms curbed to the
extent that their actions turn out to be harming others.
What was it that necessitated such infringement on
parents’ rights and freedoms? What problem was it that
these regulations were instituted to solve? How badly
were parents failing in fulfilling their role?
What the state is essentially saying now only persons who
meet our criteria (i.e. abstracted caregivers), are qualified
to assist the parent with childcare. So… love failed? Love
failed so badly that abstracted caregivers were judged to be
superior? The professionals whose handiwork is proudly
displayed on page 35 (a disguised control chart) are
doing better than loving parents ever could?
The Daily Mail report mentioned how that the state had the
homes of the two mothers put under surveillance to make
sure that their reciprocal arrangement stopped forthwith.
How do you think the Constables felt about that incident?
Would you agree that that incident served to abstract the
parent-child relationship? Who would have been a more
loving caregiver to the girls: The mother’s friend, or a
nursery worker? Who would have taken better care of
the girls: The mother’s friend, or an abstracted nursery
worker? Who was the child happier with: The mother’s
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friend or a nursery worker? Who was the biggest loser in
this case?
Safeguarding. It’s not about the children.* And my main
question is, what problem were these measures addressing
to begin with? The way it looks to me, professionals are
doing serious damage to families on a daily basis. Really
serious damage. Cruelty requires abstraction. There is no
evidence that the mother’s friend was abstracted here, but
nursery workers undoubtedly are, why is the law favouring
abstracted caregivers over unabstracted ones?
The Daily Mail reports “DC Shepherd said the experience
was so traumatic that she would not have any more
children.” State Power was used to violate DC Shepherd’s human
rights. If that is not a traumatic experience, nothing is.
Citizens have the right to marry and start a family (ECHR
article 12), but apparently, the right is only that of starting
a family. Once the child is born; “The state will take it
from here,” and the parent is relegated to pawn status.
(Sigh). Citizens too, have the right to respect for private
and family life (ECHR article 8) and Freedom of Thought,
Conscience, and Religion (ECHR article 9).
Articles 8 to 11 of the ECHR, however, are known as
qualified rights. This means that “they may be limited
where that is necessary to achieve an important objective”.
Anyone want to guess what that means? Bearing in mind
statements like the one I quoted earlier: “Best interests
are used in the widest sense and include every kind of
consideration capable of impacting on the decision”.
*No child is safe from ‘safeguarding.’ If a child sustains an injury that the parent
cannot explain, that is justification enough to relieve them of their parental
responsibility and hand the child over to Professionals. This despite that many are the
ailments that doctors cannot explain. It is acceptable for abstracted caregivers to fail
to explain something; not so for the parent.
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The back door is wide open: “No” means “maybe” and
“maybe” means “yes”.
The state can get around citizens’ rights as stated in
Articles 8 to 11 with little effort; the qualified rights are
essentially there simply for show.
Back to section 1(1) of the Children and Young Persons
Act 1933: The notion of unnecessary suffering implies
that sometimes it is necessary to cause a child to suffer?
I understand that living in this world of sin we will suffer
from things like hunger, thirst, disease, but it is never
necessary to inflict pain on another human being, least of
all in the name of religion. We don’t need to coin new
words and phrases (like ‘necessary suffering’) for the act
of deliberately inflicting pain on an individual. We already
have a term for that; it’s called torture.
Wearing tooth braces is painful, but it is fine to be
subjecting children to such painful ‘treatments.’ They
qualify to be called ‘necessary suffering.’ What, may I ask,
would have necessitated that suffering? Cosmetic issues?
Profitmaking? ‘Necessary suffering’?!
Is it not discrimination to deny children a right that
adults have? (The right to refuse medical treatments). Is
it not cruelty to inflict pain on an individual? A “lengthy,
painful and distressing” treatment,… on a baby, a baby!
The state imposed this treatment on a child, they forced
the child’s parents to watch, and they left the parents to
deal with whatever other consequences would result from
the ‘treatment.’ This, in a developed country; and we call
ourselves civilised.
There is a voice; one of “lamentation, and weeping, and
great mourning” (Jeremiah 3115, Matthew 218). Mothers
are weeping for their children; can you hear them?
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Visit this page for a glimpse of the realities of some parents’
experiences in the name of social ‘care’
https://forced-adoption.com/punishment-without-crime/

It should go without saying but I will state it plainly:
Forced adoption is will violation (and that’s putting it
mildly). DC Shepherd was so traumatised that she felt that
she couldn’t have any more children after her experience
with OFSTED. How do you think the mothers who had
their children put up for adoption against their will felt?
How traumatised were the children themselves? This is
carnage!
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Population Screening
By the way, it gets worse: We are so keen on Medical
Practice that no sooner is a baby born than we start
injecting pathogens into them under the pretext of
‘preventive medicine’ (aka. immunisations). In the UK,
refusing immunisations is stigmatised (some countries go
so far as to make it illegal). That’s before we even begin
speaking of population screening...
In a thinly-veiled blanket move, healthy babies are being
burdened with a counterfeit life. It is called ‘population
screening.’ Blood samples are taken from newborns in a
programme known as the Newborn Blood Spot (NBS). If
a positive test result is obtained, the child is treated as
if they have a positive diagnosis. Read more about the
programme here:
https://www.gov.uk/health-and-social-care/populationscreening-programmes
A whole lot of pressure and stigma is applied to those who
refuse to participate; and yet, the chances of a child who
received a positive test result actually having a positive
diagnosis can be in the region of a mere 20% (assuming
the diagnostic test applied is 98% accurate… many are not
that accurate). The following excerpt (from J.A. Paulos’
book Innumeracy) explains how the calculations go:
An interesting elaboration on the concept of
conditional probability is known as Bayes’ theorem, first
proved by Thomas Bayes in the eighteenth century. It’s
the basis for the following rather unexpected result, which
has important implications for drug or AIDS testing.
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Assume that there is a test for cancer which is 98
percent accurate; i.e., if someone has cancer, the test will
be positive 98% of the time, and if one doesn’t have it,
the test will be negative 98 percent of the time. Assume
further that .5 percent-one out of two hundred peopleactually have cancer. Now imagine that you’ve taken
the test and that your doctor somberly informs you that
you’ve tested positive. The question is: How depressed
should you be? The surprising answer is that you should
be cautiously optimistic. To find out why, let’s look at the
conditional probability of your having cancer, given that
you’ve tested positive.
Imagine that 10,000 tests for cancer are
administered. Of these, how many are positive? On the
average, 50 of these 10,000 people (.5 percent of 10,000)
will have cancer, and so, since 98 percent of them will
test positive, we will have 49 positive tests. Of the 9,950
cancerless people, 2 percent of them will test positive, for
a total of 199 positive tests (.02 x 9,950 = 199). Thus, of
the total of 248 positive tests (199 + 49 = 248), most (199)
are false positives, and so the conditional probability of
having cancer given that one tests positive is only 49/248,
or about 20 percent! (This relatively low percentage
is to be contrasted with the conditional probability that
one tests positive, given that one has cancer, which, by
assumption is 98 percent.)
This unexpected figure for a test that we assumed to
be 98 percent accurate should give legislators pause when
they contemplate instituting mandatory or widespread
testing for drugs or AIDS or whatever. Many tests are
less reliable: a recent article in The Wall Street Journal,
for example, suggests that the well-known Pap tests for
cervical cancer is only 75 percent accurate.
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Lie-detection tests are notoriously inaccurate, and
calculations similar to the above demonstrate why truthful
people who flunk polygraph tests usually outnumber
liars. To subject people who test positive to stigmas,
especially when most of them may be false positives, is
counterproductive and wrong.
Based on a less than 20% calculated probability,
healthy newborns are routinely being deprived of the
unencumbered life that God gave them and being
consigned to a counterfeit life that is characterised by
drug dependency. Think about it. How does that make
you feel?
The barometer that should drive the satisfaction of human
needs is feelings. Human beings need to be able to satisfy
the feeling of hunger, they need to be able to satisfy the
feeling of nakedness, they need to be able to protect
themselves from feeling exposed (exposed to weather
elements, exposed to attack from wild animals, exposed
to monitoring etc.), and protect themselves from feeling
sick/diseased/unwell, etc.
Defining needs by feelings leaves no room for monitoring,
manipulation and control. That is a problem for the
State Power, because ‘monitor and control’ is what they
are out to do. So they define the human needs as being
food, clothing, shelter, and… (I have to shake my head
before I say this next one)… Medical ‘Aid.’ The needs get
narrowly defined, a monopoly of supply gets created, and
thereby; a nation of slaves.
We have polluted our environment, we have corrupted
our food supply, we eat junk, we daily are being cruel to
one another… the list goes on. We need to accept that the
result will be death: “The wages of sin is death” (Romans
623). Even if the majority of the populace is yet to come to
a point of accepting their fate, we need to allow those who
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have; to die in peace. God gives us courage and peace
amid our suffering (the offer’s open to all, by the way).
Sometimes He performs miracles and heals us, but when
he chooses not to, we need to accept that too.
God told our first parents a plain truth (Genesis 216-17): if
you sin, you will die (action-consequence). The original
sin was a lie:
“... did God say…?” (Genesis 31) - The devil was the one
lying, but he was making God out to be a liar.
“Ye shall not surely die” (Genesis 34), the devil said; and
the first parents believed him. Fast forward 6000+ years,…
we have sinned, we are dying, and still the lying continues!
Deuteronomy 3019 (yes, again) “I call heaven and earth to
record this day against you, that I have set before you life
and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that
both thou and thy seed may live.”
Choose life!
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Child Protection and the Family Courts
According to a Legalfutures* report, in February 2019
the Court of Appeal overruled a Family Court’s decision
because she had bullied a barrister and intimated that if his
client (a loving parent) did not acquiesce to Social Work
Professionals’ attempts to get her to give up her parental
rights and liberties, she (the Judge) would “make findings”
that the mother would be stuck with.
Her Honour Judge Carr, who was presiding in Sheffield,
is reported to have told the mother’s barrister that “if it is
heard today I shall certainly make findings that your client
will be stuck with.”
I am thankful that the Court of Appeal judged in the
mother’s favour. A failure to do so would have been
unjust. What I cannot help but wonder is what else has
been happening in the Family Courts both leading up to
and following the pre-emptive decision that was made
by Judge Carr. What kind of rulings has Judge Carr been
making? And who is going to follow up on those? What kind
of ‘Social Care’ has the Local Authority been offering?
And who is going to follow up on those? Now that the ruling
has been set aside and the case is to be heard by a different
Judge, has there been an investigation opened to facilitate
an effective remedy to the problem evidenced by this case?
One cannot help but be shocked by the brazenness of Judge
Carr’s behaviour. Consider this: all court proceedings
are recorded. The general populace may not know that,
but the Judge certainly will. And yet, knowing that, she
proceeded to:

*https://www.legalfutures.co.uk/latest-news/ca-bully-judge-forced-mother-to-agreeto-care-orders
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•

repeatedly isolate the mother, and to

•

make fun of the mother’s counsel

Does anyone have any problems believing that this kind
of behaviour is commonplace in the family courts?
Please also note that the ‘hearing’ is said to have lasted for
just twelve minutes. Twelve minutes. Twelve minutes was
all it took to decide on so important an issue as relieving
a concerned parent of her parental rights. And that doesn’t
really bother us as a people. There was a great outcry over
the banking crisis, but this evidence of systemic attack on
the building block of society is not viewed as a threat —
why?
The article does not tell us much about the mother, but
there is evidence that she cared for her two children, and
she cared enough to attend court to defend the case. I doubt
she is perfect, but did she deserve to be bullied, threatened,
isolated…? Did she deserve to have her children taken
into care, even?
All the fighting that takes place in the courts is supposed
to be about protecting the children, but is it? Are you
protecting the children when you:
•

Put words in their mouths.

•

Abstract the parent-child bond? (turn parents into
pawns by criminalising them then subjecting them to
constant monitoring)

•

Take feelings out of the equation and define best
interests in the ‘widest sense’? (i.e. read anything
into it)

•

Remove them from the care of a loving parent &
place them into the care of abstracted care givers?
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•

Inject them with pathogens? (aka. immunisations)

•

Inflict medical treatments on them? (Remembering
that just about every medical treatment carries with
it a risk of adverse effect).

We could point fingers: Oh, that Judge is a sorry excuse
of a human being, the barrister had no backbone, the
social work professionals are a law unto themselves, the
mother (… how does she get to be separated from the
children’s father? How did that happen?) I am sure there
are other people we could point fingers at… Was I not the
one who just now was asking about whether the Court of
Appeal instituted an effective remedy?
The police, they would have had a hand too in this, is
someone pointing at them? Good, I think that should be
everyone. Oh, then there’s the father, he’s a major player,
we can’t be forgetting him. We will run out of fingers
before we run out of people to point at.
One preacher said: If you are hurting and the identified
perpetrator is mortal, you’ve got the wrong enemy
“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in
high places” (Ephesians 612). The real enemy is evil, and
the devil is the personification of evil.*
I explained in Section 2.1.2 (see pages 22 to 25) how
that money is used as a tool for manipulation and control.
A common saying goes, “He who pays the piper, calls the
tune”. The only way to permanently solve a problem is to
effectively address its root cause. The Bible says that “the
love of money is the root of all evil” (1 Timothy 610), so we
follow the money. In root cause identification we follow
*God is the personification of love (1John 48), the devil is the personification of evil.
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the money until we get to the will violation. Once we get
to a point where someone is doing something that they
would not do if not for the monetary reward offered, there
lies your problem. The will violation makes the crime. We
need to follow the money, because “the love of money is
the root of all evil” (1Timothy 610).
The will violation may be self-inflicted, or it may be
inflicted on us by others. Whichever option is true, the
problem would emanate there. Blaming Judge Carr is
the easy solution (if at all we can call it a solution). The
article mentions how that the Family Courts are a busy
place, so I will ask, what are they busy doing? They are
busy processing the referrals that have been progressed by
the system that drew up the graph presented on page 35
(for graph analysis see Appendix 1). Can we blame Judge
Carr for those? Then she is not the root cause of the issue.
Her hands are far from clean, but she is not the root cause
of the problem.
A good number of the children making up those statistics
(possibly the majority?) did not need intervention. Now
the matter is in court (and they still would not be needing
state intervention). What happens then? Well, “adverse
findings are made” in order to justify state usurpation of
Parental Responsibility, and the rest is history. The child
always loses. Children are the biggest losers when family
matters get taken to court.
It should bother us that the Family Courts are a busy place.
Why? Because the family is the building block of society.
The family breaks down, society breaks down. Finger
pointing is not helpful because we are all victims here.
When Judges have to daily make impossible decisions,
they struggle. Judge Holman drafted that ‘objective best
interests test’ under duress. It was a difficult decision to
make. Do you think that if he had been given a free choice
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he would have chosen to be passing judgement on such
a matter? Let’s just be honest here. Is that decision the
kind of decision that anyone should have to make? Judge
Holman’s was a forced choice. At the end of the day, he
works for money (as do most of us). His job description
said that he was the one supposed to make that impossible
decision, so he did it. The same applies to just about
everyone, right up to the Prime Minister.
We engage in many a disconcerting activity simply because
our job descriptions say we should. I cannot help but see
parallels between the findings from Stanley Milgram’s
obedience studies and the machinations that produced the
Control Chart described in Appendix 1.
I had expected that the Nuremberg trials set us up to ensure
that we never again allow large scale human rights abuses
to be committed under our watch: The holocaust happened
because normal, good people put their consciences aside
and followed unethical orders simply because the orders
were issued by legitimate authority figures. The evidence
in 2019 is that we did not learn from history and human
rights abuses have been taking place in our own backyard!
We relegate our consciences to the back seat because they
don’t put food on the table. This, despite that God has told
us already (see Section 3.1 - Three Question Prescription
for life; the answer to the Why? Question), that “Man shall
not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of God” (Matthew 47). What is it that
should drive our action (or inaction)? God’s Word.
Why? Because He alone is the Provider, He alone is our
Sustainer. All we need to do is choose to be honest and
truthful, trusting God to take care of the consequences.
He is dependable… How’s that? Because He is God, and
because He has a good track record — He’s never failed.
We don’t need money, we need God.
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I will digress a bit to share a perspective that I heard
preached about Judas. Many will know Judas as the
apostle who betrayed Jesus. We tend to make him out as
an evil man; he was no worse than we are. Judas’ problem
was his love for money. When he betrayed Jesus to the
authorities, not once did Judas envision his action leading
to the crucifixion of Jesus (hence his remorse that was
followed by the action of hanging himself). It’s not that
Judas wanted Jesus to die, it’s that he loved money.
Judas had seen the Lord miraculously deliver Jesus
from many a perilous situation and so he assumed that
God would do it again. He thought to make money by
presuming on God’s love and care for Jesus ― except that
that’s not the way that God works.
If I can take you back to Section 3.1 The Three Question
Prescription for Life. Question 2 was What are we not to
do? We should not tempt God by deliberately placing
ourselves in situations of danger presuming that God will
intervene and save us despite our irresponsible action.
As far as I can see, the three question prescription provides
me guidance for every situation in my life.

Back on point. When we fail to love one another, to be
kind to one another, and to respect one another, it is
because we are not free. We are bound by our contracts of
employment, we are bound by our dependence on money,
we are bound by our mortgages, we are bound,… we are
not free. To the extent that we cannot respect ourselves
enough to refuse to do things that we are unwilling to
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do, it is impossible to respect the next person. Love and
respect can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom.*
We tend to fear. We fear that if we are honest and we do the
right thing, some unscrupulous person or entity will take
advantage of us. Guess what? Even when we think we are
vigilantly watching out for ourselves, someone may still
come along and get the better of us, so why not just follow
God’s commands? Sometimes the fear we have is because
that if we do the right thing, the repercussions will mean
that we are unable to find the means to survive (due to
sanctions). But do we really believe in a loving God who
is omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent, when we
fear?
“I have been young, and now am old; yet have I not seen
the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread” Psalm
3725.
Richard Rohr uttered some wise words when he mentioned
how that we need to reframe, and contain, the reality of evil,
without needing to blame anyone else, without any need for shame
or vengeance. We are all in this together, and our common wound
shows itself in different ways.
When someone is cruel to us, we are inclined to think that
we brought it on ourselves in some way or other (which
is often the case, by the way). Christ came to show us that
even if you were to live a perfect, sinless and righteous
*The marriage institution too, has sadly been transformed into a business-like
contractual relationship that disregards feelings. People stay married for the
wrong reasons (like “the mortgage”). Some who decide to depart a dysfunctional
relationship frankly get told “Because you agreed to marry your spouse on such such
date, you have to stay no matter what.” The love institution has become a trapping
institution. Touch-is-a-move. The joke where a Catholic priest supervising catechism
class rebukes the juniour priest who corrects the child that has supplied the purgatory
definition when asked for that of marriage is not funny when feelings are given due
regard; purgatory is the reality in many marriages. Entrapment and other forms of
force breed resentment, anger and alienation. Love can only exist in an atmosphere of
freedom, and we need love.
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life, evil people will persecute you to the point of death.
His example helps us have peace when we face our storms.
We know that at the end of the day it’s not about us or
something we did. It’s just the nature of evil, and we are
all victims.
The Judge, the Social Work Professionals, the Police, the
Mother, the Father, the Children. We are all in this together.
What then shall we do? The simple answer is that we need
to turn to God. Why? Because we need God. I will explain
my case over a few more sections, and hopefully, by the
time my writing ends you will have a better picture of
where we are right now, and the actionable steps that each
individual can take.
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Safeguarding Children
It was decided somewhere, somehow, that the parent was
the child’s enemy. As a result, the safeguarding system is
rigged against parents.
Professions like Social Work, Medical Work, Teaching,
and Coaching, are service occupations whose measure of
success should be that they no longer are needed. Service
occupations typically work themselves out of a job.
Unfortunately, as human beings, we want to be needed. If
it appears that one is no longer needed, the tendency for
many people is to induce the dependency.
Inducing dependency is an immature practice typical of
young children. Think of the 3-year old who considers
an activity like switching on the light at dusk as their
responsibility. All of a sudden, no one is allowed to touch
the light switch without the child’s permission. If one day
someone goes ahead and turns on the light in the child’s
absence (for practical purposes), the child will typically
go and switch it off at the earliest opportunity, then switch
it back on shortly after.
When the child walks in to find the light already switched
on, the need for light provision will have already been
fulfilled. In an innovative move known as ‘employment
creation,’ the child systematically undoes all activity that
was conducted without their involvement (by switching
off the light) so that they can be ‘instrumental’ in supplying
a need that simply was not there before they walked onto
the scene. They expect to be thanked for their efforts by
the way.
The child does not understand that work is conducted to
service real-time needs. They shift the focus from service
(providing light to fulfil a time-sensitive need), to control
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(it is only me that gets to do this, no one else). This is
dysfunctional behaviour.
Ever heard an adult complaining “she never takes advice
from anyone!” That one often means “she never asks for
my advice.”
Medical Professionals, Social Workers, and the Police
have formed an unholy alliance (aka. The LSCB).* They
call themselves ‘safeguarding partners,’ and they go
about giving the impression that they are there to support
families when in actual fact they are destroying families
by inducing dependency.
Let’s face it. If Social Work really worked, the number
of Children-in-Need should generally be getting fewer
in number from one year to the next (the graph on page
35 displays a more-or-less constant number). As for
Medical Work, it has been over a hundred years since “the
profession” was established, yet they are still practising.
Does Medical Practice do what it says on the tin? The
simple answer is no. How about we mark them against a
different criterion. Let’s evaluate them against a business
model: moneymaking or profit generating. They score
very well, don’t you think? So what are they really?
It is established that Medical Practice is a belief system,
and we all know that matters of conscience cannot be
forced. One can force compliance, but a human being’s
will cannot be forced. When medical treatments are
inflicted on families as was the case in an NHS Trust v
A [2007] (see the textbox that begins on page 115), it is
*LSCB - Local Safeguarding Children Board. The safeguarding responsibility lies
with the Local Authority (apparently), but it works in consultation with the Police
and the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). I would have thought, though, that
looking after the child is (as it always has been) the parent’s responsibility ― Don’t
they say a camel is a horse designed by committee?
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done in the name of Social Welfare when in actuality it is
about manipulation and control.

When a loving family decides to reject a medical treatment
on the behalf of their child, it means that they lack the
confidence that “…is a major contributing factor to [the
treatment’s] success.” Since no amount of force can induce
confidence (aka. faith) it is clear from the outset that
imposing medical intervention will not result in healing.
Why then is state power used to give weight to medical
opinions? Because medical practice is a manipulation
tool; medical practice is the new ‘opium of the people.’
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An aside here (a question rather): When the state wrests
parental responsibility from those parents who refuse any
and all medical treatments, are they not essentially saying
that only persons who believe in medicine are allowed to
be parents?
That would be discrimination (ECHR article 14), and
imposing matters of conscience (ECHR article 9).
Nevermind that medical intervention always carries with
it a risk of adverse effect (aka. “significant harm”) which
looks to me to qualify as a breach of ECHR article 2.
Back on point: Once a parent is identified as a target for the
purposes of servicing the control chart, all three Agencies
collude in the process of making ‘adverse findings.’* The
parent immediately gets isolated and has nowhere to
turn to. If they try to go to the Police to complain about
Social Workers harassing them, they get told: “That is
not a criminal matter, it is a civil matter.” Apparently,
organisations don’t harass, only people harass.
If a parent spanks their child and the child cries, or a
husband and wife are having an argument that involves no
more than raised voices, the Police roll up and the child
is whisked away to ‘safety.’ But Social Service personnel
can harass the parent to their heart’s content with no court
order in place because… ? “It is not a criminal matter.”
The police will not lift a finger to help. You will notice that
isolating was the strategy that Judge Carr used (see pages

*Please note that it is standard practice for Social Services to access the Medical
records of the parent following receipt of a referral. If the parent has so much as been
prescribed an antidepressant in the past, that is an adverse finding (evidence of mental
instability). If no such evidence is found, fabricating it is not beyond them (why let a
little thing like facts get in the way of good business?)
A police check is also conducted as standard.
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132 to 133). The methodology was: isolate* the parent
(repeatedly), then mock them. Foolproof? Just about.
It is practically impossible though, to isolate a believer.
This because God is with them wherever they go (see
Testimony #6 in Appendix 7). I think it was C.S. Lewis
who is quoted as having said that “He who has God, and
everything else, has no more than he who has God alone.”
And one preacher put it this way: “it is not until God is
all you have, that you will understand, that God is all you
need.” That takes care of Threat #1 (isolate them). Threat
#2 was “mock them.” God has assurance for the believer
on that score too (Matthew 511-12). Mocking is just words,
and lying words at that. Lying statements do not change
the reality that is there. Jesus was mocked during His trial
and crucifixion. Did that make Him any less of a king?
They want to mock? It’s their right, let them exercise it.
People are proper nouns. Organisations, like Public
Authorities or Social Services, are abstract nouns. Cruelty
requires abstraction,† but guess who is given more power
in law? The abstracted party. Why? Because the objective
is not safeguarding, it is cruelty (manipulation and control
rather). If the objective were safeguarding, it would make

*Please note that the regulations that DCs Jarret and Shepherd fell foul to are
designed to isolate the parent. “You can take care of your own child, but no one else
is allowed to help you.” The question again: Is the state out to support parents, or to
usurp the parental role?
†Human beings are comfortable with eating certain animals, and yet they keep others
as pets because cruelty requires abstraction [credit to Jonathan Safran Foer].
The Bible records how the King of Samaria was grief-stricken when the case of
two women was brought before him for judgement (2Kings 626-30). It was a time of
famine. The women made a pact that they would eat their sons to save themselves
from starvation. First, they killed and ate the first woman’s son. When time came
for them to eat the second woman’s son, she refused, and the first woman took her
to court. Why was the second woman comfortable with eating the first woman’s son
but not her own? Because cruelty requires abstraction. [Please note that the Biblical
command is “Thou shalt not kill” (Exodus 2013). The women were acting against
God’s command].
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sense to empower and support families, as opposed to
isolating them.
If you enquire after when and how it came to be that
parents were judged to be enemies of their children (as
is the assumption in safeguarding), the quoted cases are
those of people who were not parents, but people who were
abstracted already, like in the case of Victoria Climbié.
The method that the usurper uses is to go in and
abstract the parent. When child cruelty results from that
abstraction, they hold it up for all the world to see, and
use it to officially justify state intervention or takeover.
Planned obsolescence… in Social Care. If the state moves
in and finds there to be no parent-to-child cruelty, and no
abstraction, they will create it.
So what has been happening is that Social Work
professionals have been identifying children as being inneed (of their services) and wresting parental responsibility
from parents through the means of Child Protection Plans
that they draw up and enforce. The graph on page 35
indicates that one or more factors have been working to
produce a contrived picture of children-in-need.
What is a Child Protection Plan? Simply put, it is a
document that is drafted by Social Care Professionals
to dictate how a child’s needs are to be met. Whose
child is it that we are talking about? Does the child not
belong to the parent? Yes they do. Is it not a criminal
offence to take someone’s child without their permission
(aka. kidnapping)? Not if you cast them as a criminal it
isn’t. The state agency uses what the populace holds dear
(their children), to serve their control motive. If ‘findings
are made’ that cast the parent as a child abuser, a Child
Protection Plan is justifiable and the parent’s protestations
can be ignored.
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Plain speaking would have state agencies saying:
By the authority vested in us we hereby impute
criminality upon you (and so justify relieving you
of your parental right).

Instead they say
We have put your children on a Child Protection
Plan.

😟. You look puzzled.
Yes, I did not quite understand what a Child Protection
Plan is.
In a word; it’s a weapon.
The three safeguarding partners gone rogue are the state’s
appointed institutions for assisting and protecting families.
Who then does the parent turn to when the system fails
them? They go to court and engage the Judicial Review
Process.* The targeted parent can apply to have the
Local Authority’s decision judicially reviewed by the
Administrative Court (a branch of the High Court), but
there are time limits involved.
The problem, though, is that no one even tells the parent
that Judicial Review (JR) is an option. Secondly, you need
to be up to the task of reading about the Judicial Review
court process, and to have been gathering your evidence
right from the start. There will be the tactical and delaying
moves of the defendant (the Local Authority) to deal with,
too. JR has strict time limits. You have to apply within
*Please note that Judicial Review is an avenue of last resort. It looks primarily at
the lawfulness of a particular decision that the Local Authority made and whether
the defined procedures were followed. It focuses on technical and procedural issues
(not so much on the evidence). When considering submitting a JR application, the
Claimant would do well to research the remedies available to the Administrative
Court and fashion their Proposed Remedies with that in mind.
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three months of the date when the decision is made. By the
time you get done with the Local Authority’s complaints
process, chances are that your three months will be up
and your opportunity gone. That’s even assuming that
engaging with the complaints process gets you anywhere
beyond frustrated.
State capture has made it such that engaging with
complaints processes is now just an exercise in torture.
“How is that?” you ask. I will explain: According to
Mcebisi Jonas, former deputy finance minister of South
Africa, you set up state capture by removing management.*
The purpose of management is to intelligently direct
the organisation’s operations based on the principles on
which organisational rules are built. Managers get to
authorise deviation from standard operations where rigid
adherence to rules would have failed to effectively and
efficiently serve the purposes of the organisation (in this
case the organisation is the Public Authority). Removing
management means that the management seat is occupied
by a primitive decision-maker (don’t think, don’t
understand, just do as you are told).
The Human Rights abuse is this: Public Authority
complaints procedures direct the misserved member of
the public to the management structures. The individual
invests in presenting their concerns to the persons
in supervisory and managerial positions, only to get
frustrated as they receive parrot fashioned responses. The
complainant receives the same answers they were given
by the lower-level employee(s) they are complaining
about because the management seat is occupied by an
unqualified person. They may even get given a poorer
*“You remove management, and put in compliant management. You remove boards,
and put in boards that are compliant. The rest is easy.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_capture
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response than the response that they are complaining
about. Why? Because state capture appoints managers on
the basis of incompetence.*
Words of wisdom say to never attribute to malice what can
be attributed to incompetence. As friends and neighbours,
the appointed managers could well be “really nice people”.
Their ill-fittedness for the high-level positions that they
hold, however, means that they can only misserve the
public in general, and the complainant in particular.
Public Authority systems are built in such a way that
they should correct themselves when things go wrong.
Appointing incompetent management undermines the
whole system. It means that when things ‘go wrong,’ they
can only be corrected via an external influence.
Judicial Review by the Administrative Court is supposed
to be a remedy of last resort, meaning that you would need
to demonstrate that you have engaged with the Public
Authority’s entire Complaints Procedure. The complainant
suffers several cycles of fruitless labour torture† as their
complaint goes through the formalities of being processed
by the Public Authority.
Besides the above, the pre-action protocol for initiating
a JR claim, Civil Procedure Rules require the claimant
to submit all the evidence that supports his claim in one
swoop. Everything should ideally be submitted at once.
Public Authorities in a JR have what is called a ‘Duty
of Candour.’ They are required to assist the court’s
investigation because they are there to serve the public (of
*Your being passed over for that promotion was not because management did not see
how dedicated, hardworking, and intelligent you were, it was precisely because they
did see it. You were a good fit for the position as advertised,but not for the reality of
what would be required of the person holding that position. State capture is the reason
why you didn’t get the job. I hope that makes you feel better? 😐
†The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) article 3 speaks against torture.
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which the claimant is a member), as opposed to protecting
corporate interests. Where state capture has occurred
however, candour is the last thing on the defendant’s mind.
They will be wanting to win the case, and they will employ
every means in their power to do so. As for the children…
this is state capture we are talking about. Professionals get
to use State Power to abuse children while pretending to
be doing the opposite.
One parent who was considering taking a Public Authority
to Court over their unjust decision received the following
response to their Letter-Before-Action:
Dear Mr Parent
Thank you for informing us of your
intention to apply for a Judicial Review
of our decision.
We always recommend to individuals that
they seek independent legal advice if
considering a Judicial Review, as this
can be a costly procedure.
Yours sincerely
Public Authority.

Short and sweet. That’s the kind of people empowered to
care for our society.
And they are right, by-the-way. Court costs when
submitting a JR Claim are in the region of a thousand
pounds (assuming it gets permitted). On filing the Claim,
the claimant initially pays about £150, the rest becomes
due after the Claim is permitted. That’s just the court fees,
before you pay your solicitor (who will need about £2000
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upfront). The type of parents targeted in order to service
the control chart would likely be those that wouldn’t be
able to afford that kind of money.* Granted, such people
would qualify for Legal Aid, and if they are in receipt
of certain state benefits, they could qualify to have their
court fees waived; but no one tells them that, not even the
Legal Aid solicitor.
Some Legal Aid solicitors appear to not know how
to accurately determine the stage at which the parent
becomes eligible for Legal Aid. Some appear not to know
that applying for JR is a viable option and so will not
inform the parent of such option being available to them.
Some maybe don’t want to do the work involved with
filing a JR claim, and so they advise parents simply to
wait until they get served a Letter-Before-Action by the
Local Authority “and we will take it from there.”
A Legal Aid solicitor could have decades of experience
working with families whose children have been identified
as being ‘in need’, but these may well be decades of
experience delivering parents to the Family Courts where
the parent risks meeting Judges exemplified by Judge
Carr. Such Legal Aid solicitors typically “assist” parents
to go to court as defendants as opposed to them going as
claimants.
I am sure there are many Legal Aid solicitors going to
great lengths to help parents and carers who have been
misserved in the name of Social Care, but there will be

*Like I mentioned earlier, though, no family is safe from ‘safeguarding.’ If a child
sustains an injury that the parent cannot explain, that qualifies them as a ‘target.’ How
many times has a parent found evidence of misdemeanour (like graffiti on the living
room wall) that evidently happened during a period when the parent was ‘right there,
watching the child.’ The child can come in from the garden with an injury, and you
cannot explain how it happened, does that make you a bad parent? No, but it qualifies
the parent to service the control chart.
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many too, who are deserving of the ‘professional losers’
label I hear is generally applied to Legal Aid solicitors.*
My determinations seem to indicate that the parent
engaging a Legal Aid solicitor would do well to stay on
top of things and keep pace with the progress being made.
If JR is a viable option in their case, the parent will need to
read up on, and understand the JR process in order to make
the most of their day in court. The court also is helpful
in terms of directing the parent regarding the applicable
court forms that would need to be submitted, and which
court guidance notes they need to read. No one will ever
care about your case more than you do.
Lest I forget, in the event that they lose the case, the parent
may be liable to pay the Defendant’s costs. Leading up
to submitting the JR Claim, the defendant will be sure
to be reminding the parent of that fact, to deter them.
Defendant’s costs can be in the region of £2000 (same as
for the parent’s own solicitor).
State Capture has crippled our robustly built Public
Authority systems. Our JR process, which is supposed to
be the ‘last resort,’ is at present the only resort which is a
shame because the court system gets overstretched. Besides
that natural consequence, there is also the possibility that
the JR process itself will have been infiltrated by state
capture moves.
That so-called bar graph in Section 2.2 paints a very ugly
picture. A picture of control (as explained in Appendix 1).
Children are being used to hold their parents and carers
hostage. We allowed the camel’s head in under the tent,
now we find ourselves pushed out into the cold.
*Ian Josephs records how some Legal Aid solicitors have been known to work against
their clients by colluding with the Public Authority solicitors. The label ‘professional
losers’ and other labels can be found by following the link below:
https://forced-adoption.com/punishment-without-crime/
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‘Give us accolades please, we have been saving children!’
and performance monitoring systems have judged them
deserving of recognition… for decades.
This, in a developed nation. Or maybe the described is
what ‘developed’ means?
Samuel P. Huntington is quoted as having said:
The West won the world not by superiority of its ideas/
values or religion but rather by its superiority in applying
organised violence.
That was then. What has been happening now? Now that
slavery got abolished and the empire is no more, did the
violence get abolished too? No, it got redirected. The gun
sights were turned to focus on the poor and vulnerable
among the nation’s own citizenry. You will have a
hard time finding better-organised violence. This is a
sophisticated assault that uses a Child Protection Plan as
a weapon. Superior no doubt.
Hornblum, Newman, & Dober, (2014) record how that in
the United States of America there are several experiments
conducted on people who are unaware of the existence of
such experiments. These people include prisoners, racial
minorities, and the poor. They are exposed to chemicals
and weapons such as infection with diseases considered
to be deadly. The above-mentioned categories are seen as
inferior to society and to the United States government,
which funds the experiments.
Such action is not just happening ‘all the way across the
Atlantic’ anymore (if ever it was only confined there); it is
happening here… under our watch.
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So Medical Practice is a Religion?
Yes, as described in Section 2.3 and summarised in
Appendix 5.
Hamburger had an interesting opinion to share on the
Church/State debate (see page 5 of his 2009 paper):
The state generally reinforces the established church by
promoting the truth of its teachings, although this can
be done in direct or indirect ways: suppressing alternate
religious practices, compelling attendance at worship
services, providing financial assistance for ministerial
salaries and church buildings, or providing political status
for religious leaders.
Medical Practice has already passed the test of a religion
outlined by Dr. Pipim with flying colours (see pages
40-41). We will now look at how it fares when
measured against the Hamburger criteria. Here goes:
1. Promoting the truth of its teachings - State media is
used to promote the practice of medicine. General Medical
Council is an appointed State Agency for promoting and
maintaining public confidence in Medical Practice.
2. Suppressing alternate religious practices - In the
statement of a child’s needs in the Children and Young
Persons Act 1933 Section 2(a), a parent who fails to provide
their child with Medical Aid is branded a criminal, even
though there are other organisations that offer healing by
faith. Why is Medical Aid being promoted above others?
3. Compelling attendance at worship services - Parents
are taken to court for refusing medical treatments on the
behalf of their children.
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4. Providing financial assistance for ministerial salaries
and church buildings - The NHS is state funded.
5. Providing political status for religious leaders - The
Clinical Commissioning Group gets to sit on the Local
Children’s Safeguarding Boards (LSCB). There will
likely be other instances where Medical Practitioners are
given political status.

It can, therefore, be inferred too, based on these criteria,
that Medical Practice is the United Kingdom’s established
Church.
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A Couple of Questions
Technological achievements have made it such that the
field of Medicine now knows far more than was known
when the practice began.
For the sake of argument I will say that the field of medicine
now knows five times more than was known in Victorian
times (when techniques like blood letting and phrenology
were considered good practice). Zero multiplied by five
equals zero: The fact that the practice of medicine is still
being called a practice “after all these years” indicates just
how much more reliable the discipline has become.

Technological developments have enabled significant
advancement when it comes to things like diagnostic
testing.
Computers help speed up our calculations and operations,
they do not make a practice more reliable than it already
is.* This is that five-second rule again (from pg 16).
Conditional probability calculations as explained in the
Paulos quote on pages 127 to 128 of this book, reveal
just how (in)accurate diagnostic tests really are. Effective
treatment happens when the root cause of an ailment is
addressed, i.e. for healing to take place accurate diagnosis
is an essential prerequisite.
It is one thing to recognize something is wrong; it is quite another to
accurately diagnose the cause, and something much more profound
to provide effective treatment.
T. R. Jennings The God-Shaped Heart page 89.
*On page 50 of his book Innumeracy, J.A. Paulos states how that “Any bit of
nonsense can be computerised … but that doesn’t make the nonsense any more valid.”
[ISBN 978 0140 0122 558]
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Doctors go to school for seven years you know?
Seven years of learning… God’s word? (John 11, 146, 1717).
If academia does not teach them what is truth, how can
they know the truth? (Romans 1014). We learn by studying
the genuine article, not counterfeits. God’s word is truth
(John1717). We are to seek truth and pursue it, otherwise
we will be “Ever learning, and never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth.” (2Timothy 37).
If you want to go back to where the idea of Medical
Practice offering a counterfeit life was first introduced,
see Truth #3 in Section 2.3 Life is a Gift.
How can all these educated people be wrong?
If ever there was evidence that Medical Practice is wrong,
it is that most people have accepted and embraced it.
Matthew 713 urges us to
Enter… at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way,
that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:
Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto
life, and few there be that find it.
Nothing can substitute for the absence of truth, not even a
majority vote. In fact
The best argument against democracy is a five-minute conversation
with the average voter. 			
Winston Churchill
Dr Jennings uses a brilliant analogy on page 58 of his
book The God-Shaped Heart where he states words to
the effect that human beings can agree to make smoking
a legal practice, but no amount of agreement can make
smoking healthy.
The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom: and the knowledge
of the holy is understanding -Proverbs 910 (see also Prov 17)
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Why? How About, Where?
If there’s a question that has caused me a significant
amount of stress in my few years of mothering, it is the
question, “Why?” Not a day goes by without me being
asked to explain something or other: “Why do clothes get
dirty so that you have to wash them?” “Why is the bus
driver smoking?” “Why does that woman have green hair,
did God create people with green hair?” “Why do people
get hungry?” Right on cue, as I was typing out this chapter
I was asked, “Why does this children’s dictionary have no
pictures?”
What bothers me with these questions is that they expose
my ignorance. If the first question does not get me to
confess my ignorance, one or another of the follow-up
questions will. Admitting a lack of knowledge is not
something I find hard to do, but I find the rebuttals and
insistence slightly irritating. “Why were you running to
go outside Mummy?” I was going to take my washing
off the washing line because it was starting to rain and
the clothes would get wet. “Did you not know that it was
going to rain when you put the washing out?” I did not
know my baby. “Why did you not know that it was going
to rain?” (Sigh.) To be a mother.
The questions used to cause me considerable internal
tension because my being asked a question intimates
that I should know the answer. I got to a point of release
when one day I said to myself: “Accept it. Accept that
you do not know the answers, and be content in not
knowing. Persevere in teaching the children. They keep
asking you impossible questions to keep the knowledge
of your ignorance ever before you.” I am finding peace as
I learn to process and respond appropriately to the ‘why’
question. You can be sure that my babies provide me many
opportunities to practice confessing my ignorance!
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At one point in time or another, all of us gets to ask the
question, “Why?” Children ask “Why?” because they want
to understand how the world works. Adults ask “Why?”
when things do not go the way that they had hoped (the
absurdity of trying to control the events of life).
Why this? Why that? We cannot know what course our life
will take. God has the answer to all the ‘why’ questions. If
I don’t know something, that means that there is no need
for me to know why (Deuteronomy 2929). God reveals
pertinent information to us as and when needed (see
Testimony #2 in Appendix 7).
You will also remember that the ‘Why?’ question featured
in the Three Question Prescription for Life (see Section
3.1)
1. What are we to do? Worship The LORD thy God (Matthew
410).			i.e. Put God first (Matthew 633)
2. What are we not to do? Thou shalt not tempt The LORD
thy God (Matthew 47).
		

i.e. Do not presume on God’s protection.

3. Why? Why should we rely on God so much? Why
should we trust God? Because He says so (Matthew 44).
God loves us, God is love (1John 48). and he promises that
He will meet all our needs (Phil 419).
Isn’t it wonderful to know that the one being who is
omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient will not violate
our individual wills? Not only that, He has an intimate
knowledge of each one of us, and loves each one of us
infinitely.
Have you ever really stopped to consider that the heavenly
home that God has prepared for his loved ones is so much
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of a paradise that it surpasses anything we have ever seen
or heard? (1Corinthians 29).
I will speak of my heaven: From as far back as I can
remember, I have disliked having to explain myself.
(Nevermind that there will be people who will ask you
for explanations not because they seek understanding, but
because they seek to use your words against you).
My view is that in an effectively functioning society, no
one needs ever to explain themselves. Things go without
saying because they are obvious to all and sundry. Anyone
observing the other’s actions is able to see the sense in the
other’s actions.
As things stand, people request explanation for one of two
reasons. Either they perceive that I am acting on some
knowledge that they are not privy to, and so are seeking
enlightenment (I am happy to oblige these genuine
seekers of knowledge), or, they have judged me guilty of
senseless behaviour and their asking aims to expose my
supposed foolishness (I tend to resent these askers).
My description of heaven is that it will be a place where
no one forgets, and no one will ever have to explain
themselves. Everyone gets to read each other’s minds,
and every move each makes is already anticipated and
is looked upon favourably by the next person. Never
will anyone ask anything and have their request refused
— there will be no will violation, ever. It will just be…
heaven.
On the subject of mind-reading: One of my expectations
going into marriage was that I looked forward to having
just one person; one person in the whole world that I
would not have to explain myself to. The plan was that I
was going to invest in explaining myself for the first five
years or so, then be reaping the rewards as my soul-mate
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and I spend our happily-ever-after years completing each
other’s sentences. That, sadly, didn’t happen.
What did happen is that one day last year, I decided that
the time was right for me to be teaching my little ones
to skip. The children were very excited about their new
skipping ropes and could hardly wait for our elderly
neighbour to appear in her garden so they could go over
to her gate and show them off. One child (that was a bit
before the Why this? Why that? phase) pointed out to her
how that the skipping ropes are brightly coloured and they
each have a knot close to one handle. From the out-ofsight position by the kitchen sink where I was washing the
dishes, I heard our lovely neighbour answer: “That would
be your Mummy who did that, she did it to make the ropes
shorter, so you can use them to skip.”
That statement had a profound effect on me. She got it!
She saw the knotted ropes and understood without me
having to explain and justify my action to her. I have met
enough people to know that my neighbour’s handling of
that encounter is remarkable. I got my taste of heaven that
day.
Those who want nothing to do with God will get what they
ask for; likewise those who want to follow God’s guidance.
Each choice has its natural consequences — God will give
every one of us our heart’s desire; our heaven.
God’s government is not a democratic one, it is one based
on the consent of the governed. An everlasting real-time
consent that is freely given and is unanimous. Can you get
your head around that?
In the meantime, there will be questions that I cannot
answer, there will be questions whose answers we humans
could never understand. We have to understand and accept
that we cannot (and need not) know everything. We need,
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though, to do the one thing that we can do. We need to
trust God.
I gained wonderful insight from the song When Answers
Aren’t Enough by Scott Wesley Brown.* The song’s overall
message is that Jesus is all you need. The second stanza
of the song begins: Instead of asking why did it happen;
Think of where it could lead you from here.
There will be questions, but let’s be asking the right
questions: Ask “Where?” not “Why?”

*When Answers Aren’t Enough by Scott Wesley Brown https://youtube.com/
watch?v=hUxVWVLmkDY
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Help!
Did you hear of the young man who helped an old lady
cross the street? The lady didn’t want to cross the street.
Help. So simple a concept, and yet... How do we get it
wrong? The 60-year old getting offended when a young
mother refuses to accept her offer of candy for her young
children feels justified in taking offence because noone
ever thought to sit that 3-year old (see page 140) and
explain the concept of help.
Help is defined: Make it easier for (someone) to do
something.
Interfere is defined: Intervene without invitation or
necessity.
The same outward action can be classified as being either
help or interference but the two are not synonyms. The
consent factor makes the difference. If the action in
question is welcome, the action is considered as being
helpful. If unwelcome, it is interference or meddling. As
such, help is given; interference, imposed.*
Intervention tends to get ‘offered’ or imposed on a trickor-treat basis.
Trick - The individual is led to believe that the ‘helpful’
intervention is beneficial to them, so they willingly submit
to, and at times even solicit said help. Will violation occurs
here because this is a forced choice (the individual would
not have been receptive to intervention had the full truth
been disclosed to them).
* C.S Lewis was once asked which group of people he thought would be most against
escapism. His answer was “Jailers.” If one day you find yourself failing to understand
why someone else is resisting your helping efforts, don’t be too quick to label them
crazy (Drapetomania), examine yourself; you may well be a ‘jailer’!
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Treat - The help or intervention is offered as a gift to the
individual. The idea here is that the individual would have
bought or solicited this help or intervention and the giftgiver is doing the individual a favour (saving them money)
by gifting it to them. Please note that many-a-time gifts
present a burden to the receiver because they just are not
needed or wanted. Will violation occurs here when the
receiver chooses to not reject the unwanted gift for fear
of causing offence (hence all those ‘unwanted gifts’ being
sold on eBay).
We have devalued the will, and have collectively lost a
sensitivity for each other’s needs. Many an individual
simply cannot operate (i.e., make decisions) in the absence
of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) document. We
tend to behave more like machines than human beings.
Among other things, the consent factor and responsiveness
(response to external stimuli) should distinguish us from
machines. The real-time component of the consent factor
has been done away with through SOPs and Contracts:
“Because you signed agreement on such a date, it means
you will forever be in agreement, changing your mind is
not an option.” Touch-is-a-move.
Real-time consent is not valued in today’s culture; will
violation is commonplace and is not viewed as a crime.
We do it to ourselves, we do it to others. Responsiveness
has been confined to specific ‘acceptable criteria.’
Responding to feelings is contemptible and is considered
a sign of weakness. But what are feelings? What is the
purpose of feelings? Are we better off without feelings?
Why is our culture giving feelings a back seat?
Respect is defined as “Due regard for the feelings or rights
of others,” while cruelty is defined as “Disregarding or
taking pleasure in the pain or suffering of others.”
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You will note that in defining both cruelty and respect,
feelings play a key role. ‘Pain’ and ‘suffering’ are feelings,
are they not? (As are ‘happiness’ and ‘joy.’) If society
now considers response to feelings as being signs of
unreliability and/or incompetence, what will result? We
end up with dangerous machines that look like, and in
many ways act like, human beings, but are devoid of
humanity. Once feelings are taken out of the equation,
respect goes out the window; what remains is cruelty.* We
are cruel to ourselves, we are cruel to others, a melting pot
of suffering and frustration; where will it all end?
We need to reincorporate sensitivity into our culture. Who
of us would not understand the statement: “I need my
space”? At present, our needs are set at: food, clothing,
shelter, and... Medical Aid (Lord help us! See Section
2.3 of this book for my take on Medical ‘Aid’). How did
Medical Aid make it onto that list and yet “my space”
didn’t? [Hint: “my space” cannot be made into a saleable commodity].
Here’s the thing: Human beings need to be able to satisfy
the feeling of hunger, they need to be able to satisfy the
feeling of nakedness, they need to be able to protect
themselves from feeling exposed (exposed to weather
elements, exposed to attack from wild animals, exposed
to monitoring etc.), and protect themselves from feeling
sick/diseased/unwell… the list goes on. The barometer
that should drive the satisfaction of human needs is
feelings. Feelings take centre-stage when it comes to
determining human needs; why is it that the statement of
human needs has been recast to not only take feelings out
of the equation, but to define them as being insignificant,
inconvenient and a nuisance?
*In a few short decades, Haana unhu (this person is a poor excuse of a human being)
has gone from being an insult, to being considered a high compliment (the hallmark
of esteem in professionalism is the secondment of the human response to feelings (be
they your own or those of the next person) to the adherence to SOPs. Evil indeed has
become good.
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I would suggest that the recasting has been done to justify
and enable monitoring. Does a human being need to be
monitored? A normal human being has feelings. Human
beings are designed to be able to respond to those feelings
and so get to meet their own needs. What purpose,
therefore, does monitoring serve? It enables manipulation
and control. Is subjecting a human being to control
respectful, or would that be cruel? When you subject
another human being, are you doing it for their good, or
for your own selfish purpose?
The need to satisfy the feeling of hunger cannot be
monitored because there is no consistent and guaranteed
way to manipulate and monetise the need. If the need is
recast as ‘the need for food,’ the stage for profitmaking,
manipulation, control, and/or domination is set: Nonadherence to “The Guidelines” serves as proof of parental
incompetence, and parents get held to ransom on threat of
having their children taken off them and giving them up
for adoption.
Likewise ‘the need to protect yourself from feeling sick/
diseased/unwell’ cannot be monitored because there is no
way to manipulate the feeling. Recasting it as the need
for Medical Aid enables control because the targeted
individual can get criminalised for not accessing Medical
Aid even if it is clear that they are not diseased. All of a
sudden, the statements are:
“You need Medical Aid because The Guidelines here say

that you need it” (preventative medicine).

You cannot even argue, “I do not feel sick or unwell or
diseased; I do not need Medical Aid!”
“Feelings are an unsafe guide: The record says you need it,
you did not access it, that makes you a criminal.”
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Medical Practice is a tool for manipulation and control.
Who said that Medical Aid is the only way “to protect
yourself from feeling sick/diseased/unwell” anyway?
Healing is, and always has been, a divine matter. When
did things change? If you feel sick/diseased, you pray
for healing, and God heals you (or not) according to His
determination.
An aside here:
Did you know that it is now illegal to save seeds and
replant them? Yes. In the name of profitmaking, farmers
cannot save seeds and replant them. They also cannot
exchange seeds with other farmers. Seeds have been
being patented, and, as you will guess, it is the genetically
modified ones that are economically viable. Some seed
companies employ terminator technology to make sure
that the seeds that they supply to farmers are ‘single
use,’ sterile seeds. They want the farmers to keep coming
to them every year for seed. Seed companies actually
follow-through by investigating and prosecuting farmers
for patent violations.*
We have a seed crisis, and like I said earlier:
A nation of slaves gets created by first defining human needs
narrowly, then creating a monopoly of supply.
According to Ben at realseeds.co.uk, genetically modified
crops have lower yields than natural plants. They poison
us, and destroy the eco-system. That’s how far the love of
money has taken us.
The need to be able to protect your family from feeling
exposed (exposed to weather elements, exposed to attack
from wild animals, exposed to surveillance and monitoring
etc.) has been recast as the need to have ‘adequate housing.’
* https://monsanto.com/company/media/statements/lawsuits-against-farmers/
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Adequate housing being defined as each child over the age
of 10 must have their own bedroom. If for some reason a
parent cannot afford to provide such standard of living for
their child, they would be judged to have failed in their
parenting duty as per s. 2(a) of the Children and Young
Persons Act 1933.
A loving family of four can live a happy life in a twobedroom house, as can a family of seven. People’s life
circumstances differ. (Besides, life happens, and people’s
circumstances change!) Why would children need to be
ripped out of their parents’ arms simply because their life
circumstances are now such that they can no longer afford
so big a house as they could before?
It is necessary to somehow define appropriate operating
standards for abstracted caregivers because they are the
ones likely to end up being cruel to their wards. They are
abstracted, and cruelty requires abstraction. But to then
impose these ‘objective’ (and, may I add, unbending)
standards, standards that were designed to keep abstracted
caregivers in check, to loving parents is, frankly speaking,
inhumane.
Such practice is what led to the disturbing judgement in
NHS Trust v A [2007] (see pages 115 to 118). Parents,
and abstracted caregivers (aka. “Professionals”), are
worlds apart. Abstracted caregivers don’t get to monitor,
micromanage, or oversee parents; that is not their role.
Their role is to help children who have been let-down
by their parents. They step-in only when the rightful
caregivers have failed.
The control chart is not evidence of parent failure, it is
evidence of State failure. If we put it mildly, the control
chart is evidence that the state has failed to protect
the freedoms of parents, children, and families from
dysfunctional Social Care operations (civil servants who
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do not know their place). If we say it like it is, the Control
Chart is evidence of tyranny.
The whole exercise of recasting human needs follows the
logic: If you do not have a Birth Certificate, your
birth did not happen. Think about it. It switches the
perspective, and enables manipulation and control. I will
repeat: the barometer that should drive the satisfaction of
human needs is feelings. The parent-child relationship is
powered by a feeling: love (not by monitoring). The law
disregards love and takes it out of the equation in favour
of monitoring, thereby abstracting the parent-child bond
and instituting a vicious circle.
One of the fundamental truths that I shared earlier (see
Section 2.4) was “All you need is love.” If a parent loves
their child, it will follow that they will be responsive to
their child’s needs. A good parent stays in tune with the
child’s feelings and acts accordingly. Love and monitoring
are incompatible (love can only exist in an atmosphere of
freedom), so we will have to choose if children are better
off being cared for by loving parents, or by abstracted
caregivers who cannot be trusted to take care of the
child’s needs unless they are being subjected to constant
monitoring and control.
An aside here: I don’t think that society quite sees how
dangerous it is to have Medical Aid listed as a need. I
will say it in a few words. I mentioned earlier that the
practice of Medicine is a religion, and a key thing with
Medical Aid is that one must pay for it. The NHS is going
bankrupt. Most people who right now believe in Medicine
will find themselves unable to pay for Medical Care in the
not-too-distant future. When that point is reached, they
may want to turn to other religions (like Christianity)
for healing (pray to a loving God for healing, no money
required, what’s not to like?) But because Medical Aid has
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been sneaking its way into our books of statute, the parent
who finds themselves unable to afford Medical ‘Care’
gets their child snatched by the Government and sold to
the highest bidder (see Children and Young Persons Act
1933 s. 2(a) in Section 5.3.2) because “the birth parent(s)
cannot afford to meet the child’s needs”. All the while, a
simple change of religion would have helped keep the
loving family intact. That’s where we are going.
We are unwilling to recognise that “my space” is a human
need, but we acknowledge that Medical Aid is a need. We
are unwilling to classify ourselves as ‘a Christian nation,’
and yet are willing to acknowledge that “Doctor’s Orders”
are to be followed without question?
Let’s do a bit of logic.
		

Premise 1: I am the Queen of England

		

Premise 2: I have an opinion

		

Conclusion: My opinion is law

How would that go with the British public? I doubt it
would be well-received in this democratic country. We
don’t want the queen to have that much power. How come
we are happy with the logic that follows?
		

Premise 1: I am a Doctor

		

Premise 2: I have an opinion

		

Conclusion: My opinion is law

The sooner we begin weeding out the mention of Medical
Aid as a necessity from our books of statute, the better. We
don’t have much time.
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I was speaking about how we are cruel to ourselves by
giving our feelings a back seat. You may have noticed
also that our senses are again defined as being only five
(see, hear, touch, smell, taste).* That’s that if you do not
have a Birth Certificate, your birth did not happen

perspective again.

Many of us will understand a statement that says: I
sensed that something was wrong. Which sense was it
that detected that something was wrong? The sense of...
sight? No. hearing? No. touch? Not that one? smell?
No? taste? Come on, this is the last one, it’s got to be
one of them; taste? No?!!! But you sensed that something
was wrong? We are all out of options here, which sense
was that you used in your ‘sensing’?... Let me feel your
head, oops,… (remembers that feelings are unreliable)
Thermometer please! We are taking you to a Psychiatrist
and administering antipsychotics stat! ...
I think you can see where I am going with this.
It is all well and good to respect that right at this moment,
the general populace ‘believes in medicine,’† but that does
not mean that they always will. That does not mean, too,
that we should write the Practice of Medicine into law and
impose it even on those who do not believe [the Consent
Factor]. The Practice should get in line with the other
religions and not get to use State Power to proselytise
unbelievers and persecute dissenters.
*Following their sin, Adam and Eve hid from God. When confronted, Adam gave the
excuse, “Because I was naked.” God asked “Who told you that you were naked?”
Today Pepukai asks the reader, “Who told you that you only have five senses?”
“Would that be the same group of people who say that there are nine eight planets in
the solar system?” I share my simple views in relation to this matter in Appendix 6
How Do I Know What Is True?
†In my opinion, this belief, for many, is a forced choice. “Forced” because the
true nature of medical practice has not been revealed to them; they are making an
uninformed choice.
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Our High Court Judges are having to make impossible
decisions (see Section 5.3.2) in cases like an NHS Trust
v A [2007] because the bull, (see textbox on pages
45-46) is intelligent (who of us would dispute that
those among us who succeed to become medical doctors
are the more intelligent among us?). This sacrilege ends
now! The moral and knowledgeable authority of
Medical Practitioners is illegitimate.
‘Help’ and ‘takeover’ are not synonyms. Nowadays parents
get taken to task by state agencies for refusing medical
treatments — what does that say? We are a population
being held hostage by “the animal” (page 46). And what
was that about being able to run a government without
recourse to religion?
We have already established that Medical Practices do not
bring healing, they do not prolong life, and they do not
prevent disease. If they do none of those things, what do
they do? They are a tool for monitoring, manipulation and
control. Medical Practice is the new ‘opium of the people.’
Childcare is no longer a labour of love, it is a business
— a state sanctioned business whose performance is
monitored by way of a Control Chart.
For several years now, the state has been offering
Childcare Business Grants in order to encourage people
to get themselves setup as Childminders.* Believe it
or not, the head of the LSCB in the few counties that I
have managed to check is actually called a Business
Manager. What business is it that these State Agencies
get up to? The business of servicing the Control Chart.
But that, again, is putting it mildly: The truth is that, (sigh),

*Childcare Business Grants Scheme (CBGS) - England
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support/childcare-business-grants-england
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they kidnap children then sell them for profit. They are in
the child trafficking business.*
The proof from eating the ‘preventive medicine’ pudding
was the Vaccine Damages Act, what does that say?
After the old lady has been helped across the street, there
should be smiles all around, and the helpee should be in
a better situation than before the intervention happened.
If the old lady is kicking and screaming as she is being
‘helped,’ and she is left worse off (stuck on the wrong side
of the street) following the helper’s efforts, there can only
be one conclusion; the help just is not what it’s made out
to be.
I will end this section with a cry: “Help!”

*https://forced-adoption.com/punishment-without-crime/
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How Do You Do?
You have made it this far, congratulations. How are you
feeling right now? (I am pausing for effect). If unsettled,
then I am glad. If disturbed, that is better still. That is the
way that it should be. It is important to allow yourself to
experience those feelings. Your response to your feelings
will hopefully be to analyse the source of your discomfort
and to search for healthy means to address the root cause
of the problem. The purpose of feelings is to drive you to
action.
“How do you do?” Most cultures have it such that when
two people meet, they exchange greetings. It doesn’t
matter that you saw each other a couple of hours ago, that
was then, this is now: “Why, Hello again.” You greet each
other every time you meet each other. Why? Because
feelings and circumstances change, and before you start
engaging with someone for whatever reason, you need to
know how they are feeling.
I hope my presentations so far have helped you appreciate
how it comes to be that there really is no such thing as
‘overreacting.’ Reacting is real-time. The analogy in
Appendix 3 may be helpful.
As with the thanks question (see Section 2.1.2 On Cruelty
and Respect), money and employments have eroded our
cultures and turned these norms into ‘formalities.’ Despite
that there is active effort to drive feelings out of our lives,
vestiges of normality still remain. The key point is missed
as we teach each other ‘niceties’ like how that the formal
response to the question “How Do You Do?” is “How Do
You Do?”. The point here is actually that we have turned
important concepts ingrained in culture into formalities.
Such practice is not classy, it is avoidance, and it is
dysfunctional.
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I should be the last person to speak on English language
and culture. I do know enough English to have observed
that questions are typically not answered with questions.
That is even if the proper question is posed. “Hi!” seems
to do the trick half the time.* We would do well to be
mindful of the opportunities we miss to get in touch with
our feelings and those of others as we go about our busy
lives.
How about you bring a smile to someone today by sincerely
responding to their “How do you do?” with an “All the
better for seeing you, how do you do?” The little things.
The little things in our daily lives make a big difference.
I will take us back to the big picture as we prepare to wrap
up the book.

*Whatever happened to a simple “How are you?” Come to think of it, “How are you?”
sounds like an incomplete statement. Is it possible that it is a truncated form of “How
are you feeling today?”
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The Great Controversy
There is a cosmic struggle over who gets to rule. When
all is laid bare, God’s right to rulership is unquestionable.
God so outclasses the devil to the extent that there really
is no contest.
Why is there a struggle then, if there exists so great a
disparity? Because Satan has masked his true identity in
a bid to garner support. Many follow him because they
neither see nor understand his true nature. God is allpowerful, isn’t He? Why does He not just quash Satan
and put an end to the dissent? Because a simple quashing
does not effectively remedy the problem: Satan could get
destroyed, but another would rise to take his place. God
would win the battle but lose the war.
Satan lacks the wisdom, the power, the capability, and the
resources that would suit him to rule the universe. His
strategy as he endeavours to unseat God from His throne
is by counterfeiting God; he would not be able to gain a
following otherwise. Satan’s lies and deceptions are what
necessitate The Great Controversy. Many ‘choose’ to
follow the devil simply because he would have succeeded
in making himself appear to be the better choice.
For all our differences, we know that there is nothing
hidden that stays hidden (Matthew 1026, Mark 422, Luke
817). How then does the deceiver maintain his power when
his true nature is revealed? The only way he can: By force.
Take the case of the young man who lies to his girlfriend
with the aim of stealing* her affections. The fact that the
woman chooses to stay with him does not necessarily mean
that she has grown to love him, it is likely a forced choice
that is driven by fear of any number of things. She may
*Appropriate label that: ‘steal,’ for indeed it is a theft.
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be afraid of what people will say, fearful of the stigma of
being a single mum, afraid of being alone, financial fears,
etc. With no further words spoken besides the original
deceit, the man effected a long-lasting force. The sad part
is that the (now old) man is possibly blissfully unaware of
what his action amounted to.
We established earlier that fear and love are incompatible,
for perfect love casteth out fear. Inner fears are indicative
of the presence of a veiled form of force. The force may
be overt: as in the case where threats are issued, or brutal
form of wife-beating. Or it may be covert. Whichever
form it takes, force is force. “Little lie”?... How big a
forest is set ablaze by a small fire (James 35).
“The problem with sin,” says one preacher, “is that it
doesn’t look so bad… that’s why we preachers have to
preach so hard against it.”
We need first to see “the exceeding sinfulness of sin”
before we can decide to shun it. Sin is defined as being
“the transgression of [God’s] law” (1John 34).
“There is a way that seemeth right unto a man, but the end
thereof are the ways of death.” The quoted is a unique
text that is exactly duplicated in The Bible, and repetition
equals importance. Proverbs 1412 & Proverbs 1625. The
only way of life is God’s way. God knows exactly how
the world operates, and he can see and know the future.
His mandates define the process that we must follow
to achieve the end that we desire. God’s law is not an
arbitrary law; it is a natural law. Because our view of life
is limited, we are unable to see how that following what
God says we must do (or not do) will work to bring about
our desired end.
The reason why God forbids us from worshipping other
gods is that there is no other god capable of establishing
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and maintaining a government characterised by love,
truth, and free will. All other forms of governance stand
only because they employ forceful means. You want a
king?… He will make you do, what you do not want to do
(see 1 Sam 84-22). God is able to see-through all of Satan’s
deceptions, and so He warns us beforehand so that we can
avoid the traps that the devil lays for us (as in the case
related in Testimony #2 - Appendix 7).
Deception is daily being employed to influence our
everyday life choices. The examination exercise in a
traditional multiple-choice question comes down to
choosing the correct answer over multiple wrong ones.
Every choice boils down to a dichotomy: The reality of
the choice being made is masked only until you overtly
choose truth (at which time the deceiver’s gloves will
come off and he embarks on an unveiled frontal attack).
We often choose to disregard God’s commands, getting
convinced only when faced with the undeniable aftereffects of our rebellion. God has to stand back and watch
us go through one car crash after another because He
cannot convince us otherwise. His is a bitter choice, but it
is not a forced choice.
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An Invitation: The End is at Hand
I will take the time to explain how it all ends. The sin
cycle is not endless, there is hope.
God created us and He gave us our conscience, and the
freedom to choose. God loves us, and would like for us
to love Him back. We cannot love Him unless we are free,
for love can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom.
Among those not following God are two groups of people.
The first group comprises of those that made an informed,
conscious decision to prefer the pleasures of this life
(along with the trappings they bring) over eternal life.
The second group are the ones who have been forced, in
one way or another, to follow the devil. This latter group,
if given a free choice, would shun the devil and choose
God. It is these people who have God’s hands tied. God
is working things out to get through to them because He
knows that if they are provided with an accurate picture
of the situation, and given a free choice they will join His
ranks. While we wait, the devil is wreaking havoc and
causing as much damage (pain, suffering, disease, death,
etc.) as he can.
How does it all end? It ends when all have come to a full
knowledge of the truth and made an informed, uncoerced
choice. When does it all end? Only God knows when,
all we know is that it will end... when the time is right.
In God’s good time it will end. What happens in the
meantime? We wait on God for His direction (“In all thy
ways, acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths”
Proverbs 36).
Why does God let the devil get away with it? He’s not
‘getting away with it’; he is just being given rope, enough
rope to hang himself. The devil’s rebellion will need to
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play out to its natural end. The world needs to witness the
death and destruction that result from a sinful course. That
is the only effective remedy to the sin problem. As things
stand right now, God is saying “a sinful course leads to
death” (Romans 623) and the devil is saying “ye shall not
surely die” (Genesis 34). We are a seeing-is-believing
people, we want to see the death and destruction before
we believe that the wages of sin is death. God respects our
choice because that is what love does. Love cannot exist
where there is no freedom.
“Will sin and suffering ever come to an end?” Yes it will.
“When?” In God’s good time. Exasperating answer? No
it isn’t, it’s just true. You see, we have been conditioned
to expect things to be cut and dried. We want yes or no
answers (forced choice), we want a structured, predictable
life. But life is not like that. Feelings are never cut and dry,
they change from one moment to the next. If ever there
was proof that God is real, it is that “we know not the hour
of His appearing,” (Matthew 2436-44) and there are so many
things about Him that we do not understand (He is beyond
our comprehension). God’s divine nature can keep up
with the natural world that now to us seems unpredictable
due to the damage we have done to our planet.
We need to unteach ourselves the propaganda that we have
been fed for generations. We need to accept that much as
we like to have structure and routine in our lives, that just
is not possible. I would have you to please note that the
world is uncertain and unpredictable to us, but not to God.
There is hope.
We make plans, yes, but plans are all they are. There can
be no guarantees for tomorrow. If we could see and know
the future, we wouldn’t be able to handle it: “sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof” (Matthew 634). That is
why God allows us to see just the present. Remember the
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lesson from the parable of the talents? (See Section 3.3 on
Growth by Contentment.) All we need to do is trust God.
When will sin and suffering come to an end? “And this
gospel of the kingdom, shall be preached to all nations,
as a witness to all generations, then, shall the end come.”
(Matthew 2414)
How about I invite you to make a stand. I am not asking
you to make a vow, be baptised or any such thing. I am
asking you to commit to making truth the core principle by
which you govern yourself. (I said truth, not tactlessness).
You will have something in your life that you know to be
pure and true, start from there. Stand for that one small
truth, and if called upon to re-examine your truth, please
do so (you don’t want to be standing for false beliefs).
Once you succeed in standing for that one truth, find
another truth and stand for it. Hold that pattern, and find
another. Thus you will build a truthful character brick by
brick. Do you think you could do that?
If we all are earnest seekers after truth, our respective
paths will lead us to the same destination.
There will be consequences
God
if you stand for truth, but
Grant me the serenity,
consequence-management To accept the things I cannot change,
is beyond our control. courage, to change the things I can,
We will control what is
and wisdom to know the difference.
possible for us to control,
and that is our own actions.
Anyone who stands for truth immediately is under God’s
protection. God will honour your truth stand. If you fall,
not to worry, just get up, dust yourself off, and stand again,
for it is through practice that we become perfect.
Reinhold Niebuhr

My simple request is that as you, the reader, go about life
and make your daily decisions, you decide to operate by
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the standard of truth and righteousness. If and when you
get to a point where you feel out of your depth and in need
of divine intervention, you will find that God is only a
whisper away, and He’s been there all the time.
You are here. Where you go from here; is up to you.
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Actionable Steps
Significant changes in legislation are needed in order to
weed out the rooted corruption. More importantly, though,
societal thinking needs to change. Societal change begins
at an individual level. That individual is you, and it is me.

Actionable Steps for the Civil Servant
‘We’ need to remove the finger from the scale.

How do we do that ?
I would suggest a Public Inquiry into that Control Chart.
How exactly has the Control Chart been being serviced,
and what has resulted? What are we going to do about it?
A key step would be to unmuzzle parents who have been
‘serviced.’ These horrors have gone unchecked for so long
because of the shroud of secrecy that surrounds the Family
Courts and the ‘Child Protection’ process. Once targeted,
parents are expressly forbidden from speaking of their
experiences “in order to protect the children’s privacy.”
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Parents need to be allowed to, and provided with a platform
to, freely speak of the horrors visited upon them by Local
Authorities in the name of ‘Child Protection.’ The extent
of the problem needs to come to light.
The ‘organised violence’ tactics that have been employed
to service ‘The Control Chart’ need to be exposed* because
we cannot solve a problem that we cannot describe honestly.
An investigation into how it gets to be that the two
Detective Constables (see Section 5.3.2) could not look
after each other’s children and yet actions such as Judge
Carr’s can be commonplace in the Family Courts will
need to be conducted.
How big was the problem that this monster of a
safeguarding system was set up to solve, anyway? ‘P’
should stand for Parent, not Pawn. That’s the way that it
should be. We need to restore that.
For the many parents misserved over the years, being told
the truth will go a long way towards helping them heal and
move forward. Thorough investigation into ‘The Control
Chart’ should lead us to correct the dysfunction, contain
the rot, and effectively remedy the problem.

*Just as the fourth estate helps keep our legislators and policymakers in check,
removing the shroud of secrecy that surrounds safeguarding processes will arrest the
rot.
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Actionable Steps for the Ordinary Citizen
Supporting calls for a Public Inquiry would help the
immediate situation. An effective, long-term solution,
however, begins at an individual level. I suggest the
following lifestyle changes for the ordinary citizen:
•

Put our feelings back where they belong. In case
you are wondering where that place is, it’s right in
centre stage. We need to teach ourselves to detect
pain, effectively handle pain, and to empathise with
others.

•

Respecting ourselves and each other... we are all
equal after all.

•

Making a stand for truth. The consequences will be
what they will be (we can control our actions, but not
their consequences). If you stand for truth, you need
not fear, because God will take care of you (Isaiah
4110). Honest integrity also means that you can sleep
at night, what’s not to like?

How does a truth stand work out in practice? Well, this
depends on the individual: The liar would need to stop
lying, we all would need to give up the practices that
we know to be bad for us (like eating candy, smoking,
drinking beer, staying up late, and the like). Everyone is
different. Make it known to all your ‘regulars’ that you are
going on a [insert your harmful practice here (candy/smoking/partying…)]
diet, a permanent one. How’s that for a start?
The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
Now’s a good time to start, don’t you think?
Can we have peace in this dark sinful world? By God’s
grace we can.
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Conclusion
Part of the driving force behind my writing this book was
anger. I felt angered by the state’s oppression of ordinary
citizens and of children in particular. This writing exercise
aimed to expose the human rights violations being effected
through this power-abuse. I wanted to publicise the facts
about the reality of evil in our lives. I felt it necessary,
though, that my message be framed in a manner that will
enable the highlighted issues to be effectively addressed
and contained (as opposed to them escalating and getting
out-of-control). It is my sincere hope that I succeeded.
At the beginning of this book I listed questions that this
writing was aiming to answer. My answers are presented
below:
What is a human being’s sole possession?
His will. Every possession that a man has can possibly be
taken from him against his will, but his will is the only
thing that no one can ever take away from him. That, is
his sole possession.
What are the basic needs of a human being?
His needs are determined by his feelings, and they change
from one moment to the next. ‘Respect’ is a good place to
start... or would you rather be cruel?
How many senses does a human being have?
I don’t know… but it’s more than just five. Consider the
following:
The sense of loneliness.
The sense that you are not alone.
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The sense that something is not quite right.
The sense of right and wrong.
What is it that makes us all equal?
Our sole possession. Regardless of our achievements, our
circumstances of birth, our race, or our religion, we all
have only one possession; our will. Since we each have
only one possession, we are all equal.
A=Z B=Z C=Z
A=B=C=D=E=Z.

D=Z

E=Z

therefore

How does the wages of sin get to be death?
The typical angry response to a will violation is “I am
going to kill him!” — The offended party wants to kill the
offender because the offender took (or tried to take) away
their sole possession. When God tells us “The wages of
sin is death…” (Romans 623), it is a statement of truth,
cause to effect: If you violate someone’s will, they will kill
you.
What makes lying so bad?
It violates the will of the individual who is ‘not in the
know’ by forcing their choice.
Why is the grading of crimes ‘pointless and
unnecessary’?
The common denominator for many faults, offences, and
crimes is will violation. Will violation puts the crimes at
par with each other. Once we start respecting our own and
each other’s wills, most societal problems will instantly
get solved. Many crimes boil down to the same underlying
cause: A=J
B=J C=J D=J E=J therefore
A=B=C=D=E.
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Why are horrors such as those committed at Auschwitz
and Abu Ghraib never far from us?
Because we are still lying to ourselves, disrespecting each
other and committing the will violations that got us there
in the first place.
Why is the seeking and granting of forgiveness a must?
As human beings, we can never accurately measure the
amount and the degree to which an imbalance should be
corrected. And even where we do manage to accurately
measure, if the party on the receiving end of the correction
views us as having punished him beyond what was his
due (despite that we did not), he too, will want to balance
things, and an escalator of pain is created.
What do we lose when we eject God from our lives?
Much more than we bargain for. Among other things, we
lose the ability to recognise error and dysfunction.
Why is it impossible to govern a country without
recourse to religion?
If it were possible, someone would have done it by now.
Right now we have been slowly removing God from our
homes and society, only to replace Him with a cruel tyrant
who controls and manipulates us using tools like Money,
Science, and Medicine.
What is the new ‘opium of the people’?
Medical Practice.
Truth as society’s standard of morality has been replaced
by the shifting sands of opinion. Theories (scientific and
others), and opinions (medical and others) define best
practice.
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How do I successfully navigate through life?
Allow God to guide you. The key word here is ‘allow.’
You will first need to get to a point where you understand
and accept that you cannot do the navigation yourself.
When you reach that point, all you need to do is whisper
a prayer to God to invite Him into your life for instant
results. He already is standing by to answer your call.
Remember that God will not force your will or manipulate
you in any way. Please give Him a chance. The path of
truth is not an easy path but it is the easiest path. Read the
Bible to get acquainted with God, and as you draw near to
Him, He will draw near to you (James 48)
Just to recap, I have put together a summary of The Three
Questions (first mentioned in Section 3.1) and a pick of
some Bible Gems from among the scripture texts that I
have quoted in this book — see pages 255 to 259.
What is the one fear that one should not have when
considering the course of following God?
The fear that one day God will ask them to do something
that they would not want to do given a free choice. God
always gives us a free choice, always.
Manipulation, coercion, forced choice, reverse psychology,
etc., are not God’s methods. God is a true gentleman, and
heaven, is a place where there is no will violation.
Why did Jesus have to come to earth and die such a
shameful death?
Jesus Christ came to demonstrate that the nature of evil
is such that even if we were to live a perfect, sinless and
righteous life, we would still be persecuted to the point
of death. (We shouldn’t forget though, the earlier answer:
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We die because we are sinners, and the wages of sin is
death).

Why should saying “Thank you” never be a formality?
We pay for services, but that is an illusion, a service is not
bought, it is received. You may have the money to pay, but
still get refused a service. So the next time you receive a
solicited service; sincerely thank the giver. No amount of
money can ever pay for their willingness to serve you.
What is the appropriate way to respond to the greeting
“How do you do?”
Honestly.
What would you say are the key points you wanted to
drive home in undertaking this writing task?
•

We need to get back in touch with our feelings.

•

Most of the problems we currently face would get
solved if we chose to love God, and love another.

•

Love can only exist in an atmosphere of freedom;
love and force are incompatible.

•

Will violation is the underlying cause of most
conflicts.

•

Medical care is not so much about healing and disease
prevention as it is about manipulation and control.

•

Corporate interests have taken over our governing
instruments in a move known as state capture.

How do I get to the root cause of a problem?
Follow the money until you get to the will violation. The
will violation makes the offence.
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What are your suggestions for the way forward?*
I would suggest that we conduct a public inquiry into that
control chart.
At an individual level, I suggest that we work at doing
three (not so) simple things:
•

Put our feelings back where they belong; in centre
stage. We need to teach ourselves to detect pain,
effectively handle pain, and to empathise with others.

•

Respecting ourselves and each other.

•

Making a stand for truth. The consequences will be
what they will be (we can control our actions, but
not their consequences). Rest assured that God’s got
your back.

What would you say is the conclusion of the matter?
“Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God,
and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty
of man. For God shall bring every work into judgement,
with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it
be evil” Ecclesiastes 1213-14.

This marks the end of my testimony. I do not have all the
answers; all I can do is point you to One who does. It is
my sincere hope that you are awakened to the reality of
what is happening around us, and you work on getting
yourself ready for Jesus’ soon return. May God bless you.

* See also the answer to The Big Question on pages 192 to 193.
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The Big Question (Q&A)

Q

“You can be a good person without being a
Christian. You can belong to another religion,
or no religion, and still be a good person. You
can believe everything in this book about will violation
and the human right, and act on that belief, without doing
so just because of a belief in God.”

A

Truth #1 explained how that we are all equal.
God loves us all the same; we are all “good
people” (Genesis 131). We are foolish though
(Psalm 531), if we think we can construct a peaceful and
sustainable society independent from God. God gives
every individual a free choice, so we are free to rebel
against God’s rulership if we wish.

Here’s a fact: Unless the individual allows God to steer
their life course, it is inevitable that they will violate
someone’s will at some point. Once they do that, the
offended party will want to kill them and that will be
‘game over’ for the offender.
If we cast this same individual as victim, they will be
the ones wanting to kill some perpetrator who violates
their will. Disconnected from God, a victim can ‘restrain
himself’ only for so long. Exercising restraint is about the
offended party fighting the drive inside him that pushes
him to seek revenge. A desire for revenge is incited by his
sense of impotence. The battle will continue for as long as
he feels impotent. Sooner or later, he will ‘lose it,’ thereby
establishing a feud (aka. the escalator of pain) as the
parties involved strive (and fail) to correct the imbalance
that keeps getting created every time one party tries to
‘balance things.’
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Indeed the ideas presented in this book are simple and
straightforward. To put the theory into practice without
divine aid though, is impossible. The individual will find
themselves trying and failing to reconcile ideologies that
appear to be conflicting — How do you structure a society
where everyone is equal and noone’s will gets violated?
The call is for you to earnestly seek after truth. Jesus is
the way, the truth, and the life (John 146). All you need to
do is live up to the truth that you already know, and God
will lead you into more truth. I have outlined some truths
in the early chapters of this book. I have also shared some
from my life experience to provide perspective that I hope
will prove useful to you as you decide on a starting point.
A stand for truth is the simple call.* What you stand to
gain is far more valuable than anything you might have to
give up for truth’s sake. When you feel powerless or out
of your depth, that is the time to call on God: He will hear,
and He will help you.

If you draw near to God, He will draw near to you (James 48);
that’s a promise. Please allow God to work in you.

*Remember to be respecting other people in all your conduct ― we are all equal,
remember? That definition again: Respect is “due regard for the feelings and rights of
others.”
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His Way With Thee
1

Would you live for Jesus, and be always pure and
good?
Would you walk with Him within the narrow
road?
Would you have Him bear your burden, carry all
your load?
Let Him have His way with thee.
His power can make you what you ought to be;
His blood can cleanse your heart and make you
free;
His love can fill your soul and you will see,
‘Twas best for Him to have His way with thee.

2 Would you have Him make you free, and follow
at His call?
Would you know the peace that comes by giving
all?
Would you have Him save you, so that you need
never fall?
Let Him have His way with thee.
3 Would you in His kingdom find a place of perfect
rest?
Would you prove Him true in providential rest?
Would you in service labour always at your best?
Let Him have His way with thee.
Cyrus S. Nusbaum
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Appendix 1

Statistical Analysis of Children-in-Need
Graph
Introduction
A child classified as being “in need” is a child whose
parent(s) has failed to meet their child’s needs to the
extent that state intervention became necessary.
Indications are that England’s Social Care system has
been employing aggressive criminalisation techniques
in order to justify wresting Parental Responsibility from
loving parents and keep the number of Children-in-Need
within Control Limits. The so-called need is the need for
state intervention.
The aim of this Appendix is to analyse the patterns in the
data to investigate the above-stated hypothesis.
Analysis based on Figure A data in
the 2016/2017 report.*

SFR 61/2017 —

*The Master list of Children’s Social Care statistical reports is available online at
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-children-in-need
At the time of going to print SFR61/2017 could be accessed at https://www.gov.uk/
government/statistics/characteristics-of-children-in-need-2016-to-2017#history
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Raw Data
Year

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Children-in-Need

375,870
382,410
369,410
378,600
397,630
390,960
394,400
389,430

Calculated Statistical Measures
Mean (average)
Range
Sample Standard Deviation (sigma)
P-Value
Population Standard Deviation

384,838.75
28,220
9,833.53
0.826
9,198.42

Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)

3476.68
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Graphical Representation
Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (England 2010-2017)
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Figure 1: Bar Chart of Children-in-Need as at 31st March

Figure 1 indicates variation in the Children-in-Need
involved in the study: 2014 the highest (n=397,630) as
compared to the least in 2012 (n=369,410).

Tests for Randomness
Eight data points undergo tests for normal distribution to
determine whether it comes from a specific distribution.
Ho: The data is random
H1: The data is non-random
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Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (England 2010-2017)
Anderson-Darling Normality Test
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Figure 2: Test for Randomness (Minitab Output)

Based on the Figure 2 output the data is perceived to be
non-random, p>0.05 at 5% level of significance (p=0.826).
This justifies the need for the control chart to check if the
observations are within the control limits.
Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (2010-2017)
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Figure 3: Control Chart (Minitab Output)
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The eight values for yearly data were processed using the
default settings for an individual values control chart in
Minitab. The chart presented as Figure 3 was the output. It
shows the individual values for each year falling between
the upper control limit (UCL=408,714) and lower
control limit (LCL=360,963). The number of childrenin-need falls within the acceptance region, with the 2012
observation appearing as the lowest.

Figure 4: 2 Sigma Control Chart of Children-in-Need

All data points are under control when control limits are
set at 2 standard deviations from the mean (UCL=404,506
LCL=365172). When the control limits are set at 99.99%
Confidence Level (=3.891xSEM), only the 2012 value
lies outside the limits.
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Figure 5: Control Chart at 3.891SEM (99.99% Confidence)
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Statistical Analysis of Children-in-Need Graph

Deductions and Conclusion
Social Care Professionals have been conducting the
business of safeguarding for decades: “I want a medal, I
rescued a drowning man!” when you were the one who
pushed the non-swimmer into the river in the first place.
They have produced graphs like Figure 1 as evidence,
and for decades, they have been being rewarded for their
antisocial efforts; Why would that be?
Figure 1 is not evidence of Family Support but evidence
of meeting targets. The fact that that Figure 1 graph
was being accepted as evidence of good performance
demonstrates a conspiracy.
I am told that the most appropriate way to depict the
Child-in-Need Statistics in Figure 1 is by way of what is
called a ‘Control Chart.’ The name says it all really. The
state’s objective in intervening in these families is not to
support or help them, it is to control.
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Analysis based on Figure C data from the 2017/2018
report.*
Raw Data
Year

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Children-in-Need

378,030
395,480
390,130
393,910
389,040
404,710

Calculated Statistical Measures
Mean (average)
Range
Sample Standard Deviation (sigma)
P-Value
Population Standard Deviation

391,883.33
26680
8770.86
0.651
8006.67

Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)

3580.69

*The Master list of Children’s Social Care statistical reports is available online at
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-children-in-need
At the time of going to print the 2017/2018 report could be accessed at https://
www.gov.uk/government/statistics/characteristics-of-children-in-need-2017-to2018#history
*Generating two analyses was necessitated by the fact that the 2017/2018 report
produced revised figures for previous years. The author will not attempt to critically
analyse this move. The reader is referred to the 2017/2018 report for the explanations
of why the figures published in SFR61/2017 were made redundant.
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Graphical Representation
Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (England 2013-2018)
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Figure 6: Bar Chart of Children-in-Need as at 31st March

Figure 6 indicates variation in the Children-in-Need
involved in the study: 2018 the highest (n=404,710) as
compared to the least in 2013 (n=378,030).

Tests for Randomness
Six data points undergo tests for normal distribution to
determine whether it comes from a specific distribution.
Ho: The data is random
H1: The data is non-random
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Number of Children-in-Need at 31st March (England 2013-2018)
Anderson-Darling Normality Test
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Figure 7: Test for Randomness

Based on the Figure 7 output the data is perceived to be
non-random, p>0.05 at 5% level of significance (p=0.651).
This justifies the need for the control chart to check if the
observations are within the control limits.
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Figure 8: Control Chart (Minitab Output)
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The six values for yearly data were processed using the
default settings for an individual values control chart in
Minitab. The chart presented as Figure 8 was the output. It
shows the individual values for each year falling between
the upper control limit (UCL=416,947) and lower
control limit (LCL=366,820). The number of childrenin-need falls within the acceptance region, with the 2013
observation appearing as the lowest.

Figure 9: 2 Sigma Control Chart of Children-in-Need

The plotted chart above shows the individual values
for each year falling between the upper control limit
(UCL=409,425) and lower control limit (LCL=374,341).
All six data points fall within the acceptance region when
control limits are set at 2Sigma.
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Figure 10: Control Chart at 3.891SEM (99.99% Confidence)

The plotted chart above shows the individual values
for each year falling between the upper control limit
(UCL=405,815) and lower control limit (LCL=377,951).
All six data points fall within the acceptance region
when control limits are set at 99.99% Confidence Level
(=3.891xSEM).
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Report Comparison and Conclusion
The reported yearly figures for children-in-need are
presented side-by-side in the table below for your
inspection.
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

2016/2017 Report
SFR61/2017
375,870
382,410
369,410
378,600
397,630
390,960
394,400
389,430
-

2017/2018 Report
378,030
395,480
390,130
393,910
389,040
404,710

Whichever set of figures one uses, the overall conclusion
remains the same: The picture of children-in-need being
reported is contrived.
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Appendix 2
Will Violation Case Study
Below is a brief case study to illustrate just how easy it is
to violate another’s will.
One day I arrived early for church and was chatting with
a lady friend near the doors that lead into the toilets. She
had her back to the toilet doors, and I was facing them. My
then 3-year old daughter decided at that moment that she
wanted to visit the toilet and came to ask me for permission.
The norm was that I would have accompanied her in, but
seeing as only a handful of people had arrived and we
were standing right by the toilet doors, I allowed her in by
herself. The toilets are single occupancy anyway. I was
mortified when, a few moments later, my daughter showed
up at the door, dress still held up, hurrying to get back to
her play. She would do that sometimes at home, and it
was not a big deal then (not that I wouldn’t reprimand her
each time, even then), but… at church? I quickly shooed
her back in (and she immediately understood why), then I
made to continue my conversation.
My friend though, had turned to see what it was that had
gotten me all… worked up. Her action bothered me, and I
could not understand why. As far as I could think then, if I
had been in her position, I would probably have done the
same thing. I now know why the incident disturbed me:
she disrespected me. My shooing action communicated
that whatever it was that I was looking at was something
that I did not want seen; her turning communicated that
she wanted to see it anyway. She violated my consent,
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and that was disrespectful. I understand being curious (I
too would have been curious). A simple “what was that?”
(without turning) would, to me, have worked out better.
I would have been somewhat comfortable explaining to
her that my daughter had shown up at the exit door with
her panties still down, but having anyone actually witness
my daughter’s (mis)behaviour was not something that I
would have consented to. Chances are, even, that I would
have volunteered an explanation at no prompt. The will
violation made the offence.
Seeking and finding the will violation and/or the lie
(whatever colour lie) should serve as a good barometer
in developing sensitivity to how we daily go about
inadvertently being cruel to ourselves and others.
This appendix is linked from Section 2.1.1 to help illustrate
how that we are all guilty of violating another’s will; we
do it all the time.
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Appendix 3
Respect is Real-Time: The Four-Way Stop
I speak in terms of traffic control. Where the UK has
roundabouts, countries like South Africa, the USA and
Canada have four-way stops.*

In both cases, each motorist gives way to traffic appearing
on their right. Where there is a roundabout, a motorist
waiting to enter the intersection at point X has to wait for
all the traffic in queue at point Y to enter the intersection
and go their way before he can proceed. With a four-way
stop, the turn-taking is more along the lines of one vehicle
at a time: If one vehicle at point D enters the intersection,
right-of-way-passes to the vehicle first in line at point C
(just that one vehicle), passing on to the one vehicle first
in line at point B, then to the one vehicle first in line at A,
and the cycle goes on.
*The basic principle governing traffic control at a 4-way stop is that the motorist who
gets to proceed first is the one who arrives first at the actual point where the roads
intersect. The principle in play at a roundabout says : You give way to all traffic
coming from your right.
Please note that explanations have been pared down to the barest essentials.
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Employing the four-way stop concept, no one lane of
traffic is stuck at the intersection for longer than the other.
At any one time, lanes are moving. A roundabout employs
absolute right-of way: “I have approached the intersection
from your right, therefore I get to go first even though
you have been waiting there for much longer than I have.”
A four-way stop concept is something along the lines of
“first come, first serve”. Isn’t that a fairer concept?
In my view, the four-way stop concept is basically
more efficient. It better promotes equality, and is more
considerate of the feelings and rights of the players in the
game. No one gets to ‘hog the ball.’
This appendix is linked from Section 2.1.2 where mention
was made that “Respect calls for constant awareness and
flexibility because we live in a complex and uncertain
world. There is a need to keep-up and to always be tunedin or risk an immediate slip into cruelty.”
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Appendix 4
Exercise: Debunking Excuses
Excuses are about blame-shifting/denying culpability.
Example excuses are boldtyped in the table below.
Alongside each, I include my proposed explanation/
debunking statement.
“I didn’t mean to.”
guilt, another.

But you did; malice is one thing,

Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). “I cannot be blamed for
anything.” “My actions will have limited consequences.”

“How was I to know that…” or “I am only human.”
Ignorance is no defence.
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). “I cannot be blamed for
anything.” “My actions will have limited consequences.”
“You did not explain well enough.” Victim Blaming
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). “My actions will have
limited consequences.” “We can go back to where we were.”
“I did it for your own good.”
Superiority complex. Because I am such a superior person, I cannot
be blamed for anything. Denying our individuality.
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“I’m older than you.”

i.e. You cannot possibly know for yourself what is best for you
(because you are not mature enough), you need someone
like me to guide you.

Older people still make mistakes. Age may bring wisdom,
but it does not remove fallibility. At the end of the day we
are all human beings, and we are all equal.
Superiority complex. Denying our individuality. Insensitivity to
another’s pain (cruelty).
“You’ll thank me later.” and “It’s called tough love.”
Superiority complex. Denying our individuality. Insensitivity to
another’s pain (cruelty).
“I wanted to surprise you.”*
You cannot make reality do what you want it to do. We
can control our actions, but not their consequences.
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty).
“I was only trying to help you, try to be more
appreciating or next time I won’t even try.”
Superiority complex. Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty).
“It was only a joke; can’t you take a joke?”
				Victim blaming.
Because I am such a superior person I cannot be blamed for
anything. Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty)
*An excuse is something said to conceal the real reason for an action. “I wanted to
surprise you” is an excuse. The truth is that your presumptuous actions caused pain
to another. The appropriate course of action in such a situation is to apologise and ask
for forgiveness.
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“Don’t be such a sour-puss.”
Victim blaming.
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). Denying our individuality.
“Get over it.”				Victim blaming.
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). Denying our individuality.
“Too long; didn’t read.” (TL;DR) Victim blaming.
Denying our individuality. Superiority complex. Insensitivity to
another’s pain (cruelty).
“Come on, we’re family.”
Insensitivity to another’s pain (cruelty). Denying our individuality.
“We can go back to where we were.”
And the killer excuse: “It is a different mistake that
I made this time around, it’s not like I am making
the same mistake over and over again, I’m actually
improving!”
Insensitivity to another’s pain. Failure to recognise that most
offences comes down to one thing (will violation), so indeed, you
keep repeating the same mistake over and over again.

Common to all the excuses used is an insensitivity to
another’s pain, aka., cruelty. Respect is the cure-all.
Respect is defined as “due regard for the feelings or rights
of others.”
This appendix is linked from Section 4.2 Denying
Culpability.
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Appendix 5
Medical Practice as a Tool for Monitoring
and Control
I raised several points on this subject in Section 2.3
(entitled ‘Life is a Gift’). This appendix attempts to
comprehensibly present why I argue that the moral and
knowledgeable authority of Medical Practitioners is
illegitimate. The Hamburger statement in Section 5.7 is
also a useful criterion when measuring how that Medical
Practice is the nation’s established religion.
Life is a gift - Medical Practitioners are paid service
providers… one among many. The state should not be
giving weight to Medical Opinions. Services are provided,
not inflicted.
Medical Practice is a religious belief system - No
repeatability, no guarantees, based on opinions, ticks all
the boxes when measured against the seven characteristics
of a religion. Science (of which Medical Practice is one),
is based on probability, not truth. Science is about finding
answers - scientists don’t know everything; they don’t
even know how much they don’t know.
Fair trial by the state for unbelievers/proselytes is wellnigh impossible due to conflict of interest given the strong
feelings that tend to accompany religious conviction.
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The terms ‘Medical’ and ‘Health’ are not synonyms Other religious systems are claiming that they can prevent
or heal disease, citizens should be free to choose which
deity to petition for their healthcare.
Medical interventions are a threat to life - All medical
interventions introduce a certain risk of death (however
small). Dependency on medical aids is no way to live,
Medical Practice is white-washed gambling; gambling
with people’s lives.
Medical Practitioners are using their knowledge and
intelligence to ‘lead us on’ - Life is a priceless gift that
cannot be prolonged. Medical Practice offers a counterfeit
at the cost of our God-given lives.
The moral and knowledgeable authority of Medical
Practitioners is illegitimate - The non-guaranteed effect is
called the ‘treatment’ while the guaranteed effect is called
the side-effect. Contronyms evidence. Many ‘miracles of
medicine’ are down to sleight-of-hand tactics. Not that
there is no supernatural element (divination) involved of
course.
Rejecting a solution that one finds to be
ineffective/unacceptable should not be ‘subject to
finding a suitable alternative.’ Accepting that a proffered
solution does not work is actually a step towards finding
one that does. We need to accept that Medical Practice does
not do what it says on the tin and free ourselves to explore
other options. [A stopped clock is also correct twice a
day and weather forecasters many times give accurate
predictions — that does not make them ‘Authorities’].
Nothing can make up for an absence of truth, not even
a majority vote. Medical Practitioners cannot prevent
disease, they cannot heal disease.
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Blame Shifting: Failing to take a prescribed medication
is never the root cause of any ailment. Environmental
pollution, consuming harmful substances, and failing to
obey the laws of nature are better candidates.
Using state power to give weight to doctors’ opinions
is power-abuse. It is corrupting the morals of society.
Immunisations and population screening are not mandated
by law. State-power is for law enforcement, not opinion
enforcement.
Conflict of interest is almost unavoidable when a parent
is brought to trial for losing faith in medicine.
The State has usurped Parental Rights - Parents are free to
accept a medical treatment, but when it comes to rejecting
treatments, only the state can decide (forced choice).
Children have been stripped of the Informed Consent
safeguard that adults enjoy when accessing Medical care
(ECHR article 14)*. Inflicting medical care on children is
child cruelty.
Human Rights Violations - I understand Right to Life
(ECHR article 2) to be about allowing the individual to
not have their life tampered with by 3rd parties in a way
that could make it end prematurely. Medical Practice, on
the other hand, is about invariably introducing a risk of
death (disguised as being a beneficial treatment). Children
are being denied the Informed Consent safeguard that
adults have (ECHR article 14).
You will find that once one sets about committing human
rights violations, they breach several of them at the
same time (James 210). I explained in Section 2.1.2 how
that the underlying offence is one. This implies that the
articulated Human Rights statements enunciate different
*ECHR - European Convention of Human Rights.
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manifestations of one problem ― the sin problem.
Essentially, when we attempt to define human rights in
articles, we are simply splitting hairs.
I will conclude this appendix by touching on the issues of
Informed Consent and the futility of attempting to force
matters of conscience.
“It is one thing to recognize something is wrong; it is quite
another to accurately diagnose the cause, and something
much more profound to provide effective treatment.”
					- T.R. Jennings
There are three aspects to healing:
•

Recognising something is wrong

•

Diagnosing the cause

•

Providing effective treatment

Recognising something is wrong is what leads the patient/
carer to seek a healer. One need not be a professional to
be able to recognise that something is wrong. There is
a conflict of interest however, if the problem is such as
can only be recognised by the profession(al) who would
need to be paid to provide a solution. In such a case, the
professional is obliged to inform the patient of the problem
that they see, but treatment can only proceed if the patient/
carer agrees to it. This concept is commonly known as
informed consent.*
Identifying the cause of the problem is a prerequisite to
providing effective treatment. The treatment is tailored to
the cause to target the root of the problem. Much as doctors
*Informed Consent is the reason why you have to tick all those boxes to indicate “I
have read and understood…”. If violation of informed consent was so critical an
issue as to cause a nationwide scandal a few years back, how much more of an issue
is it when it comes to medical care?
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offer things like artificial hormones and chemotherapy as
treatments, these are not effective treatments as long as
the causes of the ailments being treated remain unknown.
Theirs is a blunderbuss approach. Doctors don’t heal, they
treat.
I mentioned in Section 2.3 that doctors are entitled to
their opinions. A patient/carer disagreeing with a doctor’s
opinion has to go and obtain an alternative opinion
(i.e. other doctors) to support their view for theirs to
be considered a reasonable position.* Your views are
considered valid only if you have a medical opinion to
back you; the more the better. You may want to refer back
to page 156 to recap on the idea of how having a majority
vote does not substitute for truth. An opinion is an opinion
is an opinion.
Having a medical opinion that supports your view does
not prove that your view is the correct one; it does not
prove that you have been responsible in taking care of your
health and/or the health of your loved one. What it does
do is prove that you are under someone. It proves that you
are under control. Medical Practice is not about healing, it
is a tool for monitoring, manipulation and control.
And the final perspective: When Medical Aid is imposed
on citizens as in the case of an NHS Trust v A (see pages
115 to 116), it is never a welfare issue. By virtue of
the patient or patient’s carer lacking faith in the offered
treatment, “a major contributing factor to [the] success”
of the medical treatment gets taken out of the picture.
That, on top of the fact that medical treatments almost
never come with 100% guarantee of achieving healing, is
a setup for failure.
*Now we are using opinions to determine what is right: This is the kind of “cobbled
morality” that happens when we reject the truth (see Truth#2 in Section 2.2).
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Attempting to coerce matters of conscience is a futile
effort at best, and a cruel action that borders on being
inhumane at worst. What gets achieved by dictating
on matters of conscience is not health and healing, but
compliance. Therefore when the state entertains medical
disputes in the courts it is simply using Medical Aid as a
tool for manipulation and control.
Live free, or live enslaved; that is the question.
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Appendix 6
How Do I Know What is True?
I would like to suggest that human beings have an inbuilt
sense that determines truth. Although we officially do not
acknowledge that we possess that sense, our language
has retained evidence of its existence. It is referred to in
terms like ‘instinct,’ ‘intuition,’ ‘gut feeling,’ or ‘it didn’t
sit right.’ Ever heard of ‘the sense of right and wrong’?
As human beings, we are different, and each of us will
be convinced by different presentations of evidence. In
my case, the means that I consciously remember as being
instrumental in driving me towards my current conviction
are four.
First: I listened to a talk on YouTube by Dr Joy De
Gruy-Leary.* She introduced me to the term ‘cognitive
dissonance.’ The idea of cognitive dissonance is that as
human beings, we tend to feel some internal conflict when
we hold beliefs that are inconsistent with each other. This
conflict drives us to seek resolution, and we have peace
once our ideas get aligned with each other. In an ideal
situation, cognitive dissonance should lead us to reject the
erroneous idea, but sometimes the opposite happens.
An honest reading of the situation demanded that the
slaveowners treat their slaves in a humane manner, but
they chose to do the opposite. They resolved the internal
conflict (cognitive dissonance) that their unjust actions
*Joy De Gruy-Leary speaking on the subject ‘Post Traumatic Slave Disorder’ https://
youtube.com/watch?v=BGjSday7f_8
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incited by internalising erroneous ideas like how that
black slaves did not need as much sleep as white people
did, and how they were far less sensitive to pain when
compared with white people.
Having thus assuaged their consciences, overworking the
slaves and inflicting severe punishments upon them was
cast as being ‘the appropriate thing to do.’ Such treatment
was believed to be desirable and beneficial to the slaves to
the extent that any slaves who tried to escape the slavery
conditions were officially diagnosed as suffering from a
mental condition known as Drapetomania.* It is said that
the condition was actually recorded in Medical texts of
the time.
Slaveowners did not need anyone to tell them that what
they were doing was wrong, they knew it; by cognitive
dissonance.
Second: The Bible tells the story of Samson and Delilah
(see Judges 164-21). Samson loved a woman named Delilah.
Delilah entertained Samson, but there is no evidence that
she loved him. Samson’s enemies bribed Delilah to get
Samson to tell her the secret of his strength. Samson was
unwilling to share his secret with Delilah. Three times he
told her what was supposed to be his secret, only for it to
be proved on test that he had lied to her. Delilah persisted.
On the fourth time, The Bible reads (Judges 1618) “And
when Delilah saw that he had told her all his heart, she
sent and called for the lords of the Philistines, saying,
Come up this once, for he hath shewed me all his heart.”
*Drapetomania and Dysaethesia Aethiopica. ‘Diseases’ discovered by Dr. Samuel
A.Cartwright. https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/question/2005/
november.htm
The disease is not ‘dead and buried’, it just is not called by its right name: Is the
daughter-in-law who fails to submit to her mother-in-law’s authority by asserting her
right to an independent existence not labelled crazy? Drapetomania is alive and well.
Labelling someone crazy for refusing your offer of intervention is jailer-talk plain and
simple. The jailer reference is introduced in the footnote on page 163.
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Delilah didn’t have to test that what Samson had told her
was true. Even before she called Samson’s enemies, she
knew, that this time, he had told her the truth. How did
she know?
Third: In Appendix 7 (see Testimony #3), I describe a time
whereby in amongst some discouraging advice, I was told
a gem of truth. And right as I read the specific statement
that was true, I felt a jolt… a prod? I just knew that that
one statement, that single statement, was one that I needed
to act on. It wasn’t a suspicion, I knew.
Fourth: Every once in a while, I get a feeling of déjà
vu. When I was younger, I could not understand it, and
so I taught myself to ignore it. Here’s how things would
typically happen: Something would happen, and I would
feel that I have seen it before. I knew I had seen it before…
been in a situation exactly like it before, but… Looking at
the actual situation, it was impossible for me to have been
in such a situation before.
Say your primary school teacher goes on annual leave
and you bump into her in the supermarket on your way
home from school. You start telling her all about your
day, how that the regular teacher who is standing in for
her actually didn’t turn up that day and you had had to
be in a combined class. Imagine feeling déjà vu about so
unpredictable a chain of events?
I now know, based on experiences like the one that I have
recorded in Appendix 7 (see Testimony #2), that the déjà
vu sense is real. I am inclined to think that maybe God
had been showing me dreams of things to come, but some
suppressing effect had been happening to prevent the
dream details from surfacing.
I will share with you a story that I have just remembered
as I was typing this: My parents moved town a couple of
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times before they finally settled in the home I grew up in
(they settled when I was aged about three). One day, when
I was about twelve years old, we went visiting in a town
that was unfamiliar to me. My mother stopped the car at
a certain complex and got out to get something done (we
were left to wait for her in the car). I had a strong sense of
déjà vu, and so I asked her about it later. She told me “we
used to take you there for your immunisation injections
when you were a baby.” Imagine that! I was just amazed at
how I could possibly remember that this was a place that
I had been to before, but for some reason, I did remember.
Devaluating intangible experiences has been enculturated
in us, and I think that that is very sad. Recognising that we
have a sense… a method of communication… however
you may want to word it, that has hitherto not been
acknowledged, is, for me, both liberating and empowering.
The four above are the methods I have managed to relate
in an attempt to explain how I come to say that we have a
sense that enables us to know what is true.
With that background, I can better understand and
appreciate what God means by “I will write my law in
their hearts” (Jeremiah 3133, Hebrews 1016) and “I will
give them one heart” (Ezekiel 1119, 3626). I can somewhat
visualise how that would happen.
It doesn’t get any plainer than when the prophet Isaiah
told the Israelites they would hear a voice behind them
telling them “This is the way, walk ye in it” (Isaiah 3021).
We need not walk in darkness, God is there to provide us
grace to help in time of need.
For many of us, the problem is not so much the espousal
of truth as it is the giving up of ideas or practices that we
know to be untrue. Such refusal, in my opinion, dulls our
sense of right and wrong. This works out very dangerously
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because our judgement gets impaired (“a double minded
man is unstable in all his ways” - James 18). We lose more
than we bargain for when we fail to live up to the truths
that we know already.
My understanding of how we come to recognise truth is
part of the reason why I am comfortable with quoting
non-Christians when I present my arguments (besides,
of course, the need to give credit where credit is due). If
a smoker tells you that smoking is unhealthy and they
advise you against it, the fact that they themselves will not
give up smoking does not change the fact that smoking is
harmful. God can use anyone to share the truth with us.
When truth is presented to us, the question is not so much
who said it?* but, is it true? I would advise running the
new truth by the other ideas that you hold to be true, and
if there is no conflict, it could well be true.
I recently had an experience where I decided to uproot a
long-held truth because I kept being presented with new
truths that all pointed to the fact that that one long-held
truth was questionable. Once I went and uprooted that
truth, I felt a release. An unrealised and unacknowledged
conflict got resolved in my mind and quite a number of
things fell into place as a result. I now have no doubt that
the ‘truth’ I gave up needed to be given up.

*Commonly called the at-the-person fallacy, or an ad hominem attack.
While we are on the subject of fallacies (I digress), I will mention the myth of
urgency. Jesus didn’t need to hurry to Lazarus’ bedside in John Chapter 11 because
a true healer is always on time. Satan makes it seem like there is no time to pray or
to conduct proper consultations. He wants to get people to make hurried decisions
that have not been properly thought through. He perpetuates the myth of urgency and
capitalises on it. An observation: Good sense says that activities are undertaken, not
for their non-guaranteed effect, but for their guaranteed effect — The high speed
motoring of Emergency Service Vehicles is guaranteed to produce casualties. Not
once in the entire Bible is Jesus portrayed as having been in a hurry. God does not
live within the confines by time; He “was and is and is to come” (Revelation 14, 18,
48).
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The fact that certain people may not hold the exact same
religious beliefs that you do does not mean that all their
views are wrong. For all you know, they may even be
closer to the truth than you are. Some people may even be
atheists but that does not mean that all the beliefs that they
hold are untrue. You need to remember that the devil is a
counterfeiter, and a good counterfeit is one that closely
resembles the real thing. Many Christians have a lot to
learn from people who call themselves atheists.
Hypocrites are a class of people we tend to want to stay
away from, and yet we have a lot to learn from them.
They will be pointing out your failures and mistakes all
day long, and are good at it. Agreed, they would do well
to take some of their own advice, but that is not for you
to say. You actually benefit from following a hypocrite’s
advice, just don’t do what they do (see Matthew 231-3).
I am not advocating that Christians can keep bad company
and be unaffected (1Corinthians 1533-34), all I am saying is
that truth is truth, irrespective of whose mouth it comes
from.
So, how do we know what is true? In a word, God. God
leads us to a knowledge of truth. And as we live up to the
truth we already know, He will lead us into more truth and
we will grow… exponentially.*

*Section 3.3 (Growth by Contentment) explains how the growth gets to be
exponential.
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Appendix 7
Six Testimonies
I am always awed and inspired when people share
their testimonies with me, so I will share a few
testimonies from our little family’s life experience
over the past couple of years. I hope that one or
other of them will inspire and encourage you.
Page
Testimony #1 - Time 2 Eat
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Testimony #2 - “God Wants to Talk to Me”

237

Testimony #3 - “You Don’t Do What Your		
		Enemy Tells You to Do”

241

Testimony #4 - “Don’t Let Any of them Escape” 243
Testimony #5 - Little Guy Takes on the Big Guy

244

Testimony #6 - “Usatya Kana Kuvhunduka”

246

		(Do not fear or be startled)
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Testimony #1: Time 2 Eat
One day my 4-year old daughter came to me... I had given
the children a scissors activity. I set up the activity by
cutting 10cm x 5cm rectangles out of my collection of
junk mail, giving each of the children a pile of rectangles
and pair of scissors for a field day of unrestrained cutting.
This was an activity that they got to do every now and
again seeing as there was an endless supply of junk mail.
The children enjoyed the activity (that was then).
Among my daughter’s pile one day, was a piece of paper
(part of the junk mail) that had the words Time 2 Eat
written on it. When she saw the paper, it interested her,
she read it, then came over to the kitchen where I was
to show me the piece and read the writing out to me. I
acknowledged her good reading and expected her to exit
forthwith, but she wasn’t done yet. She had a commentary
to share, and here’s what she said: “Mummy, we have got
to eat our food, otherwise the devil will come and give us
some temptation.”
That was so so sooo lovely a statement (and I told her so).
I had my hands full working in the kitchen, and I would
have wanted to take a photo of that cutting as a reminder
(save it from ‘the chop’) but... (sigh) I had no hands to
spare. Turned out I need not have worried because my
daughter herself had classed it as being too good to cut, so
she had looked for the piece’s complementary pair then
carefully put the two aside together as opposed to cutting
them up. I found the pair after she had gone to bed.
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“If we do not eat our food, the devil will come and give us
some temptation.” Now why was that statement of hers so
beautiful and marvellous? Here’s the background:
A year earlier I had got her (over time) to memorise
Matthew 44, 7 & 10, and then later 1John 216.
All done in preparation for teaching her the Three
Question Prescription for Life that is described in Section
3.1. I wanted her to know to recognise the three classes
of temptation from an early age, and to equip her with
appropriate responses for when the temptations come. My
thinking was that having that perspective would help her
steer clear of many of the obstacles that she is bound to
meet in her life course.
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When I got my daughter memorising those verses the year
before the Time 2 Eat incident; I didn’t for one moment
think she would be ready to connect those dots in the
near future. I had just been thinking to bank the verses
in her mind then withdraw them when she is older ― my
expectation had been that she would be ready at about age
seven.
At the time of the incident in question we were cycling
through three Bible Story Books (one read in the morning,
the other two later in the day). That week, all three Bible
Story books converged such that we read the story of Jesus’
baptism and temptation three times within the space of a
few days.
My daughter showed good understanding, so I decided
to write out in her notebook a little sermon linking the
Matthew verses to 1John 216. I then attempted to explain
how Jesus was responding to the devil’s temptations
always with an “it is written,” making that four times
we went through that story that week. She understood...
I think. I know she didn’t understand everything then,
but she seemed to have understood a good part of it. The
sum of her understanding was revealed in the Time 2 Eat
incident.
Apparently she had observed a link between the fact
that Jesus had not eaten for forty days and forty nights
and the devil’s coming to tempt him (Matthew 42-3). Her
conclusion therefore was: “Mummy, if we do not eat our
food, the devil will give us some temptation.” That’s not
what I set out to teach her, but I did think that that was a
lovely little sermon by my baby. She had the type of food
wrong, but indeed, if we don’t eat our spiritual food, we
will be taken in by the devil’s lying presentations and give
in to temptation.
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Testimony #2

“God Wants to Talk to Me”
I was awakened by my 3-year old son’s cry one night.
Alarmed, I ran into his room and started stroking his
blanket covered back while asking him what the matter
was. “God wants to talk to me,” came the reply. That was
the last thing I expected to hear. “God what?” I asked.
“God said He wants to talk to me.” I had to think fast. My
mind was racing. Ok, I thought, so nothing is attacking
him, he is not having a nightmare, he... God wants to talk
to him… (deep breath) “…I don’t want God to talk to me,”
he went on. Just what I needed (I needed a bone).
“Why don’t you want God to talk to you, my baby? Do you
remember what Samuel did when God said He wanted to
talk to him?” I was trying to sound composed.
“Yes,” came the weak reply.
“What did Samuel say?” I couldn’t believe this was
happening.
“He said, Speak Lord, your servant is listening.”
“Well done, my baby. So what are you going to say when
God says He wants to speak to you?”
“I will say, ‘speak Lord, your servant is listening.’”.
“Well done, my baby. Time to sleep now, bye.” I had been
stroking his back all the while, now I left the room.
I lay in my bed, eyes wide open, waiting. A few moments
later (God doesn’t waste time), he called again. I rushed
in, and he immediately said, “God spoke to me.”
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“What did God say, my baby?” My heart was pounding. I
didn’t really understand what ‘a pounding heart’ meant
until that day.
“God said, two men are going to come... but they are not
from God.”
“Ok, my baby. Did God say anything else?”
The reply was in the negative.
I walked slower as I left the room the second time, I was
wondering what God meant (I had no doubt it was God)
He called again a short while later, and I was told: “God
said I am happy.” We heard no more from God that night.
The next morning, of course I wanted to know what God
looks like ― try getting details like that from a 3-year
old. Surprisingly, by midday I had forgotten about the
incident. At that point in time I was going through serious
trial. I could barely keep my head above water; I was
suffering. I was calling out for help from every quarter...
(sigh) it was bad.
Later that day (12th October 2018), two women showed up
at my door without an appointment. I allowed them in, and
we talked (a disturbing conversation). Just as I shut the
door behind them I remembered: “Two men are going to
come... but they are not from God” and I thought “oh, oh,
what did I say to those women? Did I cooperate with them
where maybe I shouldn’t have? He did say, men,… he
didn’t say, women? Yes, he’s three years old, but he does
know that the words ‘man’ and ‘woman’ mean different
things and cannot be confused?” At least I now had been
reminded of the message, so I waited.
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You know what? Two men did ‘come,’ they did not arrive
together like the women did, and they did not ‘come’ the
day following God’s night-time message, but they did
come in fulfilment of God’s message. And had I not been
warned, I would have thought them to be a godsend when
in actual fact they were not. I had been warned, so I was
somewhat prepared for the disappointment that followed
their ‘coming,’ I was able to navigate those obstacles
safely (though bruised,… and still burdened); because
I had been warned. I thank God for that warning. To
think He chose to speak to a 3-year old? God Moves in a
Mysterious Way.
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God Moves in a Mysterious Way
1

God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform;
He plants His footsteps in the sea,
And rides upon the storm.

2

Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take,
The clouds ye so much dread;
Are big with mercy, and shall break,
In blessings on your head.

3

Judge not the Lord by feeble sense,
But trust Him for His grace;
Behind a frowning providence,
He hides a smiling face.

4

His purposes will ripen fast,
Unfolding every hour;
The bud may have a bitter taste,
But sweet will be the flower.

5

Blind unbelief is sure to err,
And scan His work in vain;
God is His own interpreter,
And He will make it plain.
William Cowper, 1774
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Testimony #3

“You Don’t Do What Your Enemy Tells You to Do”
As my struggle continued and I was feeling overwhelmed
by it all, my tormentor sent me a message asking for a
few days grace as they... (I cannot remember what was
mumbled here to give the impression that they would be
doing something constructive when all they were up to was
timewasting). I remember feeling very tempted to agree
with them on that one point. I would have been cooperating
with them simply because I was so exhausted and feeling
overwhelmed. But you know what? In response to my
emailed call for help, a stranger phoned me that night and
gave me some sincere and well-meaning advice that was
mostly discouraging and yet contained a gem. In amongst
the discouraging overall analysis, he communicated a
statement that got my attention. The statement was “you
don’t do what your enemy tells you to do.”
The stranger didn’t know what my oppressor had told
me to do - I had shared with him my overall story, but
he didn’t know the real-time decision that I was faced
with. The actual document that contained that statement
was really a generic one that he would send to everyone
who solicited his help (the stranger’s phonecall had been
followed up by an email). But right at the moment I read
that statement, I felt a jolt. It was unmistakeable. It felt like
I was being prodded to pay attention to that one statement:
“You don’t do what your enemy tells you to do.”
My exhausted self was therefore up with the sun the next
morning, finding strength and courage to put in more work
towards leaping over the presenting hurdle. The message
that I got was not only that it had to be done; it had to be
done right then. So, I did it by God’s grace.
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“You Don’t Do What Your Enemy Tells You To Do”

You would have thought statements like “You don’t do
what your enemy tells you to do” go without saying, but
no, I actually had to be told. God knew I needed to be told,
so I got told. What was that completion date again? 18th
December 2018.
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Testimony #4

“Don’t Let Any of them Escape!”
A couple of months after God sent me a warning through
my son, I went to church as usual. My struggle was
continuing, and I still was burdened. I had told only
a handful of people my troubles because I knew they
wouldn’t understand. In my mind, I was contemplating
a difficult move in territory that I was unfamiliar with. I
needed to make a bold stand, and I was somewhat afraid
(understatement). I needed someone who would stand by
me and encourage me, but I guess I was looking in all the
wrong places. The preacher that day was a young man.
He chose to preach about Elijah and the prophets of Baal
(1Kings 18). As I sat and listened, one statement jumped
out at me: Go after all the prophets of Baal, don’t let any
of them escape!
Elijah was standing for God alone, against 450 prophets of
Baal. In God’s strength, he prevailed. A message tailored
for me. My daughter got a tailored children’s story too,
which was really sweet. I forget what her message was,
but it was tailored.
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Testimony #5
Little Guy Takes on the Big Guy
As my protracted trial continued, I would some days feel
hopeful, and others discouraged. Some days I was barely
hanging on — I don’t know how I managed to remain
upright. My local church was closed because the hall that
we congregate in is closed over the Christmas period. If
I were to go to church, I would have to make a two-hour
journey (one-way) to get to the nearest church. (Sigh). I
was very tempted to stay at home, but then I decided that
the place of prayer is the place to be. My little ones were
very brave and cooperated very well because the journey
takes a lot of preparation. We made it on time by God’s
grace, and I was so glad I made the effort because I got
another tailor-made sermon.
After the sermon, I learnt that the preacher had been
switched at the last minute. The brother who had preached
that day “was actually a stand-in”. (In God’s plan he
wasn’t, that sermon was prepared for me by God). The
preacher shared a message from the story of David and
Goliath, and at some point during his sermon he chose to
use the phrase “Little Guy Takes on the Big Guy.” He was
a good storyteller, and he told the story in a manner that
made it sound like it was so obvious that the ‘little guy’
would win. It really did not look or feel like that in my
situation at the time, but his preaching still gave me hope.
That was before he got to the part where he explained
that the fact that David picked five stones was significant.
That made me sit up, because the number ‘five,’ too, had
significance in my situation. He was not done yet. He
spoke about how each of David’s stones stood for a quality
- not sure which version of The Bible he was reading.🤔
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The first stone was Courage; the second, Confidence; the
third, Preparation; the fourth, Trust; and the fifth, Victory.
The sermon gave me some ‘actionable points,’ and I
arrived home and promptly started to work at doing
more Preparation and on bolstering my Confidence as I
prepared for what I thought would be the final leg of my
trial period. My trial was far from over however, things
were going to get worse before they became better, but if
there was one thing I was sure of having come that far, it
was that God was with me, and He would continue to be
with me, as the next recorded testimony will show.
By the way, that little guy who had prepared five stones?
He needed only one stone to kill the giant, only one, The
preacher made certain that we didn’t miss that point, and
that helped reassure me. God wanted me to know that
even though I had prepared my five stones, it was the first
one that would kill the giant. Any one of the others could
have been the first, and could well have killed him too, but
I wouldn’t need to use them, the giant was going down
with the first shot. “One take, that’s how it’s done.” Praise
The LORD.
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Testimony #6

“Usatya Kana Kuvhunduka” (Do not fear or be startled)
Going through that same protracted trial, getting out of
bed had been getting harder and harder. One morning
my children came bounding into my bedroom, and I hid
my head under the blankets. They tried everything to get
me up, and I used every excuse I could think of to stay
laid there. Then my five-year-old daughter went away. I
thought she had finally given up and was going downstairs
to play with toys or something, anything; I needed a break.
My break lasted no longer than five minutes for she
returned a few moments later, my phone in hand.
“Mummy, look here, I discovered a Shona Bible in your
green phone, read it for me, pleeease.” How could I say
no, this was Scripture! I had never read them The Bible in
Shona. Songs yes, but not The Bible. I never read myself
The Bible in Shona (ChiShona is my native tongue).
So I allowed myself to get pulled up, and I read as she
directed me. She had opened the Bible to the book
of Joshua and said to read Chapter 1. I read it (it’s just
eighteen verses), and my daughter thoroughly enjoyed
listening to me read - by the way, she cannot understand
much Shona. The exceptions consist mainly of simple
phrases like “what do you think you are doing?” 🤨
That Bible reading was very encouraging to me because I
needed the words of encouragement in that chapter. It was
God’s message to me because He knew I would remember
one particular verse from that chapter. Joshua 19 had been
my sister’s memory verse when we were growing up - we
had just one memory verse each, we thought that was all
we needed. 🤦
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“Usatya Kana Kuvhunduka”

Joshua 19 in Shona reads something like this: Ko, handina
kukuraira here? Simba utsunge moyo, usatya, kana
kuvhunduka, nokuti ini Jehovah Mwari wako ndinewe
kwose kwaunoenda. (Have I not commanded thee? Be
strong and of good courage, do not fear or be startled, for
I, The LORD your God am with you wherever you go).
My sister is almost ten years younger than me, and as she
would be practising her memory verse daily out loud in
my hearing, I passively got to memorise the verse too!
God knew if I heard that verse, my memory would be
triggered. I was reminding myself of Joshua 19 severally
over the next four to five months: Ko, handina kukuraira
here? Simba utsunge moyo, usatya, kana kuvhunduka,
nokuti ini Jehovah Mwari wako ndinewe kwose
kwaunoenda.
God’s reaching out to me in Shona that morning reminded
me of a cell phone advert from when the mobile phone
concept was still new (am I that old? Yes. And I feel it).
Back in the day, when the cell phone concept was being
introduced in Zimbabwe, Econet Wireless ran an advert
on TV where an old man in the rural area rang his grown
son who was now living and working in the city. The old
man said:
Iwe Tendai, mombe dzako dzadya mumunda maVaKajau!
(Tendai, my son. Your cows have gone and strayed into
Mr Kajau’s field and eaten his crops!)
Tendai answers in English “I am in a business meeting in
France at the moment.”
The frustrated older man says Iwe, taura neChiShona,
nokuti nyaya iripano ihombe. (Hey, speak in Shona,
because this is a serious matter.)
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When things get serious, we speak in our language. I think
that ‘we’ would apply to many people whose first language
is not English; the reasons why are not easy to articulate...
It probably boils down to the fact that serious situations
call for an effectiveness and efficiency of communication
that tends to be achieved through the use of one’s mother
tongue (all the learning goes out the window). One wants
to speak in the language that requires of them the least
effort as they try to find words that accurately express
their feeling in the moment.
All this to say that God sent His Word to me by the hand
of my daughter, specifically to be delivered to me in
ChiShona ... nokuti nyaya iripano ihombe. I was touched.
My struggling to get up did not end abruptly, but now part
of my morning pep talk would be Simba, utsunge moyo,
usatya kana kuvhunduka, nokuti ini Jehovah Mwari wako
ndinewe kwose kwaunoenda, that is to say “be strong and
of good courage, do not fear or be startled, for I, The LORD
your God am with you wherever you go.” Joshua 19 — my
sister’s memory verse.
I was encouraged. God has a nice touch, don’t you think?

Postscript: Five months and several plot twists and turns
later, I gained further insight into why Joshua 19 had had
to be communicated to me in Shona — the Shona word
that translates to ‘startled’ is not similarly translated in my
English Bible.
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“Usatya Kana Kuvhunduka”

Concluding the Testimonies
One statement that I initially found rather unsettling
among the testimonies that I have shared with you in this
book was from “Usatya Kana Kuvhunduka”. I was okay
with the bits that said not to fear or be startled, but the “kwose
kwaunoenda” (wherever you go) made me apprehensive.
It had me thinking “where is He thinking of taking me? I
am generally happy where I am thank you”. When things
didn’t immediately get better but rather appeared to get
worse (much to my dismay), I found myself rethinking
my settled position and asking myself: “How bad was
the situation back home that made me think emigrating
to England was a good idea?” The answer to my concern
was ready and waiting: ndinewe kwose kwaunoenda.
When an avenue of hope opened up, only to be shut in
my face not long after, I was left feeling more isolated
than ever but ndinewe kwose kwaunoenda again gave me
comfort.
By the time my tormentor threatened to drag me to a place
that I ordinarily would have dreaded, I knew what God's
answer would be: ndinewe kwose kwaunoenda.
These testimonies are testimonies because I was struggling
under a very heavy burden. They are testimonies because
I was under serious attack. God came through for me in
big ways... and in little ways. I let Him down a few times
😔  — those incidents didn’t make it into the book for
some reason 🤔, but God still was faithful.
The reassuring message, as you journey in this complex
and uncertain world is: Simba, utsunge moyo, usatya kana
kuvhunduka, nokuti ini Jehovah Mwari wako ndinewe
kwose kwaunoenda, that is to say “be strong and of good
courage, do not fear or be startled, for I, The LORD your
God am with you wherever you go.” Joshua 19
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Acknowledgements: Nothing New Under the Sun
No one can produce a work of this magnitude singlehanded. All I can actually claim to have done in this work
is to record ideas that I have gathered from some source or
other over the course of my life. My ideological position
is a conglomeration of ideas from persons who themselves
stand firm in their own unique convictions.
Reading comments by fellow MOOC participants helped
expand my thinking, and reading book reviews helped me
learn how to think critically.
I stand on the shoulders of giants; good giants.
I acknowledge watching several YouTube videos by
speakers like Dr. Joy DeGruy-Leary, Dr. Randall D.
Smith* (Praise the Lord), and Pastors Doug Batchelor,
C.A. Murray, and Henry Wright.
The following literary works have significantly influenced
my thinking:
Dorothy Rowe - My copy of Dorothy Rowe’s Why We
Lie is absolutely filled with highlights — I had before
never much felt the urge to be marking books before I
read hers. I felt like I was being pierced as I read the truths
she shared, so much so that I at times curled into a ball.
But even as I struggled, I knew I absolutely needed not
only to get through with the reading but to read it over and
over. Dorothy Rowe is not a Christian, by the way, but she
is closer to the truth than most Christians I’ve met are.
Dr. Timothy R. Jennings - is a gifted writer. He writes
about a God that you will want to love. If a work is
authored by Jennings, read it. I read his books in the order
* I learnt of the Sin Cycle and the Myth of Urgency from Dr Smith's lecture deliveries
as broadcast by the GCBI Ministry.
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of publication: Could It Be This Simple, followed by The
God-Shaped Brain and finally The God-Shaped Heart. The
concept of how that love can only exist in an atmosphere
of freedom is well-explained in Jennings’ writings.
Doctor S.K Pipim - A diligent scholar who speaks with
conviction. In Must We Be Silent? he spoke boldly to raise
awareness about important issues; he knows how to drive
a point home.
Jonathan Safran Foer - His work Eating Animals
was the one that introduced me to the idea that ‘cruelty
requires abstraction.’ Please note that his work is not
about vegetarianism, it is about... eating animals. 🙃
We Are Self-Domesticated Animals - This article
helped me link how our artificially constructed society is
somewhat like that of factory farmed animals!
Peggy McKintosh - Her articles helped open my eyes
to the prejudice all around me that had priorly been
imperceptible.
Harriet Washington - Medical Apartheid helped show me
the importance of the watchmaker truth. Her production
encouraged me when I began thinking critically about
medical matters.
Roger Hicks - His blogposts provided me insight on issues
around how the current socio-economic environment of
civilisation is artificial, and on how the state uses moral
authority as a powerful means of social control http://
philosopherkin.blogspot.com/2011/09/
Walter Rea - His book The White Lie provided me insight
on some methods church people use to control others’
minds in the name of God (see Chapter III pgs. 45-47)
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Tom Hamblin - His testimony in Under Their Very Eyes
[978-0-85721-712-7] was a great inspiration. My take
home statement from the book was “You have to be overt
if you want to convert.” And I am doing just that.
This eclectic list could go on forever but I need to stop
somewhere. I will end by extending special thanks to the
individuals whose invaluable input assisted me in the
book writing and publishing process (research, critique,
editing, illustration, graphics design, printing, etc.) Your
contribution was invaluable.
And my two precious babies... how could I forget? You
have been so very brave; be not afraid.

The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is
done is that which shall be done: and there is no new thing under the
sun. 					Ecclesiastes 19
We claim intellectual property and give credit one to
another when all glory and praise belong to God. God is
the source of all truth while the ways of untruthfulness
are the devil's territory. There is nothing in-between, “and
there is no new thing under the sun.”
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Point Summary Table
Truths
Truth #1

An individual’s will is his sole
possession
…therefore we are all equal

Truth #2
Truth #3

Life is a gift

Truth #4

All you need is love ≡ God is love ≡
God is all you need

Everything designed has a designer

The underlying cause of many crimes and offences is
a failure to respect another’s feelings and rights: Will
Violation aka. CRUELTY
Unforgiveness is counterproductive.
A failure to forgive or seek forgiveness results in an
‘escalator of pain.’
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Lies and Solutions
Lie #1
Lie #2

Denying our individuality

Lie #3

I can make reality do what I want it
to do

Lie #4

My actions
consequences

Lie #5

I cannot be blamed for anything

Lie #6

I am superior to other people

will

have

limited

We can go back to where we were

By God’s grace we can of course, but only
by God’s grace

In root cause analysis, follow the money until you get
to the Will Violation.

Solution #1

We need to individually commit to
making a stand for truth
…and leave the consequences to God

Solution #2

We need to respect ourselves and each
other, and put our feelings right back
at centre stage.
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Three Questions and Bible Gems
The Three Question Prescription for Life
Question 1: What are we to do?
Worship The LORD thy God (Matthew 410).
Question 2: What are we not to do?
Thou shalt not tempt The LORD thy God (Matthew 47).
i.e. do not presume on God’s protection.
Question 3: Why should we rely on God so much?
Because God will meet all your needs (Phil 419).

He who has God, and everything else, is no better
off than he who has God alone
The above is a paraphrase of a quote attributed to C.S. Lewis.
The Bible verse that speaks to the same issue is Matthew 44.
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Bible Gems: Pick of the Key Scripture Texts quoted
Matthew 633 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and
his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto
you.
1Corinthians 1533 Be not deceived. Bad company
corrupts good morals.
James 35 How big a forest is set ablaze by a small fire.
John 1717 “Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is
truth.”
Exodus 1526 “…I am the LORD that healeth thee.”
1John 216 “For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh,
and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the
Father, but is of the world.”
1Corinthians 1313 “And now abideth faith, hope, charity,
these three; but the greatest of these, is charity.” *charity is
sometimes translated love.
1John 48 God is love.
1John 418 “There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth
out fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not
made perfect in love.”
Romans 623 “For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of
God is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord.”
Proverbs 1412 & Proverbs 1625 “There is a way that
seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways
of death.”
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1John 34 ”…sin is the transgression of [God’s] law.”
Jeremiah 3227 “Behold, I am the LORD, the God of all
flesh: is there anything too hard for me?”
1Corinthians 1013 “There hath no temptation taken you
but such as is common to man: but God is faithful, who
will not suffer you too be tempted above that ye are able;
but will with the temptation also make a way to escape,
that ye may be able to bear it.”
Luke 127 “But even the very hairs of your head are all
numbered. Fear not therefore”.
Hebrews 415 “For we have not an high priest which cannot
be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in
all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin.”
Philippians 419 God will meet all our needs.
Hebrews 416 “Let us therefore come boldly unto the
throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find grace
to help in time of need.”
John 146 “Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth
and the life”.
Matthew 1128-30 “Come unto me all ye that labour, and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”
Isaiah 3021 You will hear a voice behind you saying “This
is the way, walk ye in it”.
1Timothy 66 “But godliness with contentment is great
gain.”
1 Timothy 610 “For the love of money is the root of all
evil”.
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Matthew 712 Do unto others as you would have them do
unto you.
Ephesians 432 “And be ye kind one to another,
tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God for
Christ’s sake hath forgiven you.”
Ephesians 612 “For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places.”
Isaiah 4110 “Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be not
dismayed; for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I
will help thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand
of my righteousness.”
Psalm 348 “O, taste, and see that the LORD is good:
blessed is the man that trusteth in him.”
Proverbs 418 “The path of the just is as a shining light,
that shines more and more unto the perfect day.”
Matthew 2414 “And this gospel of the kingdom, shall be
preached to all nations, as a witness to all generations,
then, shall the end come.”
Romans 1014 “How then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed? and how shall they believe in him
of whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear
without a preacher?”
Joshua 19 “Have not I commanded thee? Be strong and of
a good courage; be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed:
for the LORD thy God is with thee whithersoever thou
goest.”
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Ecclesiastes 1213-14 “Let us hear the conclusion of the
whole matter: Fear God, and keep his commandments: for
this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring every
work into judgement, with every secret thing, whether it
be good, or whether it be evil.”
James 18 “A double minded man is unstable in all his
ways.”
Deuteronomy 3019 I set before you this day, life and death,
blessing and cursing, in the hope that you will choose life,
so that you and your offspring may live.
James 48 Draw near to God and He will draw near to you.

Publish glad tidings, Tidings of peace
Tidings of Jesus, Redemption and release

When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?

John Maynard Keynes
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church 3, 71, 74, 104, 106-108,
153, 154, 214, 243, 244,
251, 280
Churchill, Winston 156
citizen(s) 103, 104, 106, 124,
125, 185, 186, 222, 225
citizenry 104, 120, 152
Climbié, Victoria 145
coalition 7
collateral damage 108
combination 14, 35, 59
combined 7, 229
commodity 165
compliant 41, 147
compliance 25, 141, 226
non-compliant 41
compliment 165
Confidence Level 205, 206, 212
confident
confidence 41, 42, 112-114,
142, 153, 245
confidently 3
confined 152, 164
conflict(s) 38, 43, 117, 190, 221,
224, 227, 231
conflicting 7, 95, 106, 117, 193
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conflict of interest 221, 223,
224
consequence(s) 31, 32, 50, 68,
70, 72, 85, 87, 90, 96, 116,
120, 125, 130, 136, 151,
161, 181, 185, 191, 198,
218, 219, 254
consistent(ly) 3, 108, 166
inconsistency 117
inconsistent 227
constant 7, 24, 133, 141, 169,
217
constantly 38, 46, 108
consumer(ism) 68, 87
content 44, 65, 82, 143, 158
contentment 5, 32, 63, 65, 181,
232, 257
discontented 65
continuous improvement 65
contract(s) 23-25, 27, 118, 137
contractual 138
control chart 123, 136, 143, 150,
168, 169, 172, 183, 184,
191, 204, 205, 206, 207,
210, 211, 212
control limit(s) 201, 204, 205,
210, 211, 212
control(s) 22, 31, 48, 60, 120,
129, 134, 140, 142, 144,
145, 151, 159, 166, 167,
169, 172, 181, 185, 186,
188, 190, 191, 205, 207,
216, 219, 225, 226, 251
conventions 106
conversation(s) 27, 156, 214,
238
convert(ed) 9, 40, 252
converts 41
conviction 221, 227, 250
cooperation 29, 41, 112
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corollary 17, 25
corrupt(ed) 106, 107, 119, 129
corrupting 223
corruption 183
cost(s) 38, 43, 87, 149, 151, 222
counterfeit(s) 22, 35, 37, 38, 42,
44, 52, 85, 108, 117, 121,
127, 129, 156, 222, 232
counterfeiter 22, 232
court(s) 108, 115-120, 132, 133,
134, 135, 143, 144, 146,
148, 149, 150, 151, 153,
172, 183, 184, 196, 226
crime 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 23, 33,
80, 84, 89, 91, 99, 102,
104, 122, 126, 135, 151,
164, 173, 187, 199, 253
criminalis* 36, 133, 166, 201
criminal(s) 16, 115, 122, 143,
145, 153, 166
cruel 19, 20, 21, 26, 119, 120,
129, 138, 165, 166, 168,
171, 186, 188, 215, 226
cruelty 7, 15, 17, 19, 23, 24, 33,
87, 89, 104, 120, 121, 122,
124, 125, 144, 145, 164,
165, 168, 217, 218, 219,
220, 223, 251
cut and dried 180
cycle 91, 108, 148, 216
sin cycle 78, 79, 179

D
damage 99, 108, 111, 124, 179,
180
Vaccine Damages Act 173
danger 58, 59, 137
dangerous(ly) 5, 6, 165, 169,
230
David (Biblical) 15, 244
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death 14, 16, 18, 22, 32, 37, 40,
50, 60, 62, 70-74, 76, 77,
87, 90, 94-96, 115, 116,
118-121, 129, 130, 139,
177, 179, 180, 187, 189,
222, 223, 256, 259
decade(s) 5, 150, 152, 207
deceive 28, 58
deceiver 22, 107, 176, 178
deception 31, 42, 178
déjà vu 229, 230
delicacy 16
Delilah 228, 229
denominator 15, 187
design(s) 90, 95, 252
designed 34, 36, 141, 144, 166,
168, 253
designer 13, 34, 36, 96, 253
devil 10, 27, 30, 31, 37, 38,
42-44, 48, 49, 58, 59, 62,
70-72, 74, 79, 130, 134,
176-180, 232, 234-236
archdeceiver 107
diagnose(d) 155, 224, 228
diagnosis 127, 155
diagnostic 127, 155
dichotomy 178
different 4, 15, 26, 31, 40, 59, 80,
86, 95, 132, 138, 141, 185,
220, 223, 227, 238
difference 46, 103, 163, 175
differentiates 197
differently 5, 16, 68
diligent(ly) 13, 63, 111
diplomatic immunity 72
disabuse 23, 25
discriminating 26, 54
discrimination 125, 143
disdain 87
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disease 37, 44, 45, 47, 48, 70,
121, 125, 152, 172, 179,
190, 197, 222, 228
divine 47, 52, 77, 88, 96, 97, 119,
167, 180, 193, 282
doctor(s) 40, 41, 44, 45, 47-49,
117, 118, 121, 124, 128,
156, 170, 172, 223-225
do-it-yourself 49, 123
Drapetomania 163, 197, 228
drowning 207
drudgery 23, 87
duress 135
Dysaethesia Aethiopica 197, 228
dysfunction(al) 73, 107, 108,
138, 141, 168, 174, 184,
188

E
education 14, 104, 196
effect 16, 18, 21, 41, 44, 70, 94,
95, 106, 134, 143, 156,
161, 174, 187, 197, 222,
229
effective 85, 100, 107, 108, 114,
132, 134, 155, 180, 185,
224, 225
effectively 95, 123, 134, 147,
160, 176, 184-186, 191
effectiveness 248
ineffective 222
Elisha 49, 73, 77
empire 152
empty 20-22
encourage(d) 30, 64, 92, 172,
233, 243, 248, 251
enculturated 119, 230
encumbered 37, 121
encumberments 52
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unencumbered 44, 62, 117,
121, 129
enemy 71, 73, 91, 134, 140, 241,
242
enemies 145, 228, 229
engage(s) 3, 58, 80, 136, 146
disengage(ment) 40
engaged 3, 148
engaging 28, 41, 54, 147, 151,
174
entitled 48, 96, 225
entitles 85
esteem 165
European Convention of Human
Rights (ECHR) 103, 106,
121, 124, 143, 148, 223
evil 17, 26, 42, 44, 53, 54, 75, 76,
91, 93-95, 134, 135, 137139, 165, 180, 186, 189,
191, 257, 259, 279
excuse(s) 17, 84, 86, 89, 94, 96,
134, 165, 171, 218-220,
246
execute 63, 91
executing 95
exercise 33, 86, 99, 121, 144,
147, 169, 178, 186, 218
exercising 192
explain(ing) 27, 70, 77, 79, 86,
124, 139, 147, 150, 158,
160, 161, 163, 179, 215,
218, 230, 236
explained 9, 134, 151, 155,
192, 223, 244, 251
explains 7, 84, 91, 127, 232

F
family 15, 20, 86, 93, 108, 124,
132, 133, 135, 142, 150,
167, 168, 170, 220, 233
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families 124, 141, 145, 146,
168, 199, 207
Family Court(s) 101, 132-139,
150, 183, 184
favourite(s) 23
favouritism 73, 74
fear(s) 4, 5, 11, 16, 54-56, 72, 78,
80, 88, 94, 104, 107, 138,
156, 164, 176, 177, 185,
189, 191, 233, 246-249,
256-258
fearful 55, 177, 240
forbid(den) 177, 183
forced 2, 24, 25, 38, 68, 79, 84,
87, 116, 120, 122, 125,
126, 132, 141, 171, 179
forgive(n) 18, 88, 92, 96, 98, 118,
253, 258
forgiveness 11, 88, 89, 92, 96,
99, 104, 188, 219, 253
unforgiveness 98, 253

guarantee(d) 21, 22, 27, 31, 32,
44, 47, 65, 70, 75, 90, 166,
222, 225, 231
guarantees 30, 44, 180, 221

G

I

gambling 41, 222
General Medical Council (GMC)
42, 112, 153
God (Acts of) 120
God is God 47, 70, 75
God is love 42, 47, 50, 53, 55, 61,
70, 72, 80, 88, 90, 96, 98,
134, 159, 179, 180
God - omnipotent, omnipresent
and omniscient 55, 88,
138, 159
God omnipotent 91, 103
God’s way 96
is truth 13, 62, 193
presumption is not God's way
59, 137
good news 3-5, 61, 259

ignorance 83, 87, 158, 218
ignorant 19, 46
illegal 44, 122, 127, 167
illegitimate 52, 172, 221, 222
illness 47, 115, 118
immunisation 127, 134, 223, 230
Vaccine Damages Act 173
impose(d) 40, 54, 64, 80, 89,
125, 163, 168, 171, 225
indifferent 19
inflict(s) 96, 120, 121, 125, 134
inflicted 24, 25, 54, 120, 135,
141, 221
inflicting 121, 125, 223, 228
self-inflicted 24, 135
informed consent 224
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H
Hamburger, P 153, 199, 221
harass(ing) 143
healing 37, 41-45, 47-50, 60, 70,
75, 77, 100, 113, 119, 120,
142, 153, 155, 167, 169,
172, 190, 224, 225, 226
heart(s) 5, 27, 31, 51, 53, 84,
108, 143, 161, 194, 228,
230, 238
Hezekiah 73, 75, 76
High Court 146, 172
Holman (Judge) 116, 117, 135,
136
Huntington, Samuel P 152
hymns 66, 194, 240, 282
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inject 134
instinct(ive) 22, 81, 82, 84, 116,
117, 227
insult 165
isolate(d) 123, 133, 143, 144

J
Jennings, T. R. 43, 45, 54, 155,
156, 198, 224, 250, 251
Jonas, Mcebisi 147
Judas 137
judge 25, 84, 97, 240
judged 21, 64, 90, 93, 105, 108,
121, 123, 132, 145, 152,
160, 168
judgement 64, 121, 136, 144,
168, 191, 231, 259
Judge(s) 117, 132, 134-136, 139,
143, 150, 184
Carr 132, 135, 143, 150, 184
Holman 116, 117, 135, 136
Lord Donaldson MR 41, 112,
117
Judicial Review 146, 148-151

K
king 6, 15, 78, 107, 144, 178, 195

L
label 7, 19, 26, 48, 151, 163, 176,
199
Lazarus 49, 72, 73, 231
Lord Donaldson MR 41, 112,
117
lose(s) 5, 11, 14, 64, 66, 107,
108, 113, 115, 118, 121,
122, 135, 151, 176, 188,
192, 231
LSCB 141, 154, 172
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M
machines 164, 165
magician 42
majority 49, 103, 129, 135, 156,
222, 225
manifestations 15, 224
manipulate(d) 81, 166, 188, 189
manipulation(s) 31, 43, 46, 68,
79, 81, 99, 120, 129, 134,
142, 144, 166, 167, 169,
172, 190, 225, 226
marriage(s) 27, 43, 107, 138, 160
marvel 6, 42, 54, 59, 235
marveled 40
marvel(ed) 6, 40, 59
marvellous 42, 54, 235
mask 121
masked 176, 178
masks 84
medal 207
Medical Aid 51, 113-115, 120,
153, 165, 166, 167, 169,
170, 225, 226
medical aids 222
medical care 43, 112, 113, 115,
169, 190, 223, 224
methodology 144
mistake(s) 5, 17, 86, 87, 120,
219, 220, 232
mistaken 83, 84
money 22, 23, 25, 33, 35, 37, 38,
43, 51, 63, 64, 87, 92, 93,
107, 118, 122, 134-137,
150, 164, 167, 169, 174,
188, 190, 254, 257
monetise 165, 166
monitor(ed) 129, 166, 168, 172
monitoring 129, 133, 152, 165,
166, 167, 169, 172, 225
monopoly 115, 129, 167
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mortgage(s) 14, 27, 137, 138
motif 90
mud 95

N
Nathan (Prophet) 15
nouns 144
Nutshell (In a) 33, 52, 56, 66, 98

O
OFSTED 122, 126
operation(s) 69, 147, 155, 168
opinion(s) 7, 39, 40, 48, 50, 117,
118, 142, 153, 170, 171,
188, 221, 223, 225, 230
medical opinions 40, 118, 142,
170, 221, 225
alternative opinion 225
opinion enforcement 223
two opinions 7, 39, 50
opium 11, 142, 172, 188
overreacting 94, 174
override 102

P
peace(ful) 5, 32, 48, 66, 72, 77,
79, 88, 95, 96, 98, 108,
130, 139, 158, 185, 192,
194, 227
perfect(s) 5, 9, 10, 27, 54-56, 65,
88, 133, 138, 177, 181,
189, 194, 256, 258
perfected 74
performance 42, 152, 172, 207
perpetuates 231
personification 42, 75, 134
Pipim, S. K. 40, 153, 197
police 27, 103, 134, 139, 141,
143
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precarious 38
premature(ly) 71-73, 223
price(less) 37, 38, 44, 222
priest 59, 138, 257
primal 81
primary 102, 116, 229
probability 41, 121, 127-129,
155, 221
professional 62, 112, 122, 151,
224
professionalism 165
Professionals 122-124, 132, 134,
139, 141, 145, 149, 168,
207
profit 92, 141, 166, 173
profitmaking 166, 167
profound 58, 155, 161, 224
prohibit 40
promise(s) 22, 66, 88, 107, 159,
193
propaganda 68, 180
proper(ly) 28, 112, 144, 175, 231
propose(d) 84, 115, 146, 218
provide(s) 16, 22, 27, 41, 43, 4648, 76, 90, 100, 113, 115,
116, 118, 137, 153, 155,
158, 168, 193, 195, 224
provider 25, 136, 221
provision 76, 140
P’s and Q’s 24

Q
qualified 122, 123
of rights 103, 106, 124, 125
unqualified 147
question 3-6, 18, 21, 26, 40, 50,
51, 64, 72, 75, 81, 106,
124, 128, 136, 137, 143,
144, 158, 159, 163, 170,
174, 175, 178, 192, 197,
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226, 228, 231, 235, 236,
255
questions 3-5, 11, 20, 50, 58,
155, 158, 159, 161, 162,
175, 186, 189, 255

R
rebellion 91, 96, 178, 179
recast(ing) 31, 165-167, 169
received 25, 43, 52, 63, 64, 92,
122, 127, 149, 170, 190
receiver 164
receive(s) 25, 33, 46, 53, 55, 76,
104, 120, 147, 190
relationship(s) 17, 30, 81, 118,
123, 138, 169
religion 7, 11, 40, 105, 106, 112,
119, 124, 125, 152, 153,
169, 170, 172, 187, 188,
192, 197, 221
religions 197
resent(s) 16, 31, 103, 160
resentment 29, 138
resort 146, 148, 151
rigged 140
root cause 11, 134, 135, 155,
174, 187, 190, 223, 253,
254
root of all evil 54, 134, 135, 257
roundabout 216, 217
Rwandan genocide 77

S
safeguarding 122, 124, 140, 141,
144-146, 150, 184, 207,
280
sale 115
Samson 228, 229
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save 59, 60, 94, 118, 137, 144,
167, 194, 234
school 20, 68, 122, 156, 229
sell 22, 25, 173
senses (only five?) 171, 186, 227
sentence 15
sentences 161
serve(d) 15, 25, 40, 50, 54, 60,
83, 84, 123, 145, 147, 148,
150, 166, 190, 215, 217
misserve(d) 147, 148, 150, 184
serves 24, 107, 166
sharenting 107
Shona phrases 165, 246-249
short-staffed 72
Simba (be strong) 247, 248
sin cycle 78, 79, 179
Sin (definition) 70, 90, 177, 257
sin (wages of) 94, 120, 121, 129,
180, 187, 256
slavery 152, 228
slaves 115, 129, 167, 227, 228
social care 132, 145, 150, 168,
195, 196, 199, 201, 207,
208
society 7, 21, 23, 28, 30, 35, 37,
92, 93, 103-108, 133, 135,
149, 152, 160, 165, 169,
188, 192, 193, 223, 251
sofa 107
solicitor 149-151
Solomon 6, 60, 92, 107
SOP 47, 48, 164, 165
sophisticated 90, 152
source 37, 38, 42, 43, 85, 174,
250, 252
space 2, 17, 165, 170, 236
submit 89, 96, 97, 148, 163, 228
success 41, 45, 112, 116, 118,
121, 140, 142, 225
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successful(ly) 11, 58, 59, 116,
118, 121, 189
suicide 71, 72, 73
superior 10, 85, 102, 104, 112,
113, 123, 198, 218, 219,
254
surprise 42, 74, 86, 92, 219
survive(d) 22, 77, 116-118, 138
survival 87

T
take over 108, 123
target(s) 74, 81, 143, 150, 207,
224
targeted 146, 150, 166, 183
technological 155
technology 167
testimony 39, 77, 191, 233, 234,
237, 241, 243-246, 252
thank(ed) 24, 25, 53, 86, 140,
149, 190, 219, 239
thanks 17, 25, 26, 174, 252
The State 42, 102, 104, 107, 108,
112, 118, 120, 122-125,
143-146, 153, 168, 172,
186, 207, 221, 223, 226,
251
tool 25, 120, 134, 142, 167, 172,
225, 226
traffic 94, 216, 217
trafficking 173
treat(ed) 15, 26, 50, 52, 115, 127,
163, 164, 225, 227, 279
treatment(s) 25, 40, 41, 44,
46, 47, 112, 115-122, 125,
134, 141-143, 153, 155,
172, 222-225, 228
trick 42, 163, 175
truth 3, 4, 8, 13, 14, 17, 20, 28,
30-37, 46, 51, 53, 55, 62,
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72, 74, 83-85, 90, 94, 99,
106, 120, 130, 153, 156,
163, 172, 178, 179, 181,
184, 185, 187, 189, 191,
193, 219, 221, 222, 225,
227, 229, 230, 231, 232,
250, 251, 254, 256, 257,
281

U
unable 14, 26, 115, 138, 169,
170, 177
United States (USA) 152
universe 71, 90, 96, 176
unmuzzle 183
unseat 176
untenable 3, 38, 39
urgency 49, 50, 231
utterances 25

W
weapon 146, 152
will violation 15-17, 18, 23, 24,
54, 78, 84, 89, 95, 98-100,
102, 104, 108, 126, 135,
160, 164, 187, 189, 190,
192, 215, 220
worldview 2, 4
worship 45, 59, 60, 153, 159, 255
worshippers 41
worshipping 177

Y
young man 43, 163, 176, 243
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An aside here #21, 48, 95, 143, 167, 169.
Best interests #8, 31, 41, 70, 75, 115, 116-118,
121, 124, 133, 135.
Children for sale #115, 172.
Choose life! #50-50, 130-131, 259.
Cruelty requires abstraction #121, 124, 144-145, 168, 251.
Diplomatic Immunity #72.
Drapetomania is alive and well #228, 163.
Evil has worked its way into becoming good #44, 48f, 165.
Employment creation #140.
Finger on scale #113, 183.
Five-Second Rule #16, 155.
Free to do what we are expected to do #68, 114.
Get away with it #106, 179.
Good to go #47.
“I am not an extremist” (image) #39.
“I have read and understood…” #224.
If you don’t have a birth certificate your birth didn't happen #169,
171.
In a Nutshell #32, 52, 56, 66, 98.
Isolate and Mock #132-133, 143-144.
It takes a professional village to raise a child #122.
Life is Give and Take Receive #25.
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Lose-lose #107, 121.
Made of different matter #95.
Manipulation and Control #120, 129, 134, 141, 144, 166,
169, 172, 190, 225-226.
“My space” #165, 170.
“No” means “maybe”; “maybe” means “yes.” #103, 124.
Opium of the people #142-143, 172, 188.
Root cause #134-135, 155, 174, 190, 223, 254.
Sleight-of-hand #42, 120, 222.
The child always loses #118, 121, 135.
The moral and knowledgeable authority of medical practitioners is
illegitimate #52, 172-172, 221, 222.
Three aspects to healing #224.
The greatest evil is to treat everyone the same (fair is not always
equal) #26
Thy will be done #75-76, 80.
To treat is human, to heal, divine #52
Touch-is-a-move #138f, 164.
Trick or Treat #163.
When I am diseased I need treatment healing #47, 52.
Work [yourself] out of a job #140.
You are different from me, therefore there must be something wrong
with you #26.
You are the man #15-16.
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By way of implementing necessary corrections and
corrective action, we need to start at grassroots level.
Knowledge acquisition happens only to the extent that we
embrace the truth.

Truth is the one mark that we cannot afford to miss.

I am the way, the truth and the life.
John146
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How Much I Need Thee
1

Blessed Lord, how much I need Thee!
Weak and sinful, poor and blind;
Take my trembling hand and lead me,
Strength and sight in Thee I find.
Every hour, every hour, Blessed Lord,
How much I need Thee!
Every hour, every hour,
Saviour, keep me every hour.

2

Clothe me with Thy robe of meekness,
Stained with sin this robe of mine;
Teach me first to feel my weakness,
Then to plead for strength divine.

3

Safe am I if thou dost guide me,
Trusting self how soon I fall;
Walk life’s rugged way beside me,
Thou, my light, my life, my all.

4

Then whatever the future bringeth,
Smiles of joy or tears of grief;
Still to Thee my spirit clingeth,
Thou art still my soul’s relief.
Franklin E. Belden
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